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Preface 
For Students 

Many of the folk tunes in this collection have a story to them.  For example, “The Gallows Pole” has 

quite a history.  While its origin is uncertain (I listed Finland as the country of origin) it recounts in many 

versions a young woman’s (!) attempt to be freed from her executioner.  Students are encouraged to do 

their own research on any song that interests them.  Surprises (and additional verses) likely await! 

All of the songs in this book —and there are 196 of them, from humble, backwoods ditties to exalted art 

songs and choruses—are real folk songs, or art music by established composers; none was written as a 

“teaching piece.”  Every folk song has been sung by ordinary people in the United States, England, 

Canada, Finland, Britain, France, Germany, Iceland, Russia, Japan, China, Peru, and elsewhere around 

the world.  While the emphasis is on North American folk music, an attempt has been made to include 

many other cultures as well.  Students also can find some excellent solo and choral repertoire suitable 

for performance.   

To sing any song well, the singer needs to know the meaning of the lyrics.  If the words of a song are in a 

language you don’t know, type them into an Internet translator and find out what they mean!  Of 

course, translation software often doesn’t “understand” the subtleties of poetry, so you’ll have to use 

some wit to interpret the translation correctly.  Some software also has a pronouncing feature, which 

may give you a good idea of the sound (but not the pacing) of the words.  Many of the lyrics of the songs 

with good translations are somewhere on the Internet.   

This text is organized to help you become increasingly independent in your musical skill and 

comprehension.  Understanding the way the text is organized likely will be helpful to you, so take a 

moment to look over the Table of Contents.  Use the index at the end to look up information and songs 

as needed.   

For Teachers 

The basic idea of the book is first to give students experiences with music, followed by analysis, and then 

more musical experience.  The pattern for each chapter is Praxis-Theory-Praxis.   

 Learning to Sing 

o Singing to Memorize (these songs are in the Teacher’s Supplement, “Songs to 

Memorize”) 

o Taking Dictation (melodic and harmonic) 

o Improvising Harmonies and Melodies 

o Sight Singing—Guided  

o Sight Singing—Independent 

o Ensemble Singing and Repertoire 

o Vocal Technique 
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 Learning about Music Theory 

o Notation 

o Intervals 

o Scales 

o Harmony and Texture 

o Phrase and Form 

o Rhythm and Meter 

 Chapter Summary and Review 

o Songs and Principles 

o Crossword Puzzle 

o Coda 

Because each chapter is organized in the same order (please see Table of Contents), teachers easily may 

choose the order of presentation for each chapter.  Teachers also may decide to omit portions of 

chapters.  For example, a teacher may decide that instructing students in vocal improvisation is beyond 

a class’s abilities or interests and omit this portion of every chapter.  Teachers also may choose radically 

to re-order the material: for example, a teacher might decide to concentrate on repertoire or dictation 

during the end of the semester, reserving that work for the last two weeks of class.   

The lyrics for a number of the tunes included in the book are in French.  If the teacher, like the author, is 

not fluent in French, she may wish to consult Google Translate at http://translate.google.com/ .  The 

translation engine has a pronouncing feature which, I am told, is not bad.  Of course, if students in the 

class are studying French, they may take their songs to their French teacher and report back to the class.  

A peculiarity of French singing is that oftentimes a final e in a word, though not pronounced in ordinary 

speech, receives its own note and sound.  An example is “lune” on page 3 in “Au clair de la lune.”  The 

word is a single syllable in speech, two when sung.   

Pages with the symbol        contain songs the melodies to which can be combined to form quodlibets.  

While the combinations sometimes can create some striking and beautiful groupings, as often as not the 

combinations are more playful than poignant.  The teacher is encouraged to be creative about 

combining songs, improvising harmonies, adding solos and solis, and otherwise encouraging students’ 

independence.  Beginning in Chapter 6, songs are harmonized in SSA and SATB combinations, although 

the intent is that only the melodies be combined to form quodlibets.   

Beginning in Chapter 2, sight singing songs on left pages usually are in the bass clef and those on the 

right pages are in treble.  The arrangement is to give all students an equal opportunity to master both 

clefs.  Men and women are encouraged to read both left and right pages to increase their skill in reading 

both clefs.   

An emphasis on SATB singing and four-part harmonic analysis begins in Chapter 5 and continues 

throughout the rest of the text.  Three- and four-part settings of the tunes are my own.  Music theory is 

Q 

http://translate.google.com/
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limited, for the most part, to the common practice period of the 18th and 19th centuries of Western 

music.   

Finally, the teacher should know that this text is not “teacher-proof.”  That is, no student could benefit 

fully from this text without the guidance of an experienced teacher’s musicianship.  While a class could 

begin at page 1 and proceed to each subsequent page, the instructor is encouraged to use plenty of 

musicianship, creativity, and perceptiveness while progressing through the book.  In a day when online, 

programmed instruction is becoming increasingly popular, this book decisively requires the human 

interaction between curious students and an artistically sensitive, musically accomplished, and 

passionate educator.  The text is a tool the teacher can use, not a substitute for good pedagogy.   

Sources and Acknowledgements 

The book is the product of three years of writing, collecting and scripting songs, creating worksheets, 

discovering new teaching methods, trying things out on students, corrections, and research.  It is the 

culmination of twelve years’ work and experimentation, and it is an attempt to bring together many 

materials useful in teaching students to sing and understand the theoretical aspects of music.  Even so, 

the author understands that the teacher will wish to supplement the materials contained herein with 

her own favorites and preferences.   

An excellent supplemental resource for the book is The King's Singers Book of Rounds, Canons and 

Partsongs, published by Hal Leonard.  Some of the rounds in the present volume were taken from this 

bountiful supply of music ancient to Romantic.   

I wish to thank my friend, music educator Paul Strivings for pointing me to some wonderful materials.   

In particular, Richard Johnston’s Folk Songs North America Sings (Toronto: E. C. Kerby Ltd.) was an 

invaluable source for many of the songs appearing in this volume.  Johnston’s book contains hundreds of 

folk songs which he has sequenced, cataloged, and indexed in a most ingenious way.  I recommend the 

book as a supplement to this present volume.   

I also used the following fine books as sources for the folk songs in this text:  

 132 Folk Song Favorites, edited and compiled by Alexander Shealy.  Copa Publishing Company.  

1955.   

 ACDA repertoire list: http://acda.org/repertoire/sr_high_school/repertoire - ACDA 

 Folk Songs North America Sings (Kodaly method) for modal songs – FSNAS (Richard Johnston, 

Folk Songs North America Sings, E. C. Kerby Ltd., Toronto Music Publishers, 1984) 

 Folk Songs of Many Nations.  Collected and edited by Louis C. Elson.  John Church and Company.  

1905.  On Google Books.   

 Folk Songs of Many Peoples.  Compiled and edited by Florence Hudson Botsford.  Volume 2.  

New York: The Women’s Press.  1921.  On Google Books.   

 Keyboard Performer (Book V), by Guy Duckworth, Evanston, Ill.: The m-f Company, 1966.   

 One Hundred Folksongs of All Nations, edited by Sir Granville Bantock.  On Google Books 

http://acda.org/repertoire/sr_high_school/repertoire
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 The Great Family Songbook, Dan Fox and Dick Weissman, New York, NY: Black Dog and 

Leventhal Publishers 

 The King’s Singers Book of Rounds, Canons, and Partsongs (Milwaukee, WI: Hal Leonard, 2002) 

Dr. Terry Eder of Plano Senior High School in Texas devised and refined the creative matrix and canonic 

approaches to improvising with solfège that appears in this book, beginning in Chapter 5.   

Kiann and Steven Mapes, formerly of Tempe Preparatory Academy, presented me with a curriculum 

based both upon music theory and music practice, the intersection of which is the foundation for this 

book.   

The book reflects, but does not exclusively follow, Dalcroze, Kodaly, and Orff methods of musical 

instruction.  The approach to harmony is influenced by the work of nineteenth century theoretician 

Hugo Riemann (1849-1919) and American composer Vincent Persichetti (1915-1987).  

My mentor in my Doctoral program was Dr. Guy Duckworth, whose flamboyant, transcendent genius is 

reflected in the overall design of the book, the use of actual folk music rather than composed teaching 

tunes, and the conceptual design of increasingly complex scalar and harmonic organizations.   

My colleague, fellow music educator, and friend Lenore Wilkison has been a source of encouragement 

and advice throughout the writing of this book.  In particular, her understanding of state and national 

music standards was of great value to me.  Her work appears in the Teacher Supplement.   

My sister, Bobette Host, applied her considerable expertise and intelligence in the development of the 

Student Index, one of the best pedagogical tools in the book.  It is so thorough it also can serve as a 

glossary for the many musical terms used in the book.   

While these colleagues and sources were indispensable in the creation of the book, any mistakes that 

appear – and that have somehow escaped the notice of my perceptive students – are entirely my own.   

Finally and most importantly, thank you to my dear wife Louise, without whose unreasonably unfailing 

support and practical ideas the project never would have been completed.   
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Chapter 1 – Three-Note Songs 

Learning to Sing 

Singing to Memorize 

Join your teacher in singing these two folk songs

 

 

 

 

 

 
Walk the beats 

Clap the rhythms 

Sing the words!  

Now … 

Walk the beats 

Clap the rhythms 

Sing the rhythms – “Two-eighths – Two-eighths – Two-eighths – Two-eighths ….”! 

Sing the rhythms – “Quarter – Half-note – Quarter – Quarter – Half-note – Half-note…”! 

One of these songs uses the solfège syllables SO  Mi   LA; the other uses DO  RE  MI.  Learn the hand 

signs for these five scale degrees.   

Using your hands, shape in the air the  

Up – down – across of each melody while you sing the words 

Now sing “up – down – across” while you shape 

Sing solfège for each song! 

Cinderella 

United States 

Cinderella, dressed in yella 

Went upstairs to kiss her fella. 

Cinderella, dressed in yella 

Went upstairs to kiss her fella. 

 

Cinderella 

United States 

Cinderella, dressed in yella; 

Went upstairs to kiss her fella.  

Cinderella, dressed in yella; 

Went upstairs to kiss her fella.   

 

I’m Tramping 

Spiritual 

I’m tramping, I’m tramping,  

Going to make heaven my home.   

I’m tramping, I’m tramping,  

Going to make heaven my home.   

Cin -  der  -  el   -   la… I’m tramp - ing,   I’m… 

Start across across down…  Start  up   down across… 

SO    SO        SO     MI 
DO     MI      DO    DO  
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Name ___________________________________ Period ________ Date ____________ 

Taking Melodic Dictation 

To help you remember… 

Using the one-line staves below, write out a chart for the two songs you learned, “Cinderella” 

and “I’m Tramping.”   

Notes can be on the line, above the line, or below the line.  High notes are above the line; low 

notes below it.   

Question: What does the time signature tell you about the kind of notes you walk?   

 

 

 /  /      /    / 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            

        /      /   /     /    /       /    /   /    / 
 

 

 

 

Dictation hints 

1. Mark the beats (walks) under the lyrics.  Does every word receive a mark?  Do some words 

receive more than one mark?  The first few are done to show you how.   

2. Did you write the correct number of beats in every measure?  How many should there be for 

each song? 

3. Determine the rhythms by fitting them into the beats.   

4. Determine the pitch contour by shaping the up – down – across in the air.   

5. Sing the solfège for each song and write an abbreviation of the syllables over each syllable of 

text.  Write “S” for Sol (So), “M” for MI, “L” for LA, “R” for RE, and “D” for DO.   

LA 
SO 
MI 

MI 
RE 
DO 

(Walks…) 

(Walks…) 

This note is on the line 

This note is below the line 

This note is above the line 

Q 
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Sight Singing—Guided 

With your teacher’s help, learn to sing these simple folk songs. 

 

 

Sight Singing—Independent 

 

MI 
RE 
DO 

MI 
RE 
DO 

LA 
SO 
MI 

Q 
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Here is the same song using a standard five-line clef…. 

 

MI 
RE 
DO 

MI 
RE 
DO 

Q 
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Performance Suggestion – Quodlibets, Clef Signs  

Both of the songs, “Hop, Old Squirrel” and “Old Mister Rabbit” can be sung at the same time.  For 

example, the boys can sing “Hop, Old Squirrel” at the same that the girls sing “Old Mister Rabbit.”  Make 

sure that the note for MI is the same pitch in both songs.  When we combine two or more existing 

melodies at the same time or one after the other, we are creating a quodlibet. 

Notice that to the left of the beginning of each of the sight reading songs written on single-line staves is 

a column of words (DO, RE, MI, SO, or LA) that tells the singer what note to sing when notes appear on a 

given line or space.  For example, in “Old Mister Rabbit,” the first note, the one below the line, is to be 

sung as DO.  The notes written on the line are to be sung as RE.  The column of words is like a clef sign in 

standard notation.   

In the version of “Old Mister Rabbit” at the bottom of the page, find the clef sign at the beginning of 

each staff.  It looks like this       and shows where the note “G” is.  The clef sign at the bottom of page 4 in 

“Hop Old Squirrel” looks like this        and shows where the note “F” is.   Chapter 2 explains the two clefs.    

 

 

MI 
RE 
DO 
LA 

Q 
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Performance Suggestion – Ostinatos  

The class can create harmony for any song in this chapter by singing “DO” and “SO,” either at the same 

time or sequentially on downbeats (see “Upbeats and Downbeats” on page 24), creating an ostinato.  

Ostinatos can be sung on a neutral syllable (such as “doom” or “loo”) or they can be played on an 

instrument such as glockenspiel or piano.  An ostinato is a persistently repeated musical pattern.   

 

This sign  means “repeat the previous measure.” 

MI 
RE 
DO 
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Ostinatos can be high or low.  Notice the sign for “2-measure repeat” in this selection 

 

Questions:  

1. The suggested ostinato for “It’s Me” is one measure in length; the suggested ostinato for “Little 

Gal at Our House” is 2 measures in length.  How long do you suppose an ostinato can be?  3 

measures?  4 measures?  Longer? 

2. Do you find it easier to read songs written on a one-line staff or on a five-line staff?   

3. Why do you suppose standard music notation uses a five-line staff? 

When you sight read songs…. 

1. Set a tempo and chant and clap the rhythms of the song while walking the beats 

2. Chant the words in the rhythm of the song 

3. Learn and sing the scale on which the song is built.  In this chapter, the scales are SO – LA – MI, 

DO – RE – MI, and DO – MI – SO.  Sing the scale notes until you are comfortable with them.   

 

 

Improvising Call and Response Melodies 

Learn about the three-note scales in this chapter by imitating short melodies your teacher sings for you.  

Practice your solfège and hand signs.   

 

MI 
RE 
DO 

For more tips on 

how to become a 

better sight singer, 

please see page 11. 

 is a repeat sign.  It directs the singer to sing again that which comes before.   

   are first and second endings.  Sing the portion of the song under the first ending 

the first time through the piece.  Then on the second time through, skip the first ending and sing the 

second ending instead.   
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Improvising in Trochaic Poetic Meter 

Now that you’ve had experience with the sound of the notes SO – MI – LA, make up a tune for a portion 

of William Blake’s “The Tyger.”   

1. Chant and clap the given rhythms while your feet walk the beats. 

2. Chant the words in rhythm while your feet walk the beats.   

3. Sing “SO – MI – SO – LA – SO” until you’re comfortable with those notes.   

4. Sing the words in the given rhythm, using SO – MI – LA in any order that sounds good to you! 

Questions: Does this piece begin with an upbeat or a downbeat?  (Circle one)  

 
How many beats are there per measure? _________  What kind of a note gets one beat? _________ 

More Sight Singing—Independent 

 
NB: The Tsaiyak society was comprised of Native Americans in the Puget Sound area of the American 

Northwest.  The society’s members were on call to sing for any in the tribe who were sick or depressed.   
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More Performance Suggestions – Be Creative! 

The songs on these two pages use the same solfège syllables.  They are:   ,     and  

 .   

Students can use the songs in this book to create their own arrangements.  Here are some suggestions:  

1. Since two of the songs on these two pages use the same solfège syllables, consider creating an 

improvisation on “The Tyger” that uses those same syllables – and then combine it quodlibet 

style with the other three songs.   

2. Translate the lyrics from “As-Tu Vu Guillaume?” into English and try to fit the words into the 

tune.   

3. Divide up the song “Jingle at the Window” between everyone singing, girls, and boys.  For 

example, the first part of the first phrase of verse 2 can be sung by boys; the second by girls.   
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Improvising in Iambic Poetic Meter 

 
Now that you’ve had experience with the sound of the notes DO – RE – MI, make up a tune for a portion 

of Emily Dickenson’s “I Never Saw a Moor.”   

1. Chant and clap the given rhythms while your feet walk the beats. 

2. Chant the words in rhythm while your feet walk the beats.   

3. Sing “DO – RE – MI – RE – DO” until you’re comfortable with those notes.   

4. Sing the words in the given rhythm, using DO – RE – MI in any order that sounds good to you! 

Questions:  

1. Does this piece begin with an upbeat or a downbeat?  (Circle one) 

2. How many beats are there per measure?      

3. What kind of a note gets one beat?     

4. How is the feeling of the song affected by ending on a note other than DO? 

5. When using SO – MI – LA, how is the feeling of the song affected by starting and/or ending on 

the various solfège tones? 

6. Are you a soprano, alto, tenor, or bass? 

Tips for Learning to Match Pitch 

 

 

 

1. Energize: don’t get sleepy or timid! 

2. Pay attention: focus, don’t get distracted! 

3. Listen for (not to) your voice in the ensemble 

4. Use good vocal technique, particularly support 
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Steps to Become a Better Sight Singer 

See also: “Steps to Learning Choral Literature,” p. 252 

Vocal Technique Principles 

Throughout this book we will explore the five principles of effective vocal technique.  The goal of 

effective vocal technique is to create a sound that is both powerful and beautiful.  Most voice teachers 

will agree that the following are factors in creating a powerful and beautiful singing tone:  

1. Support 

2. Proper room in the mouth 

3. Vowel color 

4. Resonance 

5. Relaxed jaw and tongue 

For now, your teacher can help you work on your support, since that is the foundation for all good 

singing.  As a rule of thumb, sing the simple songs in this chapter loudly rather than softly.   

When you sight sing the songs in this book, you will want to follow these steps, especially if you are 

working on your own:  

1. Set a tempo and chant and clap the rhythms of the song while walking the beats 

2. Chant the words in the rhythm of the song 

3. Learn and sing the scale on which the song is built.  In this chapter, the scales are SO – LA – 

MI, DO – RE – MI, and DO – MI – SO.  Sing the scale notes until you are comfortable with 

them.   

4. Slowly sing through the song, singing and signing the solfège syllables in the rhythms of the 

piece.  You may wish to write the solfège into the score to help you with this step.   

5. At tempo sing the solfège of the song in their rhythms.   

6. Sing the words of the song on the correct pitches and with the correct rhythm.   

7. Keep going.  Don’t let yourself stop and “fix” any mistakes.  Sing the song straight through 

the song (most of the sight-reading songs in this book consist only of two or three phrases).   

8. Go back and repair anything needed: words, solfège, rhythms, and tempo.   

9. Sing again, as perfectly as you can make it! 

While you may not need all of these steps for every song, they make up a good procedure for 

learning to become an expert sight singer! 
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Ensemble Performance Principles, Quodlibets, Ostinatos  

Principles of good ensemble performance 

Singing in an ensemble is a skill you can acquire and improve.  Here are factors that improve ensemble 

performance:  

1. The tone quality of each individual singer’s voice 

2. The ensemble’s unity: 

a. Vowel color (blend) and diction 

b. Rhythms and tempo 

c. Attacks and releases 

d. Dynamics, balances between sections, and phrasing 

e. Emotional investment of every individual singer; physical appearance 

Quodlibet Combinations and Ostinatos 

Quodlibets: All of the songs in this chapter can be combined, two or more at a time, quodlibet style1 to 

provide opportunities for ensemble singing.  For example, the girls can sing “Hop, Old Squirrel” while at 

the same time the boys sing “Old Mister Rabbit.”  The “Tsaiyak Society Song” can be included if it is felt 

in two beats per measure rather than six.  Take care to use the same pitch as “MI” when songs are 

combined.  For example, “As-Tu Vu Guillaume?” combines nicely with “Jingle at the Window” if both use 

F# as MI (transposing both songs to “D Major”).  Here is an example of how “Hop, Old Squirrel” and “Old 

Mister Rabbit” look if they are placed into a single score:  

Ostinatos: The class can create 

harmony for any song in this chapter 

by singing “DO” and “SO,” either 

sequentially or at the same time on 

downbeats (see “Upbeats and 

Downbeats” on page 24).  Please see 

pages 6 and 7 for examples.   

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1
 A quodlibet is a piece of music combining two or more melodies. 
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Learning about Music Theory 

Notation: the Single-Line Staff and the Five-Line Staff 

Music notation has developed since ancient times to the standard five-line staff we know today.  The 

challenge is to represent sound and time, in particular, pitch and rhythm.  The pitch, which you shaped 

in your process of learning the first two songs in this chapter, is high and low, and relates to the physical 

frequency of the sound.  The rhythms of the sounds are the proportional durations of the pitches.  You 

clapped the rhythms of the first two pieces in order to learn them.  You used your feet to walk the beats 

in order to keep the proportions right.  You’ll have a chance to collect what you know about rhythms a 

little later in the chapter.  Now consider notation and how it relates to pitch.   

Our standard notation now probably can be traced most easily back to medieval notation.  Originally, 

notation showed the contour of the pitches without anchors or reference lines.  To help singers better 

understand the relative pitches, a single line was introduced, just as you saw on pages 2-7 of this 

chapter.  It’s very precise: pitches can be on, below, or above the line.  However, it’s also limited.  If a 

tune uses more than three pitches (like “Old Mister Rabbit”), there is no easy way to show the fourth 

pitch.  So, using more than one line is usually desirable, as in this example of medieval music.  The 

“notes” (actually called neumes) are the little black squares.  If you look closely, you may be able to see 

that the notation uses staves with four lines each:  
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The staff is a kind of grid on which we locate pitches.  Theoretically, we could have staves with as many 

lines as we like: 6, 11, or 25.  Here is one of the songs from this chapter written on an 11-line staff:  

 

It’s pretty hard to read accurately, isn’t it!  Musicians gradually settled on the five-line staff as a standard 

for music notation because the eye seems to be able to track five lines just fine; any more and we tend 

to get confused.   

Now practice identifying whether the notes from another one of the songs from this chapter are written 

on (O), below (B), or above (A) the staff line.  The first one is done to show you how.   

 

O,A,B:      O     ___      ___ ___  ___   ___   ___  ___ ___   ___     ___   ___    ___    ___     ___   ___ 

If you know the name of this song, write it here:        

A written note has a head and it also can have a stem, a flag, or a beam.   

Stem 

  Note head 

    Beam          Flag    
 

 

 

Stems can go up or down, depending upon where on the staff the note head is located:                     = 
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When the note head rests on a staff line, we say the note is “on the line.”  When it is above or below a 

staff line, we say it is “on a space.”   

On the two-line staff below, draw 5 quarter notes ( and     ) on lines and 5 on spaces.   

Make some of the stems go up and some of the stems go down.  Get the stems on the correct side of the 

note head! 

 

On the five-line staff we identify lines and spaces by counting them from the lowest to the highest.  

There are five lines and four spaces, like this:  

             Lines     Spaces 

    5         

    4 

    3 

    2 
    1 

 

Now write whether the notes on the five-line staff below are on the first, second, third, or whatever line 

or space by writing 1L, 1S, 2L, 2S, 3L, 3S …  The first one is done to show you how.   

 

      1L  ___    ___    ___       ___ ___ ___   ___ ___    ___      ___   ___      ___      ___   ___  

Example 1.           2.       3.           4.     5.     6.       7.      8.       9.           10.     11.        12.        13.    14.   

4 
3 

2 

1 
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Intervals:  in Melodies, Direction and Steps, Skips, Repeats 

Pitches in a melody can move up, down, or across.  Identify whether the notes in this melody move up, 

down or across by writing U (for up), D (for down), and A (for across) for each note.  The first one is 

done to show you how.   

Example 1 – Direction 

 

U,D,A:          Start       A    ___    ___ ___ ___          ___    ___    ___    ___ ___  

       1.       2.    3.    4.             5.        6.       7.        8.     9.  

If you know the name of this song, write it here:        

Now do the same with this song:  

Example 2 – Direction  

 

U,D,A:     Start        ___         ___  ___       ___       ___            ___  ___ ___     ___  ___  ___    ___        ___ 

1.              2.     3.           4.             5.   6.    7.      8.         9.    10     11.      12.          13.  

If you know the name of this song, write it here:        

Pitches in a melody can move by steps (the next note above or below in the scale), skips (a note that 

skips over one or more notes in the scale), or repeats (the very same note again).   

Identify whether the notes in this melody move by step (S), skip (K), or repeat (R) by writing S (for step), 

K (for skip), and R (for repeat) for each note.  The first one is done to show you how.   

Example 3 – Step, Skip, Repeat  

 

S,K,R:          Start       R    ___    ___ ___ ___          ___    ___    ___    ___ ___  

       1.       2.    3.    4.             5.        6.       7.        8.     9.  
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Now do the same with this song:  

Example 4 – Step, Skip, Repeat  

 

S,K,R:     Start        ___         ___  ___       ___       ___            ___  ___ ___     ___  ___  ___    ___        ___ 

1.              2.     3.           4.             5.   6.    7.      8.         9.    10     11.      12.          13.  

Example 5 – Step, Skip, Repeat on the Five-Line Staff 

Now do the same with this song, written on the five-line staff:  

 

S,K,R:     Start       ___   ___     ___  ___  ___    ___   ___    ___   ___       ___     ___          ___      ___ 

 ___     1.      2.         3.    4.  5.       6.      7.        8.       9.         10.       11.            13.       14. 

   12.  

If you know the name of this song, write it here:        

Example 6 – Step, Skip, Repeat on the Five-Line Staff 

Now do the same with this song, written on the five-line staff:  

 

S,K,R:   Start    ___   ___     ___     ___     ___     ___     ___          ___     ___     ___     ___     ___     ___  

  1.     2.         3.         4.        5.         6.        7.             8.        9.        10.      11.   12.       13.   

If you know the name of this song, write it here:        
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Scales: Three-Note Scales and Solfège 

In this chapter, you sang songs that use only three different notes.  Some of the songs use DO – RE – MI, 

some use SO2 – MI – LA, and DO – MI – SO.  In the table below, identify which “scale”3 each song uses by 

writing the solfège you sang.  The first one is done to show you how.   

 Song Page “Scale” 

I’m Tramping 1 DO, RE, MI 

Cinderella 1  

Mabel, Mabel 3  

Who’s That Yonder? 3  

Au clair de la lune 3  

It’s Me 4  

Hop, Old Squirrel 4  

Old Mister Rabbit 5  

Little Gal at Our House 6  

The Closet Key 7  

Tsaiyak Society Song 8  

As-Tu Vu Guillaume? 9  

Jingle at the Window 9  

                                                           
2
 The actual solfège name is “SOL”; in this book we use the shortened form, “SO” because the “L” sound is harder 

to sing.   

3
 A scale is a group of different notes that form the skeleton of the pitches used in a song.  While the most famous 

scale is the major diatonic scale, DO, RE, MI, FA, SO, LA, TI, DO, this book will explore other scales commonly used 

in Western music, including anhemitonic pentatonic scales and fragments thereof.   
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Solfège symbols 

Here are symbols you may wish to use to help yourself remember and understand the solfège symbols.  

Use them to identify the notes in the first part of the song “As-Tu Vu Guillaume?”  Draw the appropriate 

symbol above each note.    

DO 

LA 

SO 

MI 

RE 

DO 

Altogether, there are seven solfège names and symbols.  If you know which ones are missing from the 

list above, write them here:  

Missing solfège names:       

Harmony and Texture: Three Kinds of Musical Texture 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Which kind of musical texture did you mostly sing in Chapter 1 (circle):  

       Monophonic Polyphonic Homophonic 

Which kind of musical texture did you and your classmates create when you sang quodlibets? 

       Monophonic Polyphonic Homophonic 

Which kind of musical texture did you and your classmates create when you sang with ostinatos? 

       Monophonic Polyphonic Homophonic 

Textures in music come in three kinds: 

Monophonic – is when only one melody is sounding with no accompaniment.   

Polyphonic –is more than one independent melody sounding at the same time.   

Homophonic – occurs when there is one distinct melody with an accompaniment 
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Phrase and Form: AA, AA’, AB, and Period 

Students sometimes are surprised to learn that music, even folk songs like the ones you sang in Chapter 

1, are structured according to their form.  The basis for musical form is the phrase.   

A phrase is a section of music that holds together, just like a phrase in language does.  Typically, a 

phrase is four measures in length (a measure is explained below in the section on Rhythm and Meter).  

So, for example, the music for the words “Cinderella, dressed in yella, went upstairs to kiss her fella” is 

one phrase in length.   

In the table below, determine the lyrics for each phrase of music in the given song.     

Song Page Phrase 1 Lyrics Phrase 2 Lyrics 

Cinderella 2 Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

I’m Tramping 2 Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

Mabel, Mabel 3   

Who’s That Yonder 3   

It’s Me 4   

Hop, Old Squirrel 4   

Old Mister Rabbit 5   

Little Gal at Our 

House 

6   

The Closet Key 7   

The Tyger 8   

Jingle at the Window* 9   

I Never Saw a Moor 10   

*This song is more than two phrases long.  Just write the lyrics for the first two.   
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Phrase and Form, continued 

When we describe the form of these short pieces, we use one letter (A, B, or C) to refer to each phrase.  

In one of the pieces, “Au clair de la lune,” the two phrases were identical musically.  We refer to this as 

AA form, because the music of the second phrase is just like the first phrase.  Pieces also can use AA’ 

(pronounced “A, A prime”) form, if the second phrase is almost identical to the first phrase; only the 

endings are different.  Pieces can use AB form if the music of the second phrase differs considerably 

from the first phrase.   

Complete the table below, indicating the form of each of the simple folk songs in Chapter 1.  Circle the 

correct answer.   

Song Page Form (circle) 

Cinderella 2 AA AA’ AB Other 

I’m Tramping 2 AA AA’ AB Other 

Mabel, Mabel 3 AA AA’ AB Other 

Who’s That Yonder? 3 AA AA’ AB Other 

Au clair de la lune 3 AA AA’ AB Other 

It’s Me 4 AA AA’ AB Other 

Hop, Old Squirrel 4 AA AA’ AB Other 

Old Mister Rabbit 5 AA AA’ AB Other 

Little Gal at Our House 6 AA AA’ AB Other 

The Closet Key 7 AA AA’ AB Other 

Tsaiyak Society Song 8 AA AA’ AB Other 

As-Tu Vu Guillaume? 9 AA AA’ AB Other 

Jingle at the Window 9 AA AA’ AB Other 

Most of the songs in Chapter 1 consist of two phrases, eight measures.  The combination of two phrases 
is called a period in musical form.  So we could diagram the form of “Cinderella” like this:  
                  Period 

        A  A 

Of the thirteen songs in Chapter 1, all but one consisted of a single, two-phrase period.   

If you know the name of this song, write it here:        
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Rhythm and Meter: Rhythmic Chanting, upbeats and downbeats 

Beats, Meters, and Rhythmic Chanting 

When you learned your memory songs and sight-read your other 11 songs, you learned about some 

meters and rhythms.   

Measures, meter, and time signatures 

About the beginning of the 17th Century, western music began to settle in to more regular metrical 

patterns.  Up until that time, a single piece or song might use patterns of two and three beats in less 

predictable ways.  After about 1600 pieces began to maintain regular beat patterns of two or three.  

Eventually, this resulted in time signatures (also known as meter signatures) indicating at the outset of 

the piece the favored beat pattern.   

In standard usage, time signatures indicate how many beats the performer can expect per measure and 

what kind of a note receives one beat.  In notation, a measure is the portion of music between bar lines:  

One measure 

 
              Bar line         Bar line 

The top number of the time signature at the beginning of the song indicates how many beats will be in 

every measure:4 2, 3, 4, and 6 are the most common numbers.  In Chapter 1, the top number tells you 

how many times you will walk for each measure.  The bottom number indicates what kind of a note will 

get a beat.  In Chapter 1, the bottom number tells you what kind of a note you will walk.   

For the following time signatures, write how many times you will walk in every measure and draw what 

kind of a note you will be walking.   

Time Signatures 

Beats per measure        ______  ______  ______  ______ 

What kind of note gets one beat     ______  ______  ______  ______ 

Among the thirteen songs in this chapter, you used all of these time signatures except one.  Which one? 

                                                           
4
 There’s an important and common exception to this rule.  Please see “Upbeats and Downbeats” on page 23 to 

find out what the exception is.   
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Chanting Rhythms 

You learned to chant the rhythms of the songs you learned in Chapter 1.  Here is a table of the rhythms.  

Complete it by filling in the blanks.   

No. Note Name Chant Number of 

walks 

1 walk = a 

quarter note 

Number of 

walks 

1 walk = an 

eighth note 

1.  
 

Quarter note Quar-ter 1 2 

2.  
 

    

3.  
 

    

4.  

 

    

5.  
 

    

6.  
 

    

7.  
 

    

8.  
 

    

9.  
 

    

10.  
 

    

11.  
 

    

When you walked the beats and clapped the rhythms, you discovered that rhythms are not the same as 

beats, because beats stayed the same speed while rhythms could be faster, slower, or the same as the 

beats.   
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Upbeats and Downbeats 

With your class, sing as a quodlibet “Who’s That Yonder?” and “It’s Me” at the same time.  What do you 

notice about starting the two songs?  Do they both start at the same time or does one of them need to 

start early? 

While you sing, “Who’s That Yonder?” tap your hand on the desk or, while standing, make a large 

swinging motion with both hands for the strongest beat of each measure.  Does the first note you sing 

correspond to the swing?  Those swings are happening on the downbeats of every measure.  Since the 

first note of “Who’s That Yonder?” corresponds with a swing, we say that the song begins with a 

downbeat.   

Now do the same with “It’s Me.”  Did you notice that you started singing just before the swing?  So we 

say that “It’s Me” begins with an upbeat.   

Now look at how the two songs look when they are placed into a single score:  

 

What can you tell about upbeats and downbeats relative to barlines?  How many beats are there in the 

very first measure?  How many beats are there in the last measure?  How many should there be, 

according to the time signature? 

Note: When a song begins with an upbeat, the very first measure is measure “zero.”  

Now look through all 13 songs in Chapter 1 and discover which of them begin with upbeats and which 

begin with downbeats.  How many of each are there? 
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Vocabulary 

Music, like any other discipline, uses a special vocabulary and unique symbols.  In this book you’ll have a 

chance to learn some of this terminology and many of the symbols.   

Dynamics 

When we talk about how loud or soft a piece of music is, we are referring to its dynamics.  There are two 

basic dynamic markings: p¸ which stands for “piano,” Italian for “soft.”  The other basic marking, f, 

stands for “forte,” Italian for “loud.”  The suffix “issimo” is Italian for “extremely.”   

With the help of your teacher or a good music dictionary, complete the following table.  It can be your 

reference table for the meaning of dynamic markings you may find in musical scores.  Note: the mark m 

stands for “mezzo,” Italian for “medium.”  It modifies the two basic dynamic marks.   

Table of dynamics 

Marking Italian English 

pp   

p   

mp   

mf   

f   

ff   

The human voice is capable of an enormous range of dynamics.  A chorus of voices that can whisper a 

delicate pianissimo and the next moment boom out a thunderous fortissimo is a joy to hear!   

N.B.  The full name for the instrument we usually call the “piano” actually is the “pianoforte,” the “soft 

loud.”  One of its great features when it was first developed was its dynamic range.  Musicians 

considered this an improvement over earlier keyboard instruments, because it allowed for more 

expressive flexibility.   
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Other Terminology and Symbols Used in Chapter 1 

Review the following terminology and symbols from Introducing the Recorder and Music Theory 

Term or 

symbol 

Definition 

 
Treble clef sign; also known as G clef sign; indicates where “G” above middle C is on 
the staff 

 
Bass clef sign; also known as F clef sign; indicates where “F” below middle C is on 
the staff 

 Eighth rest 

 
Quarter rest  

 
Repeat sign 

 
Three-ee-eighths 

Barline Shows in the printed music where a measure begins or ends 

Downbeat The first beat of a measure 

Dynamics How loudly or softly music is performed 

Enharmonic 

equivalents 
Two names for the same pitch, as in C# and Db 

f Forte (loud) 

m Mezzo (medium) 

Measure A grouping of beats, indicated by bar lines in the musical score 

Melody A succession of pitches and rhythms that sound like they belong together; a tune 

Meter The grouping of beats into larger units, for example groups of two or three beats 

p Piano (soft) 

Period A unit of musical form usually consisting of two phrases 

Phrase A unit of musical form usually consisting of four measures 

Pitch How “high” or “low” a note sounds 

Polyphony More than one independent melody sounding at the same time 

Quodlibet Combines two or more existing melodies simultaneously 

Repeated pitch Playing the same note, as compared with step or skip 
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Term or 

symbol 

Definition 

Rest Measured silence 

Rhythmic 

chanting 

Chanting the rhythmic names of notes and rests to discover their duration 

Rhythms In this book, quarter notes, eighth notes, sixteenths, and so on 

Scale A group of notes; for example pentatonic, chromatic, whole tone, and diatonic are 

types of scales.  Musical pieces are usually built on scales 

Score The printed chart that shows the pitches, rhythms, meters, and other musical 

elements in a piece 

Skip 

 

Pitch movement from one note to the next that passes over one or more notes in 

the scale 

Staff One or more horizontal lines used to graph the up-down-across movement of 

pitches 

Step Pitch movement from one note to the very next note in the scale 

Tempo The rate of speed of the beats of a piece 

Texture: 

homophonic 
Occurs when there is a distinct melody with an accompaniment 

Texture: 

monophonic 
Only one melody is sounding with no accompaniment 

Texture: 

polyphonic 

More than one independent melody sounding at the same time 

Time signature Two numbers at the beginning of a piece indicating how many beats are in each 

measure (the top number) and what kind of a note gets one beat (the bottom 

number); meter signature 

Upbeat The beat or group of beats before the downbeat 
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Summary of Chapter 1: Worksheets 

Songs and Principles 

Use this sheet to review your work in Chapter 1.  Fill in the blanks. 

Songs you memorized:           

            

Songs you sight-read:           

              

              

              

              

              

              

Improvisations you created:         

            

Solfège syllables you learned:          

Symbols for each solfège:          

Solfège used in ostinatos in this chapter:     and     

Two kinds of poetic meter used in this chapter:    and     

Five principles of vocal technique:  

            

            

       

Identify four different parts of these notes:  
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Rhythm Chart 

Complete this rhythm chart from memory if you can! 

No. Note Name Chant Number of 

walks 

1 walk = a 

quarter note 

Number of 

walks 

1 walk = an 

eighth note 

1.  
 

Quarter note Quar-ter 1 2 

2.  
 

    

3.  
 

    

4.  

 

    

5.  
 

    

6.  
 

    

7.  
 

    

8.  
 

    

9.  
 

    

10.  
 

    

11.  
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Chapter 1 Music Terms Crossword 
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Coda 

A coda is an ending passage in a piece of music 

Can you sing and name the following song? 

 

 

 

Solfège notes this song uses:        

How many “walks” are there in each measure?   

What is the name of the song?      Found on what page?   

 

How about this one?  Only the first phrase is given.   

 

 

Solfège notes this song uses:        

How many “walks” are there in each measure?   

What is the name of the song?      Found on what page?   
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Chapter 2 – Pentatonic Songs 

Learning to Sing 

Singing to Memorize 

Join your teacher in singing these two folk songs

 

 

 

 

 

 
Walk the beats 

Clap the rhythms 

Sing the words!  

Now … 

Walk the beats 

Clap the rhythms 

Sing the rhythms – “Half-note – Quar-ter  Quar-ter Quar-ter Quar-ter ….”! 

Sing the rhythms – “Two-eighths  – Half-note – Quarter – Quarter – Half-note – Half-note…”! 

One of these songs uses the solfège syllables DO-ME-FA-SO-TE; the other uses DO-RE-MI-SO-LA.  Learn 

the hand signs for these scale degrees.   

Using your hands, shape in the air the  

Up – down – across of each melody while you sing the words 

Now sing “up – down – across” while you shape 

Sing solfège for each song! 

The Gallows Pole 

United States Prison Song 

Hangman, hangman slack your rope, 

Slack it for a while. 

Think I see my father comin’, 

Ridin’ many a mile.   

 

Sweet William 

Britain 

Sweet William don't you cross  

That raging sea.   

You can stay home,  

Sweet William with me. 

Hang - man, hang -man… Sweet Wil-liam don’t you… 

Start across across across…  Start  across up  across down… 

DO    DO      DO     DO 
DO     DO   MI    MI    RE 
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Taking Melodic Dictation 

To help you remember… 

Using the five-line staves below, write out a chart for the two songs you learned in this chapter, 

“Sweet William” and “The Gallows Pole.”   

Begin each song on the note “D.”   

Question: What does the time signature tell you about the kind of notes you walk?   

 
 

 

 

Improvising Call and Response Melodies 

Learn about the pentatonic scales in this chapter by imitating short melodies your teacher sings for you.  

Practice your solfège and hand signs.   
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Improvising in Trochaic and Iambic Poetic Meters 

Now that you’ve had experience with the sound of the notes in the pentatonic scale, make up a tune for 

portions of “The Song of Hiawatha” and “Cross of Snow,” both by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.   

1. Chant and clap the given rhythms while your feet walk the beats.  

2. Chant the words in rhythm while your feet walk the beats.   

3. Sing “DO – RE – MI – SO – LA” (“Sweet William”) and DO – ME - FA – SO – TE (“The Gallows 

Pole”) until you’re comfortable with those notes.   

4. Choose which piece will be in the DO – MI scale and which piece will be in the DO – ME scale.   

5. Sing the words in the given rhythm, using DO – RE – MI – SO – LA and DO – ME - FA – SO – TE in 

any order that sounds good to you! 

Questions: Which piece begins with an upbeat and which with a downbeat?  

How many beats are there per measure in these pieces? _________   

What kind of a note gets one beat in “The Song of Hiawatha”? _________ What kind of a note gets one 

beat in “Cross of Snow”? _________ 
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Sight Singing—Guided 

With your teacher’s help, learn to sing these folk songs. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To learn the rhythm, meter, and tempo:  

Set a tempo and chant and clap the 

rhythms of the song while walking the 

beats 

Chant the words in the rhythm of the 

song 

To help you get started singing:  

Letter name of last note:   = DO 

Letter names of all the notes in this song:     

Solfège for these notes (circle):    D  R  M  S  L  

Sing the solfège you’ll need for the song to accustom your ear to 

the scale 

 

Q 
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Q 
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Sight Singing—Independent 

Now you’re ready to try doing some sight singing on your own!  Follow the same steps you used on page 

36.  Use the blanks below each song to help you take a pitch inventory and determine the scale.   

Ensemble Suggestion  

All four of the songs on pages 38 and 39 can be sung at the same time by different groups within your 

class.  When combining songs, pay attention to upbeats and downbeats! 

In addition, “Scotland’s Burning” can be sung as a 3-part round.   

 

 

Q 
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To learn the rhythm, meter, and tempo of any song:  

1. Set a tempo (the speed of the beats) and chant and clap the rhythms of the song while walking 

the beats 

2. Chant the words in the rhythm of the song 

To help you get started singing:  

3. Letter name of last note:   = DO 

4. Letter names of all the notes in this song:        

5. Solfège for these notes (circle):  D  R  M  S  L  

6. Sing the solfège you’ll need for the song to accustom your ear to the scale 

 

 

 

Q 
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Q 
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Q 
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Q 
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Q 
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If the tempo  seems too fast for this song, try slowing the tempo to exactly one half.  Either 

tempo will combine with “The Crawdad Hole.” 

 

Q 
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Q 
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Q 
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Quodlibets in Pentatonic 

Songs on opposite pages in this chapter often can be combined quodlibet-style.  You and your class can 

experiment with the following pairings:  

Pages   Left Page    Right Page 

36-37  Do, Do Pity My Case   The Fountain 

36-37  Did You Go?    Walk Together Children 

46-47  Hullaballoo-Balay   Seal Woman’s Lament 

46-47  Didn’t My Lord Deliver Daniel?  Wonder Where is Good Old Daniel 

More pairings are possible.  If the number of phrases or their lengths do not match up, add repeats in 

the shorter song (example: “Did You Go?” and “Walk Together, Children”) or have both groups join on a 

refrain (example: “Didn’t My Lord Deliver Daniel?” and “Wonder Where Is Good Old Daniel?”).  

Q 
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Q 

The sea is rough.  Over there is Sado.  

Sparrow tweets. The sun has already set. 
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Q 
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Q 
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Vocal Technique Exercise: Pentatonic 

 

Q 
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Ensemble Singing and Vocal Technique: Five Principles, Posture 

Principles of good ensemble performance 

You can acquire and improve your skill at singing in an ensemble.  Here are the factors that improve 

ensemble performance.  The goal is to produce a beautiful, powerful, and compelling choral tone:  

1. Unity – an effective ensemble performance is first and foremost a unified performance.   

 Does the ensemble start and end each note together?  These are known as 

attacks and releases.   

 Does the ensemble accurately and cohesively perform its rhythms? 

 Does the ensemble accurately and cohesively perform its articulations? 

 Does the ensemble sing with a unified vowel color, creating blend?  Most 

tuning problems seem to come from a lack of unity in vowel color.   

 Does the ensemble agree on its tempo? 

 Does the ensemble clearly and accurately pronounce the lyrics?  This is diction.   

 Does the ensemble agree on the shape of its phrases?   

2. Balance – does the ensemble adequately present the foreground and background of the 

performance by skillfully adjusting its dynamics? 

3. Interdependence – a fine ensemble consists of individuals who both can carry their own 

parts and also listen to and work with the overall sound of the ensemble.   

4. Physical appearance – a compelling performance also includes physical appearance.   

5. Emotional investment – for the performance to be beautiful, powerful, and compelling, 

every individual singer needs to find an emotional investment in every piece.   

Posture checklist for singers 

Beginning with the feet, here are six things to think about when you are rehearsing and performing.  

Practice these items every time you rehearse and they can become second nature during performance.   

1. Feet – stand with your heels close together and your toes slightly apart.   

2. Knees – don’t lock them or you may faint.  Every once in a while bend your knees slightly to 

make sure you haven’t locked them.  

3. Hands – your hands are at your sides, not behind you, in front of you, and certainly not in your 

pockets! 

4. Cheek bones – raise your cheek bones.  Yes, it’s impossible; the attempt, however, will work 

wonders for your face and your singing tone.   

5. Eyebrows – raise your eyebrows slightly.  Young singers often tend to scowl while they are 

singing.   

6. Top of the head – raise the parietal bone as high as you can.  This is the back part of the top of 

your head.  Don’t raise the front of your head – it will make you stick your chin out.  If you raise 

the parietal bone as high as you can, almost everything else will fall into place: your shoulders, 

your chest, your spine, all those parts of your anatomy that need to be in place for you to sing 

well.   
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Learning about Music Theory 

Notation: Treble and Bass Clefs, The Grand Staff, The Piano Keyboard 

In Chapter 1, you saw music written on a one-line staff.  While ancient music sometimes was written this 

way, our standard notation today is a five-line staff.  Gradually, musicians have settled on two specific 

staves, known as G Clef for instruments that play the higher pitches and F Clef for instruments that play 

lower pitches (also known as Treble Clef and Bass Clef respectively).  For instruments that play the 

middle pitches, musicians often use a C Clef, which we will consider later in the book.  The word “clef” 

indicates a symbol placed on the staff that defines the name of the pitch on a given line or space.   

The G Clef shows where treble G is:  

  G line  The F Clef shows where F is:  F line 

Vocalists sing in G Clef and in F Clef.  The sopranos and altos usually sing music written in the G Clef; the 

basses and tenors usually sing music written in the F Clef.  Since the staves we usually use in Western 

music are diatonic5 staves, every adjacent line and space on the staff is a new letter, proceeding forward 

or backward through the musical alphabet and then starting over.  The musical alphabet is A – B – C – D 

– E – F – G.   

The treble clef 

Now you can learn the names of all of the notes on the G Clef – the Treble Clef        .   

Write the letter names of each of the whole notes on the G Clef below. 

 

                                                           
5
 “Diatonic” in this book indicates a scale that uses all of the letters in the musical alphabet, without skipping any 

and without repeating any until all have been used.   
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The Bass Clef 

The Bass Clef sign,   , shows where Bass F is: the fourth line.  Bass F is the F a fifth below Middle C.  

Once you know where Bass F is on the staff, you can figure out all of the other letter names for notes on 

any Bass Clef staff.  Write the letters for each of the notes on the bass clef below starting at F and 

proceeding backward through the musical alphabet – going down.  Then, part way through, start again 

with F and proceed forward through the alphabet – going up.   

 

With a little practice, you can become fluent in naming the letter names of notes on these two clefs.  In 

fact, this is what many people mean when they say that someone “knows how to read music.”  Of 

course, simply naming the letter names of notes on the staff is not knowing how to read music any more 

than simply naming the letters in words is knowing how to read.  It is, however, an essential start.  If you 

named the notes in your 36 sight reading pieces in Chapter 2, you’ve taken a big step toward becoming 

fluent in reading in both clefs.  Note: men and women need to know both clefs since women often are 

called on to sing music written in F Clef and men often are called on to sing music in G Clef.  Besides, 

later in this book you’ll be asked to provide harmonic analysis, which requires knowing both clefs.   

The Grand Staff 

When we combine the two clefs, treble and bass, on one staff, we have the Grand Staff.  The letter 

names for notes on the treble and bass clefs do not change.  Here is a picture of the Grand Staff with a 

few of the important notes named.  Memorize these notes and you’ll be able to navigate to any note on 

the Grand Staff.  N.B.  We use the Grand Staff constantly when analyzing harmony.   

Grand Staff Landmarks 

             Treble G             High G                  Middle C 

 
      Bass F  Low F  Middle C 
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The Piano Keyboard 

People who study music theory find that knowledge of keyboard layout is essential.  If you don’t already 

know how the keyboard is laid out, use this section to learn.  Here is a picture of the standard keyboard:  

 

 

 

Do you see a pattern in the black keys?  How many different black keys are there before the pattern 

starts repeating? 

If we were to sing the black keys, starting with this one, and then sing every black key to the right until 

the pattern was complete, we would hear the notes: SO LA DO RE MI.  Do you recognize that pattern?  

What are some of the pieces we sang with those solfège notes?  (Consult Chapter 2)  List three of them 

right here:  

              

Do you remember the name of the type of scale these pieces use?        

Now let’s look at the white keys on the keyboard.   

 

 

 

If we were to sing the white keys, starting with this one, and then sing every white key until the pattern 

was complete, we would hear the notes: DO RE MI FA SO LA TI DO.  Do you recognize that pattern?  

Do you remember the name of the type of scale this is?         
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Names of White Keys 

So you can see that the keyboard consists of two different types of scales.  One type uses the black keys 

and the other type uses the white keys.  Now learn the letter names of all of the white keys:  

 

 

   F       G      A      B      C     D      E       F      G     A      B      C      D      E       F      G     A      B      C      D      E 

D is one of the mirror points on the keyboard, since it is located inside the group of two black keys.  The 

groups of black keys mirror each other as one proceeds outward from D.   

Now write the letter names of all of the white keys on the following picture of the keyboard:  

 

 

 

 

Recall that pitches move “up” and “down.”  Question: is the arrow pointing “up” or “down” on the 

keyboard above?  Write your answer near the arrowhead above.   

For more practice naming the white keys on the keyboard, write them on the keyboard below and draw 

your own arrow with the label “up” or “down.”   
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Just as white keys depend upon the black keys for their names, the black keys depend on the white keys 

for their names.  All black keys have two names, a sharp name and a flat name, depending on where 

they are relative to the white keys.   

       F#  G# A#       C#  D# 

 

 

  Gb Ab Bb        Db  Eb 

 

G#–Ab is one of the mirror points on the keyboard, since it is located in the middle of the group of three 

black keys.  The groups of black keys mirror each other as one proceeds outward from G#–Ab.  Now 

practice naming all of the black keys on the keyboard by writing their letter names above each black key 

below.  Put an arrowhead on the line below the keyboard and label the direction “up” or “down.”   

Names of black keys with sharp (#) names 

 

 

 

 

Direction indicator:  
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Names of black keys with flat (b) names 

 

 

 

Direction indicator:  

Names of all the keys on the keyboard 

Now you can name every note on the keyboard.  Do so right here:  

 

 

 

Intervals: Interval Size on the Diatonic Staff 

Chapter 1 established that a melody can move by step, by skip, and by repeat.  In Chapter 1, the only 

skip available was a third – from a space note to the next space note, or from a line note to the next line 

note.  A step is when the melody moves to the next note higher or lower in the scale.  A repeat is when 

the melody duplicates the same note.  A skip is when the melody skips over one or more notes in the 

scale.  Step, skip, and repeat are the simplest designations of intervals, the distance between two notes.   

Diatonic skips (skips in diatonic scales written on a five-line, diatonic staff) are named with a number: a 

third, a fourth, a fifth, and so on.  When you skip over one note in the scale, we call the skip a “third,” 

because when we name a skip we count the note on which we start, the note or notes skipped, and the 

note on which we end.  Here are some skips on the diatonic, five-line staff with their “size” – their 

number.6  

                                                           
6
While skips on a pentatonic staff have similar numbers, they sound differently.  Since the focus of this book is 

diatonic scales and the harmonies that come from them, we will limit our work with intervals to diatonic intervals.   
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The first skip above (3) is pronounced “third”; the next is called a “fourth”; and so on.  in addition to the 

sizes of intervals, we also identify the qualities of intervals with words like “Major,” “Minor,” 

“Diminished,” and “Augmented.”  Determining the quality of an interval is more complex than 

identifying its size, so we will only concern ourselves for now with the size.   

Now you try it!  Write numbers that show the size of each skip.   

 

The process is the same, no matter the clef sign:  

 
12.  ___          13.  ___     14.  ___        15.  ___    16.  ___    17.  ___      18.  ___    19.  ___   20.  ___   21.  ___    

Note: in this system, steps are always “2” and repeats are always “1.” 

In the blanks that follow, identify which interval sizes consist of line notes to line notes or space notes to 
space notes:   

          

Now identify which interval sizes of consist of line notes and space notes:  

          

In the blanks that follow identify the size of each indicated interval:  

                            

  DO-DO   DO-RE   DO-MI    DO-me  DO-FA  DO-SO  DO-LA   DO-te 
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Scales: Two Modes in Pentatonic 

Some of the songs in Chapter 2 used DO – RE  – MI – SO – LA (abbreviated DRMSL) and some of the 

songs used DO – Mē – FA – SO – te (abbreviated DmFSt).  For example, “Sweet William” used DRMSL 

and “The Gallows Pole” used DmFSt.  The two scales sound quite different, especially due to the 

difference between DM and Dm.  Generally, if a song uses MI it sounds “Major”; if it uses Mē it sounds 

“Minor.”7  “Major” and “Minor” are two examples of “mode.”  Besides Major and Minor, other modes 

include “Dorian,” “Phrygian,” “Lydian,” “Mixolydian,” and “Locrian.”   

How would you describe the difference in mood between the MI (Major) songs as compared with the 

Mē (Minor) songs? 

              

              

Both DO-MI and DO-me are thirds.  However, the first is a Major Third (abbreviated M3) and the second 

is a Minor Third (abbreviated m3).  Their qualities are different but not their sizes.    

Now classify songs that use the “Major” sound and songs that use the “Minor” sound.  Songs are listed 

with their page numbers below.   

Title Page Mode (Circle) 

Sweet William 34 “Major” “Minor” 

The Gallows Pole 34 “Major” “Minor” 

Do, Do Pity My Case 36 “Major” “Minor” 

The Fountain 37 “Major” “Minor” 

Scotland’s Burning 38 “Major” “Minor” 

Au coin du nord 39 “Major” “Minor” 

Night Herding Song 40 “Major” “Minor” 

Go to Sleepy 41 “Major” “Minor” 

Hullaballo-Balay 46 “Major” “Minor” 

Seal Woman’s Lament 47 “Major” “Minor” 

Didn’t My Lord Deliver Daniel? 46 “Major” “Minor” 

Wonder Where Is good Old Daniel? 47 “Major” “Minor” 

Sunayama 48 “Major” “Minor” 

The Potter 49 “Major” “Minor” 

                                                           
7
 In Chapter 2 the two modes Major and Minor are placed in quotation marks because the words usually refer to 

diatonic scales.  The two forms of the pentatonic scale studied in this chapter simulate the diatonic Major and 

Minor scales and can be harmonized as if they are diatonic.   
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Harmony and Texture: Three Kinds of Texture, Ostinatos 

Three Kinds of Texture 

Texture in music refers to the way melodies are woven together to form the musical sound.   

In Monophonic texture, we hear only one melody.  A commonly understood example of monophonic 

texture is Gregorian Chant or “Taps” played by a lone trumpet at a funeral.   

 

 

In Polyphonic texture we can hear (if we listen carefully) more than one melody sounding at the same 

time.  In the case of a round, we may hear the same melody sung by different groups starting at 

different times.  This is a simple form of “imitative” polyphony.   

 

 

In Homophonic texture we hear one prevailing melody plus an accompaniment.  If all of the voices 

change at the same (homo) time, the effect is to emphasize the top melody; it becomes the prevailing 

melody:  

 

 

 

We usually hear homophonic texture in popular music as a melody accompanied by chords.  For 

example, if the class sings “Sweet William” while the teacher plays chords on the piano or guitar, a 

homophonic texture is created:  

 

Ostinatos  

When some members of the class sing an ostinato while the others sing the melody (see pages 6, 7, and 

12), the ostinato sinks into the background while the melody emerges as the foreground.  Which of the 

four diagrams on this page seems best to illustrate this sound? 
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Phrase and Form: New Forms in This Chapter 

Musicians identify the form of a piece of music by looking for structure in the repeated or new material.  

At a simple level, an analysis of form can simply assign a letter for each phrase8 of the music.  The first 

phrase always is assigned the letter “A”; and subsequent phrases are assigned the same letter if they are 

identical musically; or subsequent letters in the alphabet if they are different musically; or, if they are 

substantially the same (for example if only the ending of the phrases differ) they are assigned a prime 

mark, as in A’ (pronounced “A prime”) or A’’ (pronounced “A double prime”).  Songs that are two 

phrases long will have two letters (for example, AB).  Songs that are three phrases long will have three 

letters (for example ABA).   

Determine the form of the songs in Chapter 2 and write the form in the blanks provided.   

Song Page Form 

Sweet William 34 AB 

The Gallows Pole 34 AB 

Do, Do Pity My Case 36  

Did You Go? 37  

The Fountain 37  

Good-bye, Ol’ Paint 37  

Walk Together Children 36  

Scotland’s Burning 38  

I’m Gonna Sing 38  

Au coin du nord 39  

Chatter with the Angels 39  

Pretty Saro 40  

                                                           
8
 A phrase typically is four measures in length.   
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Continue identifying the forms of the following songs.  The first song, “Night Herding Song” is an 

example of a song with an extended phrase, the second one.   

Song Page Form 

Night Herding Song 40 ABC   

Fair and Tender Ladies 41  

Oh, Oh, the Sunshine! 41  

Go to Sleepy 41  

Sun Don’t Set in the Mornin’ 42  

Get to Bed 42  

Mary Had a Baby 43  

Still, Now, and Hear 43  

Riding in a Buggy 44  

The Crawdad hole 45  

The Juniper Tree 45  

Hullaballoo-Balay 46  

Didn’t My Lord Deliver Daniel? 46  

Seal Woman’s Lament 47  

Wonder Where Is Good Old Daniel? 47  

Sunayama 48  

Lullaby (Iroquois) 48  

Canoe Song 48  
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Rhythm and Meter: Rhythmic Chanting and Metrical Counting 

When a student is first learning to read music, the following are priorities:  

1. Establishing and maintaining a steady beat.  This is the purpose of walking the beats.   

2. Learning to fit rhythms into the steady beat.  This is the purpose of clapping the rhythms.   

3. Identifying the names of rhythmic note values and their proportions.  This is the purpose of 

rhythmic chanting.   

As useful as rhythmic chanting is for beginning music students, musicians eventually learn to count 

metrically.  This is important because the director shows the metrical beats while she directs.  So 

musicians train themselves quickly to find the first beat of the measure in the conductor’s direction and 

in the printed score.   

Here is how “Au clair de lune” (from Chapter 1) is counted metrically:  

Clap:   

 
Say: 1        2        3    4    1 – 2     3 – 4  1        2        3    4    1 – 2 – 3 – 4  

Walk:   

Notice the following:  

A. The first beat of every measure is always “1.” 

B. The count proceeds to “4” in every measure. 

C. Quarter notes get only one beat in this meter; however, depending on where in the measure, 

the count may be “1,” “2,” “3,” or “4.”   

D. Half notes get two beats in this meter.   

Musicians use the word “and” (abbreviated “&”) to accommodate notes that receive less than a beat:  

Clap:       etc. 

 
Say:   1  &    2    &     1  &       2       & 1   &   2   &       1     &   2  &    1  &   2     &      1     &    2    & 

Walk:       etc.  
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Vocabulary 

Here is a review of some of the terminology used in Chapters 1 and 2.  Use the Student Index on page 

521 for more references in the text.   

Term Page Definition 

Bass Clef 54 F Clef; designates fourth line as F 

Clef 53 Symbol on the staff defining the pitch name on a given line   

Diatonic skips 58 Thirds, fourths, fifths, sixths, and so on 

Diatonic staff 53 The standard five-line staff 

Downbeat 22 The first beat of a measure 

Form 62 Structure in the repeated or new musical material 

Interval 58 The distance between two notes 

Mē 60 Gives the scale a “Minor” sound 

Metrical counting 64 Using numbers to designate beats in a measure 

MI 60 Gives the scale a “Major” sound 

Pentatonic scale 33 DRMSL or DmFSt 

Phrase 62 Basic unit of form, usually four measures in length 

Quodlibet 5 Piece of music combining two or more melodies 

Repeat (pitch movement) 16 The same note 

Round 38 Melody starting at different times 

Scale 7 Group of notes used to build a song 

Skip 16 Skips over one or more notes in the scale 

Step 16 Next note higher or lower in the scale 

Tempo 27 The speed of the beats 

Texture: homophonic 27 One prevailing melody with accompaniment 

Texture: monophonic 27 Only one melody at a time 

Texture: polyphonic 27 More than one melody sounding at the same time 

Time signature (bottom number) 22 Tells what kind of a note gets one beat 

Time signature (top number) 22 Tells how many beats are in each measure 

Treble Clef 26 G Clef; designates second line as G 

Upbeat 22 The beat before the downbeat 
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Summary of Chapter 2: Worksheets 

Songs and Principles 

To review your work, write down the titles of the songs in this chapter, their pages, and sort them by 

their modes.  Put a check mark next to the songs that you actually sang in class or on your own.   

“Major” songs (songs that use MI) – 22 songs 

Title     Page  Title     Page 

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

“Minor” songs (songs that use ME) – 15 songs 

Title     Page  Title     Page 
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Naming Notes on the Treble and Bass Clefs 

Name the notes on the G clef below by writing the letters in the blanks.  Note: some of the groups may 

spell words you know.   
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Name the notes on the F clef below by writing the letters in the blanks.  Note: some of the groups may 

spell words you know.   
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Rhythm Chart 2 

When you sight read music, you need to be able to play the correct rhythms as well as the correct 

pitches.  Many students find that rhythmic chanting is a quick and accurate way to learn rhythms.  

Complete the following chart:  

No. Note Name Chant Number of 

walks 

1 walk = a 

quarter note 

Number of 

walks 

1 walk = an 

eighth note 

1.  
 

Quarter note Quar-ter 1  

2.  
 

    

3.  
 

    

4.  

 

    

5.  
 

    

6.  
 

    

7.  
 

    

8.  
 

    

9.  
 

    

10.  
 

    

11.  
 

    

12.  
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Chapter 2 Music Terms Crossword 
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Coda 

A coda is an ending passage in a piece of music 

DO 

LA 

SO 

MI 

RE 

DO 

 

Can you sing and name the following song?  Only the first part is shown 

 



Solfège notes this song uses:          

How many “walks” are there in each measure?   

What is the name of the song?      Found on what page?   

 

Can you recognize the following two songs just from their opening rhythms and meters? 

         Title   Page 

1.               

2.               
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Chapter 3 – Major and Minor Songs: Five-Note  

Learning to Sing 

Singing to Memorize 

Join your teacher in singing these two folk songs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Walk the beats 

Clap the rhythms 

Sing the words!  

Now … 

Walk the beats 

Clap the rhythms 

Sing the rhythms – “Two-eighths – Two-eighths – Two-eighths Quar-ter ….”! 

Sing the rhythms – “Eighth – Two-eighths Eighth-six-teenth Short-long Quar-ter…”!   

One of these songs uses the solfège syllables DO-RE-MI-FA-SO; the other uses DO-RE-ME-FA-SO.  Learn 

the hand signs for these scale degrees.   

Using your hands, shape in the air the  

Up – down – across of each melody while you sing the words 

Now sing “up – down – across” while you shape 

Sing solfège for each song! 

 

 

Erie Canal 

United States 

I got a mule and her name is Sal, 

Fifteen miles on the Erie Canal.   

She’s a good ol’ worker and a good ol’ 

pal 

Fifteen miles on the Erie Canal.   

 

 

Rich Man, Poor Man 

England 

Rich man, poor man, beggar, thief, 

Doctor, lawyer, merchant, chief, 

Tinker, tailor, soldier, sailor, 

What will I be? 

I          got        a        mule… 

Start   down  across    up…    Start      up     up     down… 

SO    DO        DO      ME 
DO       MI     SO       MI 

Rich    man,  poor   man.. 
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Taking Melodic Dictation 

Taking dictation is a complex problem-solving process, so it’s sometimes a good idea to break it down 

into manageable steps.  Here is one way to do so, using “Rich Man, Poor Man.”   

Meter 

Determine where the beats fall in the text and which are the strongest beats.  When you walk the beats 

and clap the rhythms, you are finding where the beats lie in the text.  Mark these beats in the poetry 

with slashes that correspond to your walks, like this:  

Rich man, poor man, beggar, thief, 

    /         /  / / 

Continue marking the beats in the rest of the song:  

Doctor, lawyer, merchant, chief, 

 

Tinker, tailor, soldier, sailor, 

 

What will I be? 

 

Circle the strongest beats.  Normally, beats come in 2s or in 3s.  A large gesture, like swinging your arms 

as if you were hitting a golf ball or a large tap on the desk can help you find the strongest beat, while 

your feet continue to step all of the beats  

Rich man, poor man, beggar, thief, 

    /         /  / / etc.   

 

In this case, the beats fall into groups of 2, so the meter is some kind of two.  If the teacher defines what 

kind of note you are walking (and marking with slashes), then you know the bottom number of the time 

signature.  For example, if the teacher says, “You are walking quarter notes,” then you know that the 

time signature has a “4” as its bottom number.   

In this case, then, the time signature is       .   
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Rhythms 

Now determine the rhythms.  The rhythms have to fit into the beats, not the other way around.  When 

walked and clapped the beats and clap the rhythms, you are finding out how many notes there are for 

each beat for every syllable of text.  You discovered, for example, that there have to be two notes for 

the first beat (“Rich man”), two notes for the second beat, (“poor man”), two for the next word (“beg-

gar”) and one note for the last beat (“thief”).  Since the beats are quarter notes, you are using “two-

eighths” and quarter in the rhythm for this first line of poetry.   

You may wish to draw the rhythms in at this point, using standard notation, like this:  

 

 Rich man, poor man, beg-gar, thief, 

     /         /  / / etc.   

You may wish to learn the shorthand for simple rhythms.  They are as follows in simple meters.   

Note Standard Shorthand 

Quarter note 
  

Two eighth notes 
  

Four sixteenth notes 
  

Dotted quarter 
  

One eighth note 
  

Half note 
  

Dotted half note 
  

Whole note 
  

Basically, the shorthand for quarter, half, dotted half, and whole notes consist of one gesture per beat.  

The shorter rhythms are the stems without note heads.  An advantage for this type of shorthand is that 

it is very fast.  With a little practice, you can write down rhythms in shorthand in real time, while you’re 

hearing the tune.  Then it’s easy to “translate” the shorthand notation to standard notation.   
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Pitch Contour 

Determine the pitch contour by shaping with your hands and singing the  

 Up-Down-Across  

 Step-Skip-Repeat 

Scale Degrees 

The final step before transcribing your dictation to standard notation is to determine which scale 

degrees the song uses.   

1. Does the song end on DO?  (usually it does) 

2. Do any other parts of the song use DO? 

3. How does the song begin relative to DO? 

4. Where in the text are the highest and lowest notes in the song, and on what scale degrees 

5. Is the song in Major or in Minor? 

6. Do you recognize any other notes, such as SO? 

The shorthand for this step is as follows: D, R, M, F, S, L, and T. Here is how the meter (the time 

signature), the beats, the rhythms, and the solfège appear in the first part of the song:  

 Rich man, poor man, beg-gar, thief, 

     /         /  / /   

Continue marking all the beats, circling the strong ones, indicating the rhythms, and showing the 

solfège in the rest of the song:  

 Doctor, lawyer, merchant, chief, 

 

 Tinker, tailor, soldier, sailor, 

 

 What will I be? 

When these steps are completed, the song can be transcribed to standard notation.  Do it on page 78.   

 

 D   M         S   M        F  R        R 
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Here’s a workspace for you to take dictation on “Erie Canal.” 

I got a mule and her name is Sal, 

 

Fif-teen miles on the E-rie Ca-nal.   

 

She's a good ol' work-er and a good ol' pal 

 

Fif-teen miles on the E-rie Ca-nal.   

 

1. Determine and mark where the beats fall in the text. 

2. Circle the strongest beats (every 2 or 3 beats).   

3. Write the time signature.   

4. Determine the rhythms and draw them above the text, aligning them with the proper 

syllables.  Use shorthand if you like.   

5. Memorize the pitch contour by shaping and singing.   

6. Determine whether the song is in major or minor.  Major uses “M” (for “MI”) and minor 

uses “m” (for “ME”):  DRMFS and DRmFS.   

7. Write the solfège letters next to the rhythms.   

Now you're ready to draw both songs – “Rich Man, Poor Man” and “Erie Canal” – on standard, five-

line staff with standard notation.   

Note: if you notice the form of the song it may help your dictation.  If the song is AA form, then the 

music is the same for two phrases; if it is AA’, then the two phrases are similar; and if it is AB form, the 

two phrases are different.  

Using the staves on the next page, draw in standard notation the tunes “Rich Man, Poor Man” and “Erie 

Canal.”  When you’re finished, use the “Check Your Work” procedure to help make sure you’ve done it 

correctly.   
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Check your work:  

1. Does your song end on DO?  Does it begin on DO or some other solfège? 

2. Are there exactly the correct numbers of beats in each measure?  Do the final measure and the 

upbeat measure (if applicable) add up to exactly the correct number of beats? 

3. Are the stems on the correct sides of the note heads? 

Improvising Call and Response Melodies 

Learn about the five-note diatonic scales in this chapter by imitating short melodies your teacher sings 

for you.  Practice your solfège and hand signs.   
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Transposing and Distorting 

Transposing and distorting are two methods musicians use to manipulate and beautify musical 

materials.  Transposing happens when we change the DO9; distorting happens when we change the 

mode.  Below are examples of transposing and distorting.  First, the original tune:  

 

What is the letter name of DO in this rendition?    

What is the letter name of DO in the next rendition, below?    (The song is transposed) 

 

Compare the song that follows with the original tune above.  What is different? 

 

Practice your own transposing on pages 84 and 85.  

                                                           
9
 In this book, “DO” is used synonymously with the word “Tonic.” 
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Sight Singing—Guided 

With your teacher’s help, learn to sing these folk songs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Use these steps successfully to sight sing tunes the first time:  

1. Set a tempo and chant and clap the rhythms of the song while walking the beats 

2. Chant the words in the rhythm of the song 

3. Letter name of last note = DO 

4. Letter names of all the notes in this song.   

5. Determine the solfège for these notes (circle):  D  R  M  m  F  S — Is the song in Major or 

Minor? 

Q 
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6. Sing the solfège you’ll need for the song to accustom your ear to the scale 

7. Sing the song slowly with the solfège in the rhythm of the song.   

8. Sing the song slowly with the words in the correct rhythm.   

9. Sing the song all the way through in tempo.   

10. Repair any portions of the song you need to learn.   

Remember: successful sight singing is not necessarily perfect sight singing.  If your first reading is 60% 

to 80% correct, you’ll be able to sing the song perfectly in no time! 

 

Q 
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Sight Singing—Independent 

 
Letter names of notes used in this song:      DO =    

Corresponding solfège:         

 
Letter names of notes used in this song:      DO =    

Corresponding solfège:        

Q 
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See page 90 for help pronouncing the Russian words. 

Letter names of notes used in this song:      DO =    

Corresponding solfège:        

 

Letter names of notes used in this song:      DO =    

Corresponding solfège:         

 

 

Major and Minor 

The four songs on these two pages are in minor.  They use the darker “ME” rather than the brighter 

“MI.”   

To understand Major and Minor, distort songs that are in Major (like the ones on pages 80 and 81), 

singing them in Minor.  Then sing the Minor songs on pages 82 and 83 in Major.  How does the change 

affect the mood of the songs? 

 

Q 
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Letter names of notes used in this song:      DO =    

Corresponding solfège:         

Transposing practice 

Use the staves below to practice writing out a transposition of “Oh When the Saints.”  Add your own 

accidentals or use a key signature if you know how.   

 

Hint: to find the correct lines and spaces in your transposition, pay attention to the steps, skips, and 

repeats in the original tune.   

 

 

 

Q 
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Letter names of notes used in this song:      DO =    

Corresponding solfège:         

Transposing practice 

Use the staves below to practice writing out a transposition of “The Hurdy-Gurdy Man.”  Add your own 

accidentals or use a key signature if you know how.   

 

Hint: to determine the correct sharps or flats in your transposition, figure out to which scale you are 

transposing and then use the sharps or flats in that key.   

 

 

Q 
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Letter names of notes used in this song:      DO =    

Corresponding solfège:         

 

Letter names of notes used in this song:      DO =    

Corresponding solfège:         

Quodlibets in Major and Minor 

Songs on opposite pages in this chapter can be combined quodlibet-style.  Some striking dissonances 

will result! 

Q 
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Letter names of notes used in this song:      DO =    

Corresponding solfège:         

 

Letter names of notes used in this song:      DO =    

Corresponding solfège:         

 Half Steps and Whole Steps in Major and Minor 

In our Western Music, a half step is the closest two pitches can be without being the same.  We hear a 

half step when we sing from MI to FA.  In Minor, where does the half step occur?  Hint: ME is a lowered 

MI; therefore the half step no longer can be between MI and FA.   

Q 
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Vocal Technique: Support 

To improve your ear and support, practice these exercises in both major and minor.  Keep transposing 

up one half step.  Builds your upper range.   

 

To improve your ear and vowel color, practice this exercise in Major.  Keep transposing down one half 

step.  Builds your lower range.   

 

To improve your tuning and vowel color, practice this exercise in Major and Minor.  Keep transposing up 

or down one half step.   
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Ensemble Performing: Beriozka, More Ideas 

 

Translations 

To sing any song well, the singer needs to know the meaning of the lyrics.  If the words of a song are in 

a language you don’t know, type them into an Internet translator and find out what they mean! 
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  Pronunciation of Russian Lyrics 

Russian (transliterated) English (phonetic) 

Vo polye byeryoza stayala.   Vah pahl-yeh byuh-rose-uh stah-yah-luh 

Vo po-lye ku-drya-va-ya sta-ya-la.   Vah pahl-yeh koo-dryeh-vah-yah stah-yah-luh 

Lyuli, lyuli stayala. Loo-lee, loo-lee stah-yah-luh 

Nyekomu byeryozu zalomati, Nyeh-kah-moo byeh-rose-oo saul-oh-mah-tee 

Nyekomu kudryavu zashtshipati. Nyeh-kah-moo koo-dryah-voo sahsht-she-pah-tee 
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Translation of Russian Lyrics 

Vo polye byeryoza stayala, 

vo polye kudryavaya stayala, 

lyuli, lyuli, stayala, 

Nyekomu byeryozu zalomati, 

nyekomu kudryavu zashtshipati, 

lyuli, lyuli, zalomati, lyuli, lyuli, zashtshipati. 

In the meadow stands a birch tree,  

Curly leaves dancing when the wind blows 

Lyuli, lyuli, when the wind blows 

No one will break down the birch tree,  

No one will tear out the curly birch tree.   

Lyuli, lyuli, break down, lyuli, lyuli, tear out 
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Performance Notes 

The ranges for both the girls’ and the boys’ parts are DRmFS (a fifth), with an optional te.   

The text tells the story of a tree standing in a meadow, which was not to be touched.  The singer, 

needing some birch wood, goes to a tree in the forest to use its wood to make a balalaika—a guitar- or 

lute-like instrument with three strings and a triangular body. 
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More Ideas for Ensemble Performance 

Songs that Can Be Combined 

 “Green Gravel” and “Apprenti Pastouriaux”; “Savez-Vous Planter des Choux” and “Little White 

Daisies” (pages 80-81) 

 Combine all four songs on pages 80-81 for an experience with polyrhythm (measure-preserving 

polymeter) 

 “The Birch Tree” and “I Got a Letter this Morning”; some strident dissonances occur and resolve 

nicely (page 83) 

 Combine “Riu, Riu, Chiu” on page 82 with either or both songs on page 83 with Riu’s     =      in 

the other two.   Since Riu’s phrase length is unusual, the ensemble will need to be creative to 

combine it with the songs on page 83.  Here are some possible solutions:  

1. Start “Riu” two measures early 

2. Add extensions to the ends of phrases of “Birch Tree” and “I Got a Letter” 

3. Eliminate the half rests in “Riu” 

 Combine “’Round the Mountain” and “Hänschen Klein,” with      =     , for another experience in 

polyrhythm (pages 86-87).   

More Verses for many of the songs in this chapter may be found online.  Direct the search engine to the 

title and then type “lyrics”; or type the first few words of the lyrics into the search engine.   

Ostinatos can be added to any of the Major or Minor songs in this chapter.  The notes DO – RE – SO are 

useful, either sequentially or combined.  See “Beriozka” (page 89) for use of ostinato in a concert piece.   

 DO – RE – SO – RE  SO – FA – SO – FA  

or SO – DO – RE – SO  DO – RE – DO – RE  
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Solfège Symbols for Pentatonic and Five-Note Diatonic Scales 

In Chapter 2, the songs used the solfège DO, RE, MI, SO, and LA; or, in the “minor” sounding songs, DO, 

me, FA, SO and te.  You easily can find these scales on any keyboard by examining the black keys.  The 

“major” sounding scale, DRMSL is the three black keys plus the two black keys to the right:  

               DO    RE    MI     SO LA 

 

The “minor” sounding scale, DmFSt, is the three black keys plus the two black keys on either side:  

          DO           me   FA     SO    te 

 

Can you see and hear the “gaps” in the two pentatonic scales?  Here are the Major and Minor Diatonic 

(five-note) scales.  We can find them by using white keys.  Notice that there are no gaps:  

 

 

 

             DO    RE    MI    FA     SO           DO   RE     me    FA    SO 

 

Is there a piano key lying between DO and RE?  Between RE and MI?  Between MI and FA?  Check all of 

the adjacent pairs of notes in both diatonic (Major and Minor) five-note scales to determine if a key lies 

between.     
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Learning about Music Theory 

We now begin our study of diatonic scales, the type of scales used most frequently in Western art 

music.  Other types of scales frequently heard include pentatonic, whole tone, and chromatic.  All four 

types of scales have their own personalities, sound, and use.  You have already studied pentatonic 

scales; whole tone and chromatic will make a brief appearance in Chapter 6.   

As you will see in the next section, our standard five-line staff is organized to represent diatonic scales.   

Notation: Diatonic Spelling 

You sang in several new scales in this unit.  They are diatonic scales as compared with the “pentatonic” 

scales you used in Unit 2.  While the word diatonic can mean a lot of different things to musicians, right 

now think of a diatonic scale as one which uses all of the letter names in sequence, without skipping any 

letters and without repeating any letters.   

Consider the five-note scale of E Major on pages 86 and 87.  Learn to spell this scale.  (Spelling in music 

is just like spelling in English – saying all of the letters in a scale or chord one at a time, just as you might 

say all of the letters in a word in English.)  The key signature to the left of the staff indicates that the 

songs use F# and G# (as well as C# and D# if those notes were in the songs).  Spell the E Major five-note 

scale now:  

Correct spelling of the E Major five-note scale 

Major key DO RE MI FA SO 

E      

If you spelled the scale correctly, you wrote “F#” for RE and “G#” for MI.  However, you might just as 

easily have written “Gb” for RE and “Ab” for MI, since Gb sounds the same as F# and since Ab and G# 

sound the same.  To see the difference between correct and incorrect diatonic spelling, spell the E Major 

five-note scale incorrectly, with the Ab instead of G#:  

Wrong spelling of the E Major five-note scale 

Major key DO RE MI FA SO 

E      

Since G# and Ab make exactly the same sound, why would it be wrong to spell the scale like this?  

E – Gb – Ab – A – B? 

Put a circle around the repeated letter in the spelling above.  Then cross out the incorrectly spelled note 

in the table “Wrong spelling of the E Major five-note scale” above.   
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Let’s take another example: E Minor from pages 82 and 83.  The key signature (sharps or flats found at 

the beginning of the staff) indicates that the F is to be sung F#.   

Correct spelling of the E Minor five-note scale 

Minor key DO RE ME FA SO 

E      

To test if you understand about diatonic spellings, try to spell E Minor incorrectly in the table below.  

(Hint: only change the spelling of the note for RE.) 

Wrong spelling of the E Minor five-note scale 

Minor key DO RE ME FA SO 

E      

Put a circle around the repeated letter in the spelling in “Wrong spelling of the E Minor five-note scale.”  

You might as well cross it out, too, since it’s wrong!   

Musicians, of course, have a term for this musical phenomenon, two names for the same pitch.  They 

call them enharmonic equivalents.  Ab and G# are enharmonic equivalents.   

Intervals: Interval Sizes, Half Steps and Whole Steps 

Steps, Skips, Repeats, and Interval Size 

You may have noticed that, as you moved from one note to the next in each scale, you moved from a 

space to the very next line and from a line to the very next space.  In other words, you moved by steps.  

Stepwise motion within a scale means moving to the very next note in the scale.  Motion by skip within 

a scale indicates that the melody skips over one or more notes in the scale.  Repeat motion, of course, 

means repeating the same note.      

Below the following example from Chapter 3 Sight Singing, write whether the melody moves by Step (S), 

by Skip (K), or by Repeat (R) motion.   

 
            Start           _R_   ___        ___         ___ ___    ___ ___ ___    ___   ___ 
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“Step,” “Skip,” and “Repeat” are basic designations for interval size.  An interval is the distance between 

pitches.  Normally musicians designate intervals by numbers.  A repeat is a 1, a step is a 2, and skips 

range from 3 upward.   

Interval Words and Numbers 

Words Numbers 

Repeat 1 

Step 2 

Skip 3 and larger 

Below, find the same song from the previous page.  Analyze the intervals using numbers.  Hint: to 

determine the size of a skip, count the first note of the as “1” and count every line and space to – and 

including – the second note of the skip.  So the skip from D to F is a 3 (pronounced “third”) because D=1, 

E=2, and F=3.   

 
            Start           _1_   ___        ___         ___ ___    ___ ___ ___    ___   ___ 

Analyze the intervals of the following song, also from Chapter 3, using numbers.   

 

         Start   _3_ ___   ___ ___ ___        ___      ___     ___   ___            ___ 

Half Steps and Whole Steps 

On page 96 you compared pentatonic and diatonic scales.  Pentatonic scales have “gaps” (they are 

sometimes called “gap scales”) and diatonic scales do not.  However, not all of the notes in a diatonic 

scale are equally spaced.  To understand the structure of a diatonic scale, you will need to know about 

half steps and whole steps, the basic building blocks of diatonic scales.   

Examine the keyboard below and determine whether any notes lie between the following pairs of notes.  

Circle any of the pairs that have no note lying between them, which are completely adjacent:   

C-D D-E E-F F-G G-A A-B B-C C#-D# F#-G# Ab-Bb E-F# C#-D A-Bb 
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If two notes have no notes lying between (such as E-F in the example above), they are said to be a “half 

step” apart.  A half step is the smallest distance two different notes can be from one another in Western 

music.   

A “whole step” is, logically enough, two half steps.  So, on the keyboard below, DO to RE is a whole step 

(notice the black key that lies between them) and MI to FA is a half step.  Using the keyboard below, 

complete the table beneath it by indicating whole step (W) or half step (H).   

 

 

 

             DO    RE    MI    FA     SO           DO   RE     me    FA    SO 

 

Solfège DO-RE RE-MI MI-FA FA-SO  DO-RE RE-me me-FA FA-SO 

H or W W        W 

 

When you understand half steps and whole steps, you can spell correctly any major or minor scale.   

Complete the table below, indicating the letter names of all of the notes in the five-note diatonic scale.   

Major Scales 

Solfège DO RE MI FA SO 

Letter Names C     

 D     

 E     

 F     

 G     

 Bb     

 Db     
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Now continue, indicating letter names for the following Minor scales.   

Minor Scales 

Solfège DO RE Mē FA SO 

Letter Names C     

 D     

 E     

 F     

 G     

 Bb     

 C#     

 

In whole notes, draw the requested five-note diatonic scales on the following Grand Staves.   

  C Major    C Minor 

 

Check your work.  Did you:  

1. Write your scales in whole notes? 

2. Write your scales on both clefs? 

3. Start on the correct note (C)? 

4. Use every line and every space? 

5. Stop on the correct note (G)? 

6. Space the notes out to fill up the space provided? 

7. Draw your accidental (a sharp # or a flat b) to the left of the note? 
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In whole notes, draw the requested five-note diatonic scales on the following Grand Staves.   

  D Major    D Minor 

 

  E Major     E Minor 

 

  F Major     F Minor 

 

  G Major     G Minor 
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Scales: Four Kinds of Scales, Tonal Names and Scale Degrees, Distorting 

and Transposing 

Four Kinds of Scales on E 

Our standard five-line staff is designed for diatonic scales, as you can see from the examples below.   

 

The diatonic scale goes right up the staff, line to space to line.  By contrast, the pentatonic scale has gaps 

in it; the whole tone scale has a mixture of sharps and flats (and gaps); and the chromatic scale has 

repeated letter names.  We easily can see the steps in the diatonic scale because it uses every line and 

space consecutively.  The other scales look like notes are missing or duplicated.  That is because the 

diatonic staff is designed for diatonic scales.  We call the Treble, Bass, and C Clef staves diatonic staves.  

In fact, when we write other scales, like pentatonic, whole tone, or chromatic scales on the diatonic 

staff, they look complicated or inconsistent as compared with a diatonic scale.   

Tonal Names and Scale Degrees 

Musicians use three different systems to identify the notes in diatonic scales: solfège, tonal names, and 

scale degrees.  Most musicians easily use all three of these systems, although there is some 

disagreement among them about whether “moveable DO” or “fixed DO” is superior.  This book uses 

moveable DO (and DO-based minor), which translates easily to tonal names and scale degrees.   
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The following table shows the equivalent solfège, tonal names, and scale degrees for the five-note 

diatonic scale.   

Solfège Tonal Name Scale Degree Example 

DO Tonic 1 C 

RE Supertonic 2 D 

MI/me Mediant 3 E 

FA Subdominant 4 F 

SO Dominant 5 G 

While the tonal names may seem mysterious and arbitrary, they aren’t.  In Chapter 4, we will examine 

the reasons for the names.  For now, remember them, taking on faith that the explanation will make 

sense! 

Distorting and Transposing 

As noted on page 79, distorting and transposing are two methods musicians use to manipulate and 

change musical materials.  Distorting means changing the mode; transposing means changing the DO 

(or tonic).  Beginning on page 102, you had some practice drawing major and minor scales.  Any diatonic 

song can be distorted from its original mode to another mode, changing the mood and sound.  Here is a 

song in a five-note major scale from Chapter 3 (please note clef sign):  

 

What is its key?  (When we name a song’s “key”, we name both the tonic (or DO) and its mode; like this: 

C Major; or D Minor).  What would be the key of its distortion? 

Now transpose the song from its original key to the key of D Major.  Will the notes be higher or lower?  
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Harmony and Texture: Ostinatos Using DO, RE, FA, and SO 

Any of the songs in Chapter 3 can be accompanied by ostinatos.  Since half steps are more dissonant 

than whole steps (dissonant sounds are more unstable and sound harsh or even unpleasant; they create 

tension), the ostinatos can be constructed to avoid the half step between MI and FA in Major and 

between RE and me in minor.  In Major, DO-RE-SO avoid the half step; in Minor, DO-FA-SO avoid the half 

step.   

Phrase and Form 

Identify the phrase form of each of the 14 sight singing songs you sang in this chapter.   

Title Page Form 

Rich Man, Poor Man 78  

Erie Canal 78  

Go Tell Aunt Rhodie 79  

Green Gravel 80  

Savez-Vous Planter des Choux 80  

Apprenti Pastouriau 81  

Little White Daisies 81  

Riu, Riu, Chiu 82  

The Birch Tree 83  

I Got a Letter This Morning 83  

’Round the Mountain 86  

Oats, Peas, Beans 86  

Hänschen klein 87  

Little Bo Peep 87  
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Rhythm and Meter: Rhythm Trees, Metrical Counting, Beat Patterns 

Rhythm Tree: Notes 

Complete this rhythm tree.  Write the words (eighth, quarter, half, and so on) in the appropriate blanks 

to the left.  Then draw their equivalents in all of the blanks to the right.   

One whole note      _____ 

Equals two                _____        _____ 

Equals four              _____            _____         _____        _____ 

Equals eight      _____    _____    _____    _____             _____    _____ _____  _____  

Equals sixteen    ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___          ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___  

Draw the notes shown below in the correct blanks to the right above.  Use beams where appropriate. 

 

Rhythm Tree: Rests 

Complete this rhythm tree.  Write the words (eighth, quarter, half, and so on) in the appropriate blanks 

to the left.  Then draw their equivalents in all of the blanks to the right.  Note: rests are measured 

silence.   

One whole rest      _____ 

Equals two                _____        _____ 

Equals four              _____            _____         _____        _____ 

Equals eight      _____    _____    _____    _____             _____    _____ _____  _____  

Equals sixteen    ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___          ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___  

Draw the rests shown below in the correct blanks to the right above. 
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Meter and Metrical Counting 

Rhythms in music are never completely isolated; rather, they group into patterns that we call “meter.”  

Even in so-called non-metrical music, our ears perceive groups of two and three beats.  In musical 

notation, the meter of a piece of music is indicated by a time signature, like this:    

 The top number in the time signature tells how many beats there are in each measure (a 

grouping of beats, indicated by bar lines in the musical score).  In this case, there are three beats in each 

measure.  The bottom number tells what kind of a note you will walk; i.e., what kind of a note gets one 

beat.  In this case, an eighth note gets a beat.  Complete the table below to test whether you 

understand.   

Time signature How many beats in a measure What kind of a note gets 1 beat 

 

  

 This is called “cut time” 

 and also is indicated by  

  

 This is called “common 

 time” and also is 

 indicated by  
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Musicians count the beat numbers in each measure.  In a time signature… 

The top number tells how many ________________ are in a measure.   

The bottom number tells what kind of a note gets one ________________.   

So the top number tells us how high we will count in every measure, and the bottom number tells us 

what kind of a note we will count as one beat.   

Here is “Green Gravel” with part of the metrical counting written in.  Why is the first number “3”? 

 

Count:   3     1 2 3 1         2…  

Finish writing in the count for the rest of the first phrase and also for the second phrase:  

 

How many counts did you give the half notes?  Which counts were they?  Be sure you line up your 

counts with the correct notes.  Question: Why are there only “2” counts in the last measure? 

Here is the first part of “Apprenti Pastouriau” for you to do the same:  

 

 

   3       &     1  &  2 &  3 &… 
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Beat patterns 

Learning to count metrically is the way an ensemble can follow a director, since the director shows the 

beats in a pattern.  Here is the simplified way to show two, three, or four beats in a measure (from the 

director’s point of view)10:  

      2     3             4 

 

             2        3 

     1     1         2            1 

You might have noticed that the first beat of the measure – “1” – is always shown as a downbeat with a 

downward motion.  The last beat of the measure is always shown as an upbeat with an upward motion.   

In reality, the director’s patterns are much more fluid.  They might look something like this (from the 

director’s point of view):  

 

 

 

 

Can you tell which beat pattern above is for 2, which is for 3, and which is for four?  With a pencil, mark 

the beats with 1, 2, 3, or 4 as appropriate.   

In the space below, draw the beat patterns for 2, 3, and 4 (use fluid shapes):  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
10

 Patterns are shown for right-handed conductors from the conductors’ point of view.  Left-handed conductors 

use mirror images of the indicated patterns.   
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Which of the beat patterns above do you think a director would use for “Go to Sleepy” (page 41), 

“Hullaballoo-Balay” (page 46), or “Seal Woman’s Lament” (page 47)?  Draw it here:  

 

 

If a piece in       is in a slow enough tempo, the conductor may use a 6-beat pattern, like this: 

         6 

 

 

 

  3     2  1         4         5 

In the space below, draw the 6-beat pattern: 

 

 

The gesture for the first beat of any measure is down and we refer to the first beat of any measure as 

the “downbeat.”   

The gesture for the last beat of the measure is in and up and we refer to the last beat of any measure as 

the “upbeat.”   

The gestures for two of the beats in the six-beat pattern above are larger and more intense than the 

other four beats.  One of these, of course is Beat 1, the downbeat.  The other is on Beat 4, the other 

strong beat in any measure of        time.  Answer the following questions.   

1. How many beats are there altogether in a measure of       time?     

2. What kind of a note gets each of these beats?        

3. How many strong beats are there in this meter?        

4. What kind of a note gets each of these strong beats?       

5. How many beats are there in each strong beat?        

Compare another meter with     .  Consider, for example,      .    

6. How many beats are there altogether in a measure of       time?     

7. What kind of a note gets each of these beats?        

The class of meters to which  belongs is called “simple” because a note receives the beat, in this case 

a quarter note.  The class of meters to which   belongs is called “compound” because a dotted note, in 

this case a dotted quarter note, receives the beat.   
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Some songs begin with downbeats and some songs begin with upbeats.  In the table below, indicate 

whether songs begin with upbeats or downbeats.  The first one is done to show you how.   

Song Title Page Begins with… 

Rich Man, Poor Man 78 Upbeat   Downbeat 

Erie Canal 78 Upbeat   Downbeat 

Go Tell Aunt Rhodie 79 Upbeat   Downbeat 

Green Gravel 80 Upbeat   Downbeat 

Savez-Vous 80 Upbeat   Downbeat 

Apprenti Pastouriau 81 Upbeat   Downbeat 

Little White Daisies 81 Upbeat   Downbeat 

Riu, Riu, Chiu 82 Upbeat   Downbeat 

Continue identifying whether songs begin with upbeats or downbeats by circling the correct word in the 

right column.   

Song Title Page Begins with… 

The Birch Tree 83 Upbeat   Downbeat 

I Got a Letter This Morning 83 Upbeat   Downbeat 

’Round the Mountain 86 Upbeat   Downbeat 

Oats, Peas, Beans 86 Upbeat   Downbeat 

Hänschen klein 87 Upbeat   Downbeat 

Little Bo Peep 87 Upbeat   Downbeat 

To learn about meter, upbeats and downbeats, and about maintaining a steady tempo, practice singing 

several of the folk songs in Chapter 3 while you mark the beat patterns with one of your hands.   

Metronome Markings 

You may have noticed some marks near the beginning of some of the pieces you have played in this 

book.  Here is the metronome mark from the beginning of “Beriozka”: .   It shows the number of 

 beats per minute.  If you use a metronome and set it to 80, you will hear how fast each  should be.  

Questions: If  is marked at a higher number (e.g., 90 or 120), do you think the tempo would be faster 

or slower?  What if the  beat is marked as a lower number (e.g., 50 or 45)?   
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Vocabulary 

Term Definition 

Beat The pulse of a piece of music 

Consonant Sounds harmonious or pleasing 

Diatonic scale Uses all of the pitch letter names without repeating or omitting any 

Dictation Listening to a tune and then writing it out 

Dissonant Sounds harsh or unstable 

Distorting Changing the mode (for example from Major to Minor) 

Dominant SO, fifth scale degree 

DRMFS The first five solfège notes of the Major scale 

DRmFS The first five solfège notes of the Minor scale 

Half step Smallest interval between two notes in Western music 

M Major 

m or m Minor 

Mediant MI or Mē, third scale degree 

Meter The way beats are grouped into strong and weak, usually groups of twos or threes 

Metrical counting Assigning numbers to beats, as in “1-2-3-1-2-3…” 

Ostinato From Italian for “obstinate”; repeating musical pattern 

Phrase A unit of form, often four measures long 

Pitch How high or low a note sounds 

Quodlibet A combination of two or more melodies, often whimsically united 

Rhythm The pattern of musical movement through time 

Scale degree Where in a scale a pitch lies, as indicated by numbers 

Subdominant FA, fourth scale degree 

Supertonic RE, second scale degree 

Time signature Numbers indicating a song’s meter  

Tonic DO, first scale degree 

Transposing Changing the DO (for example from D to F#) 

Vocal technique Support, proper room in the mouth, resonance, vowel color, relaxed jaw and tongue 

Whole step Two half steps 
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Summary of Chapter 3: Worksheets 

Songs and Principles 

To review your work, write down the titles of the sight reading songs in this chapter, their pages, and 

sort them by their modes.  Put a check mark next to the songs that you actually sang in class or on your 

own.   

“Major” songs (songs that use MI) – 10 songs 

Title     Page  Title     Page 

              

              

              

              

              

               

 “Minor” songs (songs that use ME) – 4 songs 

Title     Page  Title     Page 

              

              

Determine whether each pair of notes consists of a half-step or a whole-step.  The first one is done to 

show you how.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.  C – D H  W 

2.  D – E  H  W 

3.  E – F  H  W 

4.  F – G H  W 

5.  G – A H  W 

6.  A – B H  W 

7.  B – C H  W 

8.  C# – D#  H  W 

9.  D# – E# H  W 

10.  E# – F# H  W 

11.  F# – G# H  W 

12.  G# – A# H  W 

13.  A# – B# H  W 

14.  B# – C# H  W 

15.  Cb – Db H  W 

16.  Db – Eb H  W 

17.  Eb – Fb H  W 

18.  Fb – Gb H  W 

19.  Gb – Ab H  W 

20.  Ab – Bb H  W 

21.  Bb – Cb H  W 

22.  Cb – C  H  W 

23.  D – R  H  W 

24.  R – M  H  W 

25.  M – F H  W 

26.  F – S H  W 

27.  R – m H  W 

28.  m – F H  W 
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Complete the table below, indicating the letter names of all of the notes in each five-note diatonic scale.  

The curved line shows where the half-step needs to be, between MI and FA.   

Major Scales 

Solfège DO RE MI FA SO 

Letter Names Cb     

 Db     

 Eb     

 F     

 Gb     

 Ab     

 Bb     

 

Complete the table below, indicating the letter names of all of the notes in each five-note diatonic 

minor scale.  Draw your own curved line indicating where the half-step needs to be.  Hint: it is not 

between Mē and FA.   

Minor Scales 

Solfège DO RE Mē FA SO 

Letter Names C#     

 E     

 Eb     

 F#     

 G     

 B     

 C     

 

Find free support materials, including 

audio files of songs, at 

WolfeMusicEd.com.   
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Mark the Step (S), Skip (K), and Repeat (R) for each note of the melody below from Chapter 3.   

 

 
           Start    _K_ ___    ___ ___   ___    ___        ___     ___   ___     ___        ___ 

 
     ___      ___      ___          ___     ___     ___         ___      ___     ___         ___ 

 

Mark the interval sizes (1, 2, 3, 4, or 5) for each note in the melody below from Chapter 3.   

 
          Start   _1_   ___ ___ ___ _2_  ___     ___  ___   ___   ___     ___     ___   ___ 

 
         ___   ___ ___   ___ ___     ___      ___     ___     ___    ___          ___ 

 

Mark the metrical count below the notes of the song from Chapter 3.   

 

 
           _1_  _&_  _2_ ___  ___ ___ ___ ___    ___ ___ ___ ___  ___ ___ ___ ___  ___ ___ ___ ___ 

 
         ___   ___    ___  ___       ___     ___    ___  ___       ___       ___     ___   ___      ___ ___       ___ ___     
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Chapter 3 Music Terms Crossword 
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Coda 

A coda is an ending passage in a piece of music 

DO  RE  MI or ME  FA  SO 

 

Can you sing and name the following song?  Only the first phrase is shown 

 



Solfège notes this song uses:          

How many “walks” are there in each measure?   

What is the name of the song?      Found on what page?   

Can you sing and name the following song?  Only the first phrase is shown 

 

Solfège notes this song uses:            

How many “walks” are there in each measure?   

What is the name of the song?      Found on what page?   

Can you recognize the following two songs just from their opening rhythms and meters? 

         Title   Page 

3.               

4.                

MI 

Me 
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Learning to Sing 

Singing to Memorize 

Join your teacher in singing these two folk songs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Walk the beats 

Clap the rhythms 

Sing the words!  

Now … 

Walk the beats 

Clap the rhythms 

Sing the rhythms – “Quar-ter – Long-short – Quar-ter – Long-short ….”! 

Sing the rhythms – “Two-eighths – Two  -eighths – Quar-ter –Quar-ter…”!   

One of these songs uses the solfège syllables DO-RE-MI-FA-SO-LA-TI-DO; the other uses DO-RE-ME-FA-

SO-LE-TE-DO.  Learn the hand signs for these scale degrees.   

Using your hands, shape in the air the  

Up – down – across of each melody while you sing the words 

Now sing “up – down – across” while you shape 

Sing solfège for each song! 

 

 

Hatikvah 

Israel 
Words by Edward Wolfe 

In the heart there springs  

A song of hope and dreams,   

Singing of peace  

And a beautiful new day.    

 

 

Christmas Is Coming 

England 

Christmas is coming,  

The goose is getting fat.  

Won't you please put a penny  

In the old man's hat? 

In the heart there springs... 

Start  up   up    up     up…  Start across  down  down across… 

DO   RE  Me  FA      SO 
DO    DO       TI      LA      LA 

Christ-mas      is     com-ing 
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Improvising Harmonies a Third Above and Below the Melody 

Singers can learn to improvise simple harmonies to melodies by singing a diatonic third above or below 

the melody.  Some melodies, such as “Christmas Is Coming” and “When Johnny Comes Marching Home” 

sound good with improvised harmonies above the melody:  

 

 

 

The song “All through the Night,” p. 122 measures 5-8 can be harmonized a third below the melody.   

Taking Melodic Dictation 

Using the process described on pages 74-78, take dictation on the two songs you just memorized, 

“Christmas Is Coming” and “Hatikvah.”  Use the staves below for your finished work.  Here is a summary 

of the steps to follow:  

1. Determine and mark where the beats fall in the text. 

2. Circle the strongest beats (every 2 or 3 beats).   

3. Write the time signature (already given on the staves on page 121).   

4. Determine the rhythms and draw them above the text, aligning them with the proper 

syllables.  Use shorthand if you like.   

5. Memorize the pitch contour by shaping and singing.   

6. Determine whether the song is in major or minor.  Major uses “M” (for “MI”) as well as 

“L” and “T” (for “LA” and “TI”); and minor uses “m” (for “Mē”) as well as “l” and “t” (for 

“LE” and “TE”):  DRMFSLTD and DRmFSltD.   

7. Write the solfège letters next to the rhythms.   
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Check your work:  

1. Does your song end on DO?  Does it begin on DO or some other solfège? 

2. Are there exactly the correct numbers of beats in each measure?  Do the final measure and the 

upbeat measure (if applicable) add up to exactly the correct number of beats? 

3. Are the stems on the correct sides of the note heads? 

Transposing and Distorting 

Practice singing each of the two songs in the opposite mode: “Christmas Is Coming” in minor; “Hatikva” 

in major.   

Transposing practice is provided on pages 135-136.   

Improvising Call and Response Melodies 

Learn about the eight-note diatonic scales in this chapter by imitating short melodies your teacher sings 

for you.  Practice your solfège and hand signs.   
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Name ___________________________________ Period ________ Date ____________ 

Sight Singing—Guided (Quodlibets in Major) 

With your teacher’s help, learn to sing these folk songs in major keys. 

 
Letter names of notes used in this song:      DO =    

Corresponding solfège:         

 

Letter names of notes used in this song:      DO =    

Corresponding solfège:         

 

Q 
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Name ___________________________________ Period ________ Date ____________ 

 
Letter names of notes used in this song:      DO =    

Corresponding solfège:        

 

Letter names of notes used in this song:      DO =    

Corresponding solfège:         

 

Q 
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 Name ___________________________________ Period ________ Date ____________ 

Sight Singing—Guided (Quodlibets in Minor) 

With your teacher’s help, learn to sing these folk songs in minor keys. 

 

Letter names of notes used in this song:      DO =    

Corresponding solfège:         

 

 

Letter names of notes used in this song:      DO =    

Corresponding solfège:         

 

 

Q 
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 Name ___________________________________ Period ________ Date ____________ 

 

Letter names of notes used in this song:      DO =    

Corresponding solfège:         

 

Letter names of notes used in this song:      DO =    

Corresponding solfège:         

Q 
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 Name ___________________________________ Period ________ Date ____________ 

Sight Singing—Independent (More Songs in Major and Minor) 

Continue practicing your sight singing with the following songs.  Don’t forget to use the procedures you 

learned to help you sing songs successfully the first time.   

Answer these questions for each song you learn:  

Letter names of notes used in this song:      DO =    

Corresponding solfège:         

 

 

 

Q 
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 Name ___________________________________ Period ________ Date ____________ 

 

 

 

 

 

Q 

“Home on the Range” is the state song for Kansas. 
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 Name ___________________________________ Period ________ Date ____________ 

 

 

 

Q 
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 Name ___________________________________ Period ________ Date ____________ 

 

 

 

 

 

Q 
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 Name ___________________________________ Period ________ Date ____________ 
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Name ___________________________________ Period ________ Date ____________ 

 

 
 

 

Q 
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 Name ___________________________________ Period ________ Date ____________ 

 

 
 

 
 

Ensemble Suggestions 

Many additional verses are available for most of the songs in Chapter 4.  Teacher and students are 

encouraged to consult the Internet for more verses and for translations of foreign songs into English.   

The author found recordings of many of the folk songs in Chapter 4 on the Internet, as well.  Since they 

are in the public domain, teachers and students are encouraged to arrange songs with and without 

instrumental accompaniment and to add or improvise additional voice parts.  An example of a song with 

additional voice parts (in this case, SSA voicing) is “Il est né” on page 131.   

For additional performance suggestions, please see page 133.   

 

 

 

Q 
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Sight Singing—Independent (Rounds in Major and Minor) 

 

 

Q 
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 Name ___________________________________ Period ________ Date ____________ 

 

New rhythm: A triplet, indicated by , means “play three notes in the place of two.”  In this case, play 

three eighth notes in place of two eighth notes.  It is chanted “Tri-hi-plet.”   

 

Transposing practice 

Use the staves below to practice writing out a transposition of “Tallis’ Canon.”  Add your own 

accidentals or key signature.   

 

A canon is a type of round 

Q 
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 Name ___________________________________ Period ________ Date ____________ 

 

Transposing practice 

Use the staves below to practice writing out a transposition of “The Donkey.”  Add your own accidentals 

or key signature.   

 

The next song, “Dona Nobis Pacem,” features melismas.  A melisma occurs when a single syllable of text 

is set to two or more notes.  An example is the first syllable of the word “Dona.”  Where else in the song 

do melismas occur?  Do you see a musical mark that helps the singer notice melismas?  Do any other 

songs in Chapter 4 employ melismas? 
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Vocal Technique: Proper Room in the Mouth 

The goal of vocal technique for choral singing is for each singer to create a powerful and beautiful 

sound.  The five principles espoused by this book are:  

1. Support 

2. Proper room in the mouth 

3. Vowel color 

4. Resonance 

5. Relaxed jaw and tongue 

Exercises to help the singer develop support and consistent vowel color are on page 88.   

As regards number 2 above, obviously in order for the sound of the voice to project, the singer’s mouth 

has to be open!  Most young singers are surprised to learn that, until they correct the problem, their 

mouths are mostly closed when they are singing in a choir.  A good “rule of thumb” is that the mouth 

needs to be open about the width of two fingers – the middle and index fingers placed one on top of 

the other – in order for the sound of the voice to project.  In order to discover just how widely (or 

narrowly) the mouth is open, singers can practice the exercises on page 88 with and without their 

fingers in this position.  “Proper room in the mouth” also includes the back of the mouth, where the soft 

palette often blocks the sound or colors it in odd ways.  Thinking of “tall vowels” often is helpful for 

singers and also improves their vowel color.   

Ensemble Singing and Repertoire 

Usually, only one verse of each sight singing song is included in this book.  Many additional verses are 

available for most of the songs in Chapter 4.  Teacher and students are encouraged to consult the 

Internet for more verses and for translations of foreign songs into English.   

The following sight singing songs and combinations are suitable for concert performance:  

Page Song(s) 

122-123 Marine’s Hymn/British Grenadiers 

122-123 All Through the Night/Simple Gifts 

124-125 Out of the Deep I Call/Let All Mortal Flesh Keep Silence 

124-125 Chimney Sweeper/The Praties They Grow Small 

126-127 Oh My Darling, Clementine/Home on the Range 

126-127 Did You Ever See a Lassie/Josef Lieber, Josef Mein 

128-129 Believe Me, If All Those Endearing Young Charms/Du, Du, Liegst Mir im Herzen 

128 Fire Down Below (for men singers, with added verses) 

130 Divinum Mysterium 

131 Il est né (for women singers, in unison, SA, or SSA parts) 

The rounds included in the sight singing songs in Chapter 4 begin on page 134.  Additional performance 

pieces follow, beginning on page 139.    
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This song by Mozart uses a raised fourth scale degree in Part 1.  When you find it, circle it.  The solfège 

pronunciation for this note is “FI” (pronounced “fee”).   
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Translation by Edward Wolfe 

German English German English 

Komm, lieber Mai, und mache  

Die Bäume wieder grün,  

Und laßt uns an dem Bache 

Die kleinen Veilchen blüh'n! 

Wie möchten wir so gerne 

Ein Veilchen wieder seh'n, 

Ach lieber Mai wie gerne 

Einmal spazieren geh'n 

Come, dear May, and make  

The trees green again,  

And let us see by the brook 

The little violets blooming 

again.  

How I want to see  

Those little violets, 

Oh, dear May, I want  

To take a stroll.  

Doch wenn die Vöglein singen 

Und wir dann froh und flink 

Auf grünem Rasen springen, 

Das ist ein ander' Ding! 

Jetzt muß mein 

Steckenpferdchen 

Dort im dem Winkel stehn, 

Denn draußen in dem Gärtchen 

Kann man vor Schmutz nicht 

gehn.   

But when the birds sing 

And we can joyfully and quickly 

Jump on the green lawn, 

That is another thing! 

Now my hobbyhorse 

Is standing in the corner there, 

Because you cannot walk in the 

garden 

Because of the mud.   

Zwar Wintertage haben 

Wohl auch der Freuden viel, 

Man kann im Schnee frisch 

traben 

Und treibt manch Abendspiel; 

Baut Häuserchen von Karten, 

Spielt Blindekuh und fand, 

Auch dies wohl 

Schlittenfahrten 

Auf's liebe freie Land. 

True, winter days have 

Plenty of joy,  

You can trot in the snow 

And play many night games;  

Build houses of cards 

And play Blind Man’s Buff, 

And go tobogganing 

In the lovely, open 

countryside… 

Ach, wenn's doch erst gelinder 

Und grüner draußen wär! 

Komm, lieber Mai, wir Kinder, 

Wir bitten gar zu sehr! 

O komm und bring vor allem 

Uns viele Veilchen mit, 

Bring auch viel Nachtigallen 

Und schöne Kuckucks mit. 

Oh, if only it would be milder 

And greener out there! 

Come, dear May, we’re children, 

We beg of you! 

Oh, come and bring 

Lots of violets with you,  

And also many nightingales 

And beautiful cuckoos, too!  
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“Sumer Is Icumen In” is a very old English round, perhaps the oldest example of a type of polyphony 
called counterpoint in existence.  The lyrics are in Middle English, the language of Geoffrey Chaucer, 
whose Canterbury Tales perhaps you have studied.   

“Summer Is Icumen In” may be performed in many different ways.   

A. The piece can be performed as a round, beginning each part at the beginning of each staff, with 

up to 6 parts.  To create a twelve-part round, start each part on the first and third measures of 

each phrase (in this case, each staff is a phrase).   

B. The bass ostinato, if used, begins and ends the piece.  It too can be sung by two basses, 

beginning on the first and third measures respectively.   
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“Perché Vezzosi Rai” can be sung by treble or bass voices or a combination of both. 
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Name ___________________________________ Period ________ Date ____________ 

Learning about Music Theory 

Notation: Naming Notes on the Grand Staff and C Clef 

Recall that a treble staff and a bass staff combine to make the “Grand Staff.”  Choral music and piano 

music is written on the grand staff.  When you begin to study harmony, you will need to be fluent with 

naming notes on the grand staff.  If you practice reading the music on the left pages and the right pages 

of the sight singing songs, you will find that you will become fluent at naming notes on the Grand Staff.   

As a reminder, here are the five landmarks on the Grand Staff.  Notice the symmetry when comparing 

Treble G and High G on the G Clef and Bass and Low F on the F Clef.  Middle C is in the middle of the two 

staves.  It is located near the middle of the piano keyboard.   

 

 

 

 

 

Moveable C clefs 

The treble and bass clefs are not the only ones.  Musicians also use the C clef.  It is called a C clef 

because the clef sign          shows us where middle C is.  The clef sign shows that the middle line of the 

staff is middle C.  So you can determine the names of all of the other lines and spaces.   

The treble clef (also known as the “G” clef) works the same way, except it shows where treble G is:  

  G line The bass clef (“F” clef) does the same:  F line 
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“Normal” qualities of 

intervals 

1, 4, 5, and 8: 

Perfect! 

2, 3, 6, and 7:  

Major! 

 

Name ___________________________________ Period ________ Date ____________ 

Intervals: qualities of perfect and major in major scales and by half step 

The perfect fifth 

Reminder: We identify intervals by size and quality.  The size is a number, such as a 5 or a 3.  The quality 

is one of these words: Perfect, Major, minor, Augmented, or diminished.   

Note: As a rule of thumb, we normally refer to a combination of two notes as an interval.  A chord 

usually consists of three or more notes.   

P5 or not? 

Determine whether each interval is a perfect fifth (P5).  A P5 is DO to SO, where DO is the bottom note 

of the interval and SO is the fifth note of the scale of which DO is the tonic.  If the interval is a P5, write 

“P5” beneath it.  If it isn’t, write “No.”  Pay attention to the clef change at measure 19.   

 

Other intervals – perfect and major 

We may determine perfect 4ths and octaves the same way.  If the top 

note of an interval occurs in the major scale of which the bottom note is 

DO, the interval is said to be “perfect” or “major.”  Only octaves and fifths 

and their inversions (primes and fourths) can be perfect.  The other 

intervals, seconds and their inversions (sevenths) and thirds and their 

inversions (sixths) can be major.  For now, we will consider the perfect 

and major qualities to be the “norm” and other qualities (diminished, 

minor, and augmented) to be alterations of the norm.   
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Name ___________________________________ Period ________ Date ____________ 

Complete the following table to discover some of the Major and Perfect intervals. 

Letter names Interval Size Interval Quality 

(circle one) 

C up to D 2 M or P 

C up to E 3 M or P 

C up to F 4 M or P 

C up to G 5 M or P 

C up to A 6 M or P 

C up to B 7 M or P 

C up to C 8 or octave M or P 

 

Now do the same with another set of notes. 

Letter names Interval Size Interval Quality 

(circle one) 

D up to E  M or P 

D up to F#  M or P 

D up to G  M or P 

D up to A  M or P 

D up to B  M or P 

D up to C#  M or P 

D up to D 8 or octave M or P 

 

 
If the upper note occurs in the major scale of the bottom note, the quality 

will be either Major (for seconds, thirds, sixths, and sevenths) or Perfect 

(for fourths, fifths, primes and octaves).  
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Some students find it useful to determine and remember how many half steps comprise a perfect fifth 

and a major third.  Determine that now:  

How many half-steps are there in….? 

Interval Example Number of half steps 

Perfect fifth (P5) C up to G  

Major third (M3) C up to E  

 

Once you have learned the number of half steps in these two intervals, you can calculate any perfect 

fifth or major third, anywhere.  Try it! 

Bottom note Major third above Perfect fifth above 

C E G 

C#   

Db   

D   

D#   

Eb   

E   

F   

F#   

 

Note: Be sure that you spell your fifths and thirds correctly.  A D# up to a Bb sounds like a perfect fifth 

on the piano, and it has the right number of half steps; but it is not spelled as a fifth.  It must be spelled 

D# up to A# actually to be a perfect fifth.  (D# up to Bb is a diminished sixth!) 

Continue on the next page…. 

1, 4, 5, and 8 can never be Major! 

2, 3, 6, and 7 can never be Perfect! 
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Calculate the indicated perfect fifths and major thirds. 

Bottom note Major third above Perfect fifth above  

Gb   

G   

G#   

Ab   

A   

A#   

Bb   

B   

Rule for perfect and major interval qualities 

While we are examining intervals, we might as well complete the list.  Here is the basic rule for 

determining the quality of an interval:  

 

First, let’s look at the perfect intervals.  They consist of octaves and their inversions (primes or unisons) 

and fifths and their inversions (fourths).   

D up to A: P5 

D up to Ab: not a P5 (this one is called a diminished fifth or d5, since it is smaller than perfect) 

D up to A#: not a P5 (this is called an augmented fifth or A5, since it is larger than perfect) 

 

 

 

 

 

Rule for Determining the Quality of Perfect and Major Intervals 
If the bottom note of an interval is considered the tonic of a major scale, and if the top note of an 

interval appears in that major scale, then the interval will be either perfect (for fifths and octaves 

and their inversions) or major (for all other intervals).   
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Complete the following table.  Then Label the intervals on the staff below the table in terms of size (a 

number) and quality (P or M).  Repeat for the next table and staff.   

Letter names 

(Write the correct letter in the blank) 

Interval Size Interval Quality 

 

G up to _________ 2 M 

G up to _________ 3 M 

G up to _________ 4 P 

G up to _________ 5 P 

G up to _________ 6 M 

G up to _________ 7 M 

G up to _________ 8 or octave P 

 
 

Letter names 

(Write the correct letter in the blank) 

Interval Size Interval Quality 

 

E up to _________ 2 M 

E up to _________ 3 M 

E up to _________ 4 P 

E up to _________ 5 P 

E up to _________ 6 M 

E up to _________ 7 M 

E up to _________ 8 or octave P 
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Now try your hand at determining whether the given interval is perfect (circle “Yes”) or not perfect 

(circle “No”).   

Letters Interval size Perfect? 

C up to G 5 Yes No 

C up to F#  Yes No 

D up to A#  Yes No 

D up to G  Yes No 

Ab up to Eb  Yes No 

Ab up to A  Yes No 

Ab up to Db  Yes No 

F up to C  Yes No 

F up to B  Yes No 

B up to F  Yes No 

B up to F#  Yes No 

B up to Eb  Yes No 

E up to Bb  Yes No 

E up to A  Yes No 

G up to D  Yes No 
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Interval qualities by half steps 

You may also find it useful to know how many half steps are in each of the perfect intervals:  

Interval Example Number of half steps 

Perfect fifth (P5) C up to G 7 

Perfect octave (P8) C up to C  

Perfect fourth (P4) C up to F  

 

Next, examine the remaining intervals: seconds and their inversions (sevenths) and thirds and their 

inversions (sixths).   

Interval Example Number of half steps 

Major second (M2) C up to D 2 

Major third (M3) C up to E  

Major sixth (M6) C up to A  

Major seventh (M7) C up to B  

 

You now have two different ways to determine whether an interval is perfect (or not) or major (or not) 

1. Determine if the top note belongs in the major scale of the bottom note 

2. Determine whether the number of half steps between the top and bottom notes matches the 

number of half steps for major or perfect intervals.   

With practice, you’ll probably decide that one or the other of these two ways works more easily for you.   

On the next page, try your hand at writing perfect and major intervals above the given notes.   
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Finding Major and Perfect intervals 

Write the letter name of each interval requested.  The following scales are theoretical (non-existent) 

keys: D#, G#, A#.  If you can find the requested intervals above these notes, you probably understand 

intervals very well indeed! 

Bottom 

note 

M2 above M3 above P4 above P5 above M6 above M7 above P8 above 

C D E F G A B C 

C#        

Db        

D        

D#        

Eb        

E        

F        

F#        

Gb        

G        

G#        

Ab        

A        

A#        

Bb        

B        
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Identify the following intervals in terms of size (a number) and quality (Major or Perfect).  Use the 

table on the preceding page for reference if you like.   

Note the clef changes at measures 7 and 13.   

 

 

Draw the requested intervals on the staff below.  In each case, the lower note of the requested interval 

is given.  Pay attention to the clef changes at measures 7 and 13.  The first one is done to show you how.   
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Scales: The Tonal Solar System, Major and Minor Scales, Key Signatures 

The Tonal Solar System 

Now that you know all of the notes in the Major scale, you can learn the tonal names for each scale 

degree.  Here they are from lowest to highest:  

Solfège  DO RE MI FA SO LA TI DO 

Scale 

degree 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 

Tonal 

name 

Tonic Supertonic Mediant Subdominant Dominant Submediant Leading 

tone 

Tonic 

Those names might not make much sense unless you think of the Tonic (DO) as the “center” of the tonal 

solar system, like this:  

         Fifth                 Fifth 

             Third      Third       Third             Third 

Subdominant   Submediant Leading Tone Tonic       Supertonic  Mediant Dominant 

            FA            LA             TI     DO            RE        MI         SO 

Remember: “Mediant” means “in the middle”; “sub” means “below”; and “super” means “above.”   

The relationship of the Dominant to the Tonic, an interval of a perfect fifth, is by far the most significant 
and fundamental relationship in the diatonic system.  I suppose it might be analogous to the principle of 
conservation of mass and energy in physics or the principle of preserving the truth of equations in 
algebra and chemistry by using various properties of addition and multiplication.   
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Major and Minor Scales 

In Chapter 3 you worked with major and minor scales.  In fact, it was possible to distort songs from 
major to minor and minor to major by changing just one note in the scale: MI to ME and ME to MI.   

In this chapter, the sight-singing songs used all eight notes of the major and minor scales.  To 
understand the similarities and differences between major and minor, consider the letter names of 
notes used in the following two songs:   

Song DO RE MI/Mē FA SO LA/Le TI/Te DO 
“Il est né (page 131) F       F 

“The Praties” (page 125) F       F 

While major comes in only one form, minor scales come in three forms (natural, harmonic, and 
melodic).  The form of minor we used in this chapter was natural.   

You can learn to construct any Major scale by learning the pattern of whole steps and half steps that is 
common to all Major scales.  Use C as the reference scale for all Major scales to discover this pattern:  

 DO to RE RE to MI MI to FA FA to SO SO to LA LA to TI TI to DO 

Letters C – D D – E E – F F – G G – A A – B B – C 

Intervals W W H W W W H 

Notice that:  

1. The scale uses every note of the musical alphabet once before repeating.   
2.  “W” stands for “Whole step” and “H” stands for “Half step.” 
3. Using a picture of a keyboard can be helpful when constructing scales.   
4. Half steps occur between the white keys E – F and B – C.   

Now construct a Major scale starting on D.  Hint: start with the intervals, since they are the same in any 
Major scale.   

 DO to RE RE to MI MI to FA FA to SO SO to LA LA to TI TI to DO 

Letters D – E       

Intervals        

 

Does the D Major Scale use sharps or flats?  How many?      
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Natural minor, parallel and relative 

To create a natural minor scale from its parallel major scale, we lower three notes.  The minor scale is 

sometimes considered to be “darker” than major because three of its notes are lower as compared with 

major.   

The three notes that are changed from major to create natural minor are (fill in the blanks):  

  MI becomes   

  LA becomes   

  TI becomes   

The way to lower a note is to remove a    or to add a   .  Therefore, the F Minor scale 

will use 3 more flats or 3 fewer sharps or some combination thereof than the F Major scale.   

Parallel Major and Minor Scales 

 DO RE MI/Mē FA SO LA/Le TI/Te DO 

Major F G A Bb C D E F 

Minor F G Ab Bb C Db Eb F 

Parallel scales (such as F Major and F Minor) use exactly the same letters; they also use a different 

number of sharps or flats.  Stated another way, parallel scales share the same DO and have different key 

signatures.   

To create a natural minor scale from its relative major scale, we start and end on the LA of the major 

scale.  The LA of the major scale becomes the DO of the relative minor scale.   

Relative Major and Minor Scales 

 DO RE MI/Mē FA SO LA/Le TI/Te DO 

Major F G A Bb C D E F 

Minor D E F G A Bb C D 

Relative scales (such as F Major and D Minor) use exactly the same letters, including flats or sharps, but 

in a different order.  State another way, relative scales share the same key signature and have different 

DOs. 

Note: while some students find that knowing the pattern of half steps and whole steps in natural minor 

is a useful check, they usually find that constructing a minor scale from its parallel major or from its 

relative major, is easier and faster.   
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Construct a Major scale starting on D, its parallel minor (same DO, different sharps and flats) and its 

relative minor (use LA as DO, same sharp and flats).  Hint: start with the intervals, since they are the 

same in any Major scale.  The slur mark (the curved line) indicates where the half steps are.   

Scale DO RE MI/Mē FA SO LA/Le TI/Te DO 

Major D       D 

Parallel 

minor 

        

Relative 

minor 

        

Drawing scales on a Grand Staff 

One way to test your understanding of music theory is to draw scales on a Grand Staff.  When you draw 

scales, here are some procedures to help you be successful right away:  

1. Because the scales you are drawing in this chapter are diatonic, draw a note on every 

consecutive line and space.  

2. Draw whole notes ascending.  (This is customary when representing scales.) 

3. Draw eight notes altogether, from DO up to the next DO.   

4. If you know how to generate key signatures (sharps or flats found at the beginning of the staff) 

for Major and Minor scales, use them.  Otherwise, insert accidentals (sharps, flats, or naturals 

added to the body of the score).   

5. Spread out your scale so it fills the entire staff left to right.   

6. Align notes vertically.  This will help your perception of harmony when we begin to analyze it – 

and it looks a lot better, too! 

First study the examples below to see how your drawn scales should look.  Here are examples of the C 

Major and Minor scales, using both accidentals and key signatures for C Minor.   

C Major Scale 
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C Minor Scale (with accidentals) 

 
  MI became    

  LA became    

  TI became    

C Minor Scale (with key signature) 

 

  Key signature for C Major was    sharps,   flats.   

  Key signature for C Minor was    sharps,   flats.   

Here is the relative minor to C Major:  

 

Letter names of the minor scale relative to C Major 

Scale DO RE MI/Mē FA SO LA/Le TI/Te DO 

Major C       C 

Relative 

minor 
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Draw the requested scales on the Grand Staves provided.  Follow the directions on page 156.  Use key 

signatures if you know how; otherwise, draw accidentals to the left of the note heads! 

F Major 

 

Minor Scale Parallel to F Major 

 

Minor Scale Relative to F Major 

 

Circle the correct responses to the items below:  

Read Circle Read Circle 

Parallel scales use the same DO Key Signature and have a different DO Key Signature 

Relative scales use the same DO Key Signature and have a different DO Key Signature 
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Reference scales for major and minor scales 

You may have noticed that two scales, C Major and A Minor, require no sharps or flats and no black 

keys.  For this reason we call them “reference” scales.  If you ever need to refresh your mind on the 

pattern of half steps and whole steps in major scales or minor scales, you can refer to these two keys.  

All of the major scales follow the same pattern and all of the minor scales follow the same pattern:  

 

 

       X  X   X  X  X  X   X  X 

 

Do Re Mi Fa So La Ti Do 

        

Do Re Mē Fa So Le Te Do 

 

 

                 X  X   X  X  X   X  X   X 

Between which two pairs of white keys do half steps occur?   

Between ____ and _____ and between ____ and ____ 

Key signatures 

As you may have guessed by now, musicians use key signatures as a kind of shortcut for working within 

a scale.  A key signature is the collection of sharps or flats found at the beginning of the staff.  To learn 

about how key signatures work, begin by examining major keys that use sharps.   

Major Keys that Use Sharps 
DO RE MI FA SO LA TI DO Sharps 

used 

New 

sharp 

C D E F G A B C None NA 

G A B C D E F# G F# F# 

D E F# G A B C# D F#, C# C# 

A      G# A F#, C#, 

G# 

G# 

E      D# E   
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Referring to the table at the bottom of page 159, compare the columns for TI and for “New Sharp.”  The 

new sharp added to each major key signature is TI.  This is a useful observation when you are given a key 

signature and you need to determine which major scale uses it.   

Now complete the table below for major scales using 5, 6, and 7 sharps:  

Major Keys that Use Sharps, continued 

DO RE MI FA SO LA TI DO Sharps 

used 

New 

sharp 

B          

F#          

C#          

 

Now look at the way a scale can be represented by key signature:  

For Major scales… 

 

    The last sharp is on the note: _______ = Ti  

    Therefore, Do = _____ 

If you see a piece or song with the key signature of four sharps, and if the last note of the song is E, you 

can tell that the piece is in E Major.   

Now you can learn to identify the “key” of a piece (the scale that it uses) by looking at the last note of 

the piece (this usually will be DO) or the last chord of the piece (this usually will be the tonic chord, DO 

MI SO) and then looking at the key signature.   

When we musicians name the “key” of the piece, we usually say the tonic and then the mode, like this: 

“E Major.”  The tonic (DO) is “E” and the mode is “Major.”  Musicians sometimes use shorthand when 

naming the key: “E.”  This means “E [Major]” just as in math “5” means “[positive] 5” and in English 

grammar “Go sit down” means “[You] go sit down.”   

For now, when you identify keys, even major keys, be sure you state both the      

and the     every time. 
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Now look at the following key signatures and identify the Tonic and the Mode of each.  Use “M” (capital 

M) for Major.  When we hand write the small “m” for minor, we often place a bar above it to clarify that 

we mean small m, like this: m.  In the examples below, assume each is a Major Key signature: 

 

Tonic: ___ Mode: ___   Tonic: ___ Mode: ___   Tonic: ___ Mode: ___  Tonic: ___ Mode: ___  Tonic: ___ Mode: ___ 

Because sharps accumulate in key signatures in a set order, musicians know the order and the shape so 

they can glance at a key signature and immediately start playing or singing in the correct key.  This order 

is shown below.  Read the sharps from left to right.  Draw the seven sharps in the blank portions of the 

staff.  Write the letter name of each sharp in the blanks below the staff, left to right:  

 

______,  ______,  ______,  ______,  ______,  ______,  ______. 

Here is a picture of all of the flats in a key signature.  Draw the seven flats in the blank portions of the 

staff.  Write the letter name, left to right, of each flat in each blank below the staff:  

 

______,  ______,  ______,  ______,  ______,  ______,  ______. 

If you named these sharps and flats correctly, you will be able to see a pattern when you compare the 

order of sharps with the order of flats.   
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Now you try it!  On the staves below, draw the seven sharps and the seven flats on both clefs.  Make 

sure you use the correct order and shape.  Practice doing this five times until you’re good at it.   

The seven sharps in key signatures 

 

The seven flats in key signatures 

 

Some students like to remember the order of sharps and flats by memorizing a mnemonic device.  A 

famous one for remembering the names of the lines on the bass clef is “Great Big Dogs Fight Animals.”  

You can remember the spaces on the bass clef by recalling the enlightening statement, “All Cows Eat 

Grass.”   

Can you think of a mnemonic device to help you remember the order of sharps and flats?  Write it here:  

Order of sharps 

F________    C________   G________   D________   A________   E________   B________ 

Order of flats 

B________    E________   A________   D________   G________   C________   F________ 
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Now you can learn to create the keys that use flats.  It’s easier than you might think.   

Major Keys that Use Flats 
DO RE MI FA SO LA TI DO Flats 

used 

New 

flat 

C D E F G A B C None NA 

F G A Bb C D E F Bb Bb 

Bb          

Eb          

Ab          

Db          

Gb          

Cb          

 

Note: some students confuse “flat” and “minor.”  For example, when they hear the key “Bb Major” they 

think “B Minor.”  Understandable but wrong!  Remember, there is such a key as Bb minor! 

You also may know that there is a pattern for pieces in major keys that use flats: the last flat on the right 

is FA, a fourth above DO.   

For Major scales… 

 

    The last (the only) flat is on the note: __________ = FA 

    Therefore, Do = _____ 

Or, if you look at the last flat on the right and go back to the second to the last flat, you have moved 

down a fourth (or up a fifth), and found the DO of the scale.   

 

    The second to the last flat is on the note: __________ = DO 

Now look at the following key signatures and identify the Tonic and the Mode of each.  Use “M” (capital 

M) for Major.  Assume each is a Major Key signature: 
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Tonic: ___ Mode: ___    Tonic: ___ Mode: ___             Tonic: ___ Mode: ___   

Tonic: ___ Mode: ___             Tonic: ___ Mode: ___          Tonic: ___ Mode: ___ 

Generating Major Scales by Constructing Key Signatures 

Using what you know about the order of sharps and flats, draw key signatures for the Major keys 

indicated.  Draw your sharps or flats on both staves of the grand staff.  Place a double bar between each 

key.  The first one is done to show you how.   

 G M  Eb M  Ab M  E M  B M  Gb M 

Harmony and Texture: Extended Ostinatos 

Simple ostinatos were introduced on page 12 of this book and still can be effective accompaniments 

even for the melodies in this chapter.  In the hands of a master composer, an ostinato can be much 

more complex and also beautiful.  Consider for example this ostinato used by Henry Purcell (1659-1695) 

in the famous aria “Dido’s Lament” from his opera Dido and Aeneas:  

 

Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1759) used this ostinato in his “Passacaglia and Fugue” in C Minor.   

 

While our ostinatos are a lot simpler, they’re in good company! 
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Phrase and Form 

Identify the phrase form of each of the 37 sight singing and repertoire songs you sang in this chapter.   

No. Title Page Form 

1.  Christmas Is Coming 119  

2.  Hatikvah 119  

3.  Marine’s Hymn 122  

4.  All through the Night 122  

5.  The British Grenadiers 123  

6.  Simple Gifts 123  

7.  Out of the Deep I Call 124  

8.  Chimney Sweeper 124  

9.  Let All Mortal Flesh Keep Silence 125  

10.  The Praties They Grow Small 125  

11.  Oh My Darling, Clementine 126  

12.  Did You Ever See a Lassie? 126  

13.  Home on the Range 127  

14.  Josef Lieber, Josef Mein 127  

15.  Believe Me, If All Those Endearing Young Charms 128  

16.  Fire Down Below 128  

17.  Du, Du, Liegst mir im Herzen 129  

18.  Cockles and Mussels 129  

19.  Divinum Mysterium 130  

20.  La Poule à Colin 130  

21.  Il est né 131  
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No. Title Page Form 

22.  La Laine des Moutons 131  

23.  When Johnny Comes Marching Home Again 132  

24.  Auction Block 132  

25.  Johnny Has Gone for a Soldier 133  

26.  Cradle Hymn 133  

27.  Hey, Ho, Anybody Home 134  

28.  Kukuriku 134  

29.  Shalom Chaverim 135  

30.  Tallis’ Canon 135  

31.  The Donkey 136  

32.  Dona Nobis Pacem 137  

33.  Aber die Musici 137  

34.  Komm, lieber Mai, und mache 139  

35.  Sumer Is Icumen In 141  

36.  Perché Vezzosi Rai 142  

37.  When Jesus Wept 142  

Rhythm and Meter: Compound Meter 

Compound meter 

On page 110 you drew the conductor’s beat pattern for     time.  Take another look at that pattern now:   

 

           ___ 

 ____       _____            ____ ____      __5__ 

Next to each of the 6 beats write the number of the beat.  Beat 5 is done to show you how.   
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(Continued from previous page) 

Which two of the six beats are the “strongest”; that is which of them get the strongest gesture?  ______ 

Since there are two “strong” beats in each measure of   time, what kind of a note receives one of these 

“strong” beats?  Circle:   Quarter   Half   Dotted quarter   Eighth 

So the strong beats in this kind of meter are equivalent to a dotted note.  We don’t have a very good 

way to represent this in the time signature, so we resort to showing the “weaker” beats (the eighths) in 

the time signature.   Maybe you can think of a good way to show the meter “two beats per measure, a 

dotted quarter note gets one beat.”  If so, draw it here:  

 

This meter,     , is a member of a family of meters called “compound.”        is an example of compound 

meter.  We say a piece is in compound meter if a dotted note gets one “strong” beat.  Since a dotted 

quarter note gets one “strong” beat in this type of meter, how many eighth notes are there in one 

“strong” beat?       Circle:   2 3 4 6 

The other family of meters we have studied in this book – the type of meter in which a note (not a 

dotted note) gets one beat is called simple meter.  An example of simple meter is    .  When we read the 

music for pieces in simple or compound meter, we can see the type of meter by looking at how the 

eighth notes are beamed or how notes are grouped.  Look at the beaming of the eighth notes in the 

following example:  

    Are the eighth notes grouped in 2s or in 3s? Circle:  2s 3s 

What kind of a note is equivalent to 3 eighth notes?  Draw it here: ___________.   

Does the beaming in this example indicate simple or compound meter?   Circle: Simple   Compound 

Now look at the beaming in this example: 

    Are the eighth notes grouped in 2s or in 3s?  Circle:  2s 3s 

What kind of a note is equivalent to 2 eighth notes?  Draw it here: ___________.   

Does the beaming in this example indicate simple or compound meter?   Circle: Simple   Compound 

 

 
Beaming in Simple and Compound Meters 

Hint:  When the notes are grouped or beamed in three equivalent rhythms (“three-ee-eighths”), we 

probably are looking at compound meter.  When notes are grouped or beamed in two equivalent 

rhythms (“two-eighths), we probably are looking at simple meter.   
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Now go back to pages 126 and 127 and look at the four songs in     there.  Notice how eighth notes are 

beamed when there are three of them in a row.  They are beamed in 3s, aren’t they!  So these songs are 

in compound meter. 

Just as there are many meters in the simple family, there also are several meters in the compound 

family.  You may have noticed that compound meters have a different “feel” to them as compared with 

simple meters.  Can you describe the difference? 

Identify the following meters as simple or compound.  Then take a guess as to whether the time 

signature would be written      ,      , or what.   

 

No.  Example Simple or Compound? 

Circle 

Possible time signature 

Write 

 

 

Simple Compound 

 

1.  

 

Simple Compound 

 

2.  

 

Simple Compound 

 

3.  

 

Simple Compound 

 

4.  

 

Simple Compound 

 

5.  

 

Simple Compound 

 

6.  

 

Simple Compound 

 

 

In number 6, what kind of a note clearly receives a strong beat?     
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Summary of Chapter 4: Worksheets 

Songs and Principles 

To review your work, write down the titles of the sight reading songs in this chapter, their pages, and 

their modes.  Put a check mark next to the songs that you actually sang in class or on your own.   

Singing to Memorize – 2 Songs 

Title (Major, uses MI)   Page  Title (Minor, uses ME)   Page  

              

Sight Reading Songs in Major (use MI) – 25 Songs 

Title     Page  Title     Page 

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

       

Continued on next page… 
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Sight Reading Songs in Minor (use ME) – 6 Songs 

Title     Page  Title     Page 

              

              

              

              

              

Songs for Ensemble Performance – 4 Songs 

Title     Page  Title     Page 

              

              

Calculating Numbers of Beats 

 

If a quarter note receives one beat, then the total number of beats in the above excerpt is:    

 

 

If a quarter note receives one beat, then the total number of beats in the above excerpt is:    

Metrical Counting Practice 

Write in the metrical counting for the following example:  

 
3-ee-+-uh 
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Naming Notes on the Grand Staff 

Name the notes on the grand staff below by writing the letters in the blanks.  Be sure to read both clefs, 

left to right.  NB: some of the groups may spell words you know.   
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Naming Notes on C Clefs 

As a reminder, the C Clef sign shows us where middle C is.  The viola uses the C clef in this position: 

  C Line 

The clef sign shows that the middle line of the staff is middle C. 

 

Interval Size and Quality 

Determine the size each interval shown and write the number in the blank below it.  Then determine 

whether the quality is Major (M), Perfect (P), or Neither (N).  The first one is done to show you how.  

Note: the three note chords at the end require only numbers (indicating size), like this:       ,     , or 

 

 

 

       N7 
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Solfège, Scale Degrees, and Tonal Names 

Complete the table below.   

Solfège  DO RE      DO 

Scale 

degree 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 

Tonal 

name 

Tonic Supertonic Mediant Subdominant Dominant Submediant Leading 

tone 

Tonic 

 

Major and Parallel and Relative Minor Scales 

Construct the requested Major, Parallel Minor, and Relative Minor scales.   

Scale DO RE MI/Mē FA SO LA/Le TI/Te DO 

Major D       D 

Parallel 

minor 

        

Relative 

minor 

        

 

Scale DO RE MI/Mē FA SO LA/Le TI/Te DO 

Major F        

Parallel 

minor 

        

Relative 

minor 
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Scale DO RE MI/Mē FA SO LA/Le TI/Te DO 

Major C#        

Parallel 

minor 

        

Relative 

minor 

        

 

Scale DO RE MI/Mē FA SO LA/Le TI/Te DO 

Major Eb        

Parallel 

minor 

        

Relative 

minor 

        

 

Scale DO RE MI/Mē FA SO LA/Le TI/Te DO 

Major         

Parallel 

minor 

B        

Relative 

minor 
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Drawing scales on a Grand Staff 

Draw the requested scales on the Grand Staves below:  

1. Draw a note on every consecutive line and space.  

2. Draw whole notes ascending.   

3. Draw eight notes altogether, from DO up to the next DO.   

4. Use key signatures.   

5. Spread out your scale so it fills the entire staff left to right.   

6. Align notes vertically.   

F Major 

 

Minor Scale Parallel to F Major 

 

Minor Scale Relative to F Major 
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Bb Major 

 

Minor Scale Parallel to Bb Major 

 

Minor Scale Relative to Bb Major 

 
Draw the requested scales on the Grand Staves:  

1. Draw a note on every consecutive line and space.  

2. Draw whole notes ascending.   

3. Draw eight notes altogether, from DO up to the next DO.   

4. Use key signatures.   

5. Spread out your scale so it fills the entire staff left to right.   

6. Align notes vertically.   
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A Major 

 

Minor Scale Parallel to A Major 

 

Minor Scale Relative to A Major 

 

 
Draw the requested scales on the Grand Staves:  

1. Draw a note on every consecutive line and space.  

2. Draw whole notes ascending.   

3. Draw eight notes altogether, from DO up to the next DO.   

4. Use key signatures.   

5. Spread out your scale so it fills the entire staff left to right.   

6. Align notes vertically.   
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C Major 

Minor Scale Parallel to C Major 

 

Minor Scale Relative to C Major 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Draw the requested scales on the Grand Staves:  

1. Draw a note on every consecutive line and space.  

2. Draw whole notes ascending.   

3. Draw eight notes altogether, from DO up to the next DO.   

4. Use key signatures.   

5. Spread out your scale so it fills the entire staff left to right.   

6. Align notes vertically.   
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B Major 

 

Minor Scale Parallel to B Major 

 

Minor Scale Relative to B Major 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Draw the requested scales on the Grand Staves:  

7. Draw a note on every consecutive line and space.  

8. Draw whole notes ascending.   

9. Draw eight notes altogether, from DO up to the next DO.   

10. Use key signatures.   

11. Spread out your scale so it fills the entire staff left to right.   

12. Align notes vertically.   
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Chapter 4 Music Terms Crossword 
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Coda 

A coda is an ending passage in a piece of music 

DO  RE  MI/ME  FA  SO  LA/LE  TI/TE  

                     

Can you sing and name the following song?  Only the first phrase is shown 

 

 

Solfège notes in this song:  

            

What is the name of the song?      Found on what page?   

Can you sing and name the following song?  Only the first phrase is shown 

 

 

Solfège notes this song uses:   

            

How many “walks” are there in each measure?   

What is the name of the song?      Found on what page?   

Can you recognize the following two songs just from their opening rhythms and meters? 

         Title   Page 

              

               

MI 

Me 

LA 
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Learning to Sing 

Singing to Memorize 

Join your teacher in singing these two folk songs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Walk the beats 

Clap the rhythms 

Sing the words!  

Now … 

Walk the beats 

Clap the rhythms 

Sing the rhythms – “Quar-ter – Quar-ter – Quar-ter dot – Eighth Quar-ter dot – Eighth ….”! 

Sing the rhythms – “Quar-ter – Eighth – Three-ee-eighths Long-short – eighth…”!   

One of these songs uses the solfège syllables DO-RE-MI-FA-SO-LA-TE-DO; the other uses DO-RE-ME-FA-

SO-LA-TE-DO.  Learn the hand signs for these scale degrees.   

Using your hands, shape in the air the  

Up – down – across of each melody while you sing the words 

Now sing “up – down – across” while you shape 

Sing solfège for each song! 

 

 

Scarborough Fair 

Yorkshire 

Are you going to Scarborough Fair? 

Parsley, sage, rosemary and thyme. 

Remember me to one who lives there. 

She once was a true love of mine.   

 

 

Don’t You Hear the Lambs? 

England 

Don't you hear the lambs a-crying  

On the other green shore?  

Don't you hear the lambs a-crying?  

O, Good Shepherd, go feed my sheep.   

In the old man's hat? 

Are  you go-ing to Scar-bo-rough 

Start  across up across across down…   

up     up…  
Start    up     up   down up  down… 

DO   DO  SO SO SO RE ME RE… MI      FA     SO    FA    SO   FA 

Don’t you hear the lambs a-… 
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Improvising Matrix 

You can learn to improvise within a harmony using your knowledge of solfège.  By singing these notes in 

the given rhythm, you and at least two other singers can make some beautiful chords:  

 

S S S S S S S S S S S  

M M M M M M M M M M M 

D D D D D D D D D D D 

I I I I I I I I I I I 

Each singer chooses a note to sing in each “chord.”  For example, a singer might choose to sing this tune:  

 

S S S S S S S S S S S  

M M M M M M M M M M M 

D D D D D D D D D D D 

As long as other singers choose different notes to sing for each chord, a full sound will result.  Of course 

the harmony isn’t very interesting in this matrix.  All of the chords are I (tonic) triads.   

The sound and the challenge become more interesting when the chords change, as in this example:   

 

S S S S S  S S S S S S S 
     F 
M  M M   M M  M M  M 
 R   R R   R   R 
D  D D   D D  D D  D 
 t   t t   t   t 

I v I I v VII I I v I I v I 

 

Get out your pencil and mark some possible tunes.  Try several different ones while your classmates do 

the same.  The lower case “t” indicates “te” (pronounced tay), which is one-half step lower than “TI.”   

Note: the mode in which this improvisation is written is called Mixolydian.  “Don’t You Hear the Lambs” 

is in the same mode.  It is almost the same as Major.  Compared with Major, the solfège note that is 

different is:  
  .   DO RE MI FA SO LA TI 
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Now try this improvisation.  It has a “minor” sound – almost! 

 

    L L L L  L 
S S S S     S  S S S 
    F F F F  F 
m m m m     m  m  m 
      R     R 
D D D D D D  D D D D  D 
           t 

i i i i IV IV ii IV i IV i v i 

Get out your pencil and mark some possible tunes.  Try several different ones while your classmates do 

the same.  The lower case “m” indicates “me” (pronounced may), which is one-half step lower than 

“MI.”   

Note: the mode in which this improvisation is written is called Dorian.  “Scarborough Fair” is in the same 

mode.  It is almost the same as Minor.  Compared with Minor, the solfège note that is different is:  

            .   

You now have sung in two Modes other than Major and Minor.  Songs in modes other than Major and 

Minor are identified by key just the same as songs in Major and Minor: Tonic and Mode, such as D Major 

or F# Minor.  Most songs in this book end on DO, the Tonic.   

“Don’t You Hear the Lambs?” is in the key of:      .   

      Tonic          Mode 

“Scarborough Fair” is in the key of:       .   

      Tonic          Mode 

Including Major and Minor, there are seven diatonic modes, ranging from very dark to very bright.   

Phrygian Minor  Dorian  Mixolydian  Major  Lydian 

    Darker  Brighter 

A seventh mode, Locrian, is the most ambiguous and mysterious of the modes.   

Some students are surprised to learn that Major is not the brightest and Minor is not the darkest of the 

modes.   

DO RE me FA SO le te 
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Taking Melodic Dictation 

Using the process described on pages 74-78, take dictation on the two songs you just memorized, “Don’t 

You Hear the Lambs” and “Scarborough Fair.”  Use the staves below for your finished work.  Here is a 

summary of the steps to follow:  

1. Determine and mark where the beats fall in the text. 

2. Circle the strongest beats (every 2 or 3 beats).   

3. Write the time signature (already given on the staves below).   

4. Determine the rhythms and draw them above the text, aligning them with the proper 

syllables.  Use shorthand if you like.   

5. Memorize the pitch contour by shaping and singing.   

6. Determine whether the song is in major or minor.  Major uses “M” (for “MI”) as well as 

“L” and “T” (for “LA” and “TI”); and minor uses “m” (for “ME”) as well as “l” and “t” (for 

“LE” and “TE”):  DRMFSLTD and DRmFSltD.   

7. Write the solfège letters next to the rhythms.   

Don’t You Hear the Lambs? 

 

 

Scarborough Fair 
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Sight Singing—Guided 

With your teacher’s help, learn to sing these songs in Lydian and Phrygian. 

 
 

 
Are these two songs more like Major or Minor (circle one).  Which scale degree differs?  2   3   4   5   6   7   

Note: lowering RE creates the solfège note RA.   
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Are these two songs more like Major or Minor (circle one).  Which scale degree differs?  2   3   4   5   6   7   

Note: “If Got My Ticket” is a call and response song.  The soloist sings “Lawd, if I got my ticket,” and the 

group responds, “Can I ride?” 
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Sight Singing—Independent 

Continue practicing your sight singing with the following songs.  Don’t forget to use the procedures you 

learned to help you sing songs successfully the first time.   

Answer these questions for each song you learn:  

Letter names of notes used in the song:       DO =    

Corresponding solfège:        Mode =   

 

Tonic:    Mode:    
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Tonic:    Mode:    

The chant “Ut Queant Laxis,” also known as “Hymmnus in Ioannem,” is the origin of the solfège syllables 

we use every day.  Each successive half-line of verse gave its name to a note of the scale, like this: “Ut” 

became “DO”; “Re”; “Mi”; “Fa”; “Sol”; “La.”  Find these syllables in the chant and circle them.  (“Si,” 

which we sing as “TI,” was added later.)  Guido d’Arezzo was an Italian monk and Medieval music 

theorist.  He often is credited with the invention of musical staff notation.  He may have written this 

chant or it may have already existed in his day.   

 

Tonic:    Mode:  Locrian  

According to the source for this round, The Kings Singers Book of Rounds, Canons and Partsongs, “This 

round comes from the medieval carillon of Vendôme.  It names the French towns that Joan of Arc … was 

to rescue from the English army during the fifteenth century. “    
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Tonic:    Mode:    

 

Tonic:    Mode:    

 

So 
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Tonic:    Mode:    

Now it is time to gather what you’ve observed about the diatonic modes.  Complete the following table.   

Mode Example Is More 

Like…? 

Scale degree that is different 

(number or solfège) 

Higher or 

Lower? 

Mixolydian Don’t You Hear the 

Lambs? 

Jerry Ryan 

Major 

Minor 

 Higher 

Lower 

Dorian Scarborough Fair 

Dies Irae 

Ut queant 

Tsaiyak Song 

Major 

Minor 

 
Higher 

Lower 

Lydian La Boiteuse au 

Marché 

If I Got My Ticket 

Major 

Minor 

 Higher 

Lower 

Phrygian Beggar Boy of the 

North 

Aus tiefer Not 

Major 

Minor 

 Higher 

Lower 

Distorting to Nearby Modes 

Practice singing several of the songs in “nearby” modes.  For example, try “Scarborough Fair” in minor 

and “Don’t You Hear the Lambs” in Major.   

Q 
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Tonic:    Mode:    

To summarize a different way, match the mode on the left with the correct solfège on the right.  Write 

the name of the correct mode in the blank.  The first one is done to show you how.   

1. DRMFSLTD:  Major  

2. DRmFSLtD:      

3. DrmFSltD:      

4. DRMF#SLTD:      

5. DRMFSLtD:      

6. DRmFSltD:      

 

Dorian 

Lydian 

Major 

Minor 

Mixolydian 

Phrygian 

Q 
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Tonic    Mode    

Tonic    Mode    

Q 
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Tonic    Mode    

Tonic    Mode    

Q 
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Transposing Modal Melodies 

The portion of “Beggar Boy of the North” below is written in E Phrygian.  Transpose it to C Phrygian on 

the staves provided.  Be sure to use the correct key signature.   

 

 

The portion of “Old Joe Clarke” below is written in E Mixolydian.  Transpose it to G Mixolydian on the 

staves provided.  Be sure to use the correct key signature.   
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Vocal Technique: Resonance and Modal Scales 

The goal of vocal technique for choral singing is for each singer to create a powerful and beautiful 

sound.  The five principles espoused by this book are:  

1. Support 

2. Proper room in the mouth 

3. Vowel color 

4. Resonance 

5. Relaxed jaw and tongue 

Exercises to help the singer develop support and consistent vowel color are on page 88.  Number 2, 

proper room in the mouth, is discussed on page 138.   

Resonance 

The following exercise is useful to explore the resonance of the voice.   

 

Etc. 
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Modal Scales 

 

Continue back to Major: Phrygian, Aeolian, Dorian, Mixolydian, and Major. 
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Ensemble Singing 

Teacher and students are encouraged to consult the Internet for more verses and for translations of 

foreign songs into English.   

The following sight singing songs and combinations are suitable for concert performance: 

 Dies Irae, page 189 

 Tsaiyak Society Song (use a fermata on the last note) with Drunken Sailor, page 191 

 Jerry Ryan with Old Joe Clarke, pages 192-193 

 The Greenland Whale Fishery with Swing a Lady, pages 194-195 

 French Cathedrals sung as a three-part round, page 190 

 Jesus Born in Beth’ny with The Tarry Trousers, pages 194-195 

Note: the unique character of each mode is enhanced when the melodies are accompanied with the 

appropriate “primary” triads, as explained in Chapter 10.    

Mode “Primary” triads 

Dorian i – ii – IV 

Phrygian i – II – vii 

Lydian I – II – vii 

Mixolydian I – v – VII 

 

Take a self-assessment right now.  Rate your skill and attentiveness to each of the 10 items listed below 

       Strong = + OK = √  Weak = —  

            My self-assessment 

1. The tone quality of my voice       

2. My vowel color and diction       

3. My attention to precise rhythms      

4. My attention to maintaining unity of tempo     

5. My attacks and releases        

6. My attention to dynamics       

7. My attention to balance        

8. My phrasing         

9. My emotional investment in the songs      

10. My posture and facial expressions      
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Repertoire 

 

 

This sad little lullaby was performed many times in the United States during the 1950s and 1960s.   

It can be performed many different ways, beginning at the beginning of the song, at “Too late, my 

brothers,” or at “All my trials.”  Depending on the ensemble, different members of the ensemble can 

sing different portions, some parts of the song can be sung as solos, or the ensemble can sing everything 

just as written.  Meaningful changes in dynamics are appropriate for performance.  The SSA 

harmonization can be performed according to the options shown below:  

Voice Combination 1 Combination 2 Combination 3 Combination 4 

Top Soprano Soprano Soprano, Male* Tenor* 

Middle  Soprano Soprano Baritone* 

Bottom  Alto Alto, Tenor** Bass* 

 

 

Tonic    Mode    
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Learning about Music Theory 

Notation: Moveable C Clefs, Voicing in Four-Part Writing 

Moveable C clefs 

On page 143 you read about and used the alto clef, a C clef.  It is called a C clef because the clef  

sign shows us where middle C is.  The viola uses the C clef in this position:       The clef sign shows 

that the middle line of the staff is middle C.  So you can determine the names of all of the other lines 

and spaces.   

The treble clef (also known as the “G” clef) works the same way, except it shows where treble G is:  

  G line The bass clef (“F” clef) does the same:  F line 

Now you can read the letters of any standard clef used anywhere in Western music.  Practice reading in 

the C clefs below by writing the letter names of pitches.   

 

Voicing in four-part harmonic analysis 

The most common type of writing for harmonic analysis is four-part writing on a Grand Staff.  Music of 

this kind is written as though it will be sung by sopranos (the highest voices), altos (the next highest 

voices), tenors (the higher of the men’s voices), and basses (the lowest voices).  For example, the four 

notes written below are to be sung simultaneously by at least four different singers, as indicated:  

     Soprano note (C) 

     Alto note (E) 

     Tenor note (G) 

     Bass note (C) 
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Write the letter names of all of the notes in each chord in the progression below:  

 

Soprano note:   ______     ______           ______ 

Alto note:   ______     ______           ______ 

Tenor note:   ______     ______           ______ 

Bass note:   ______     ______           ______ 

When we analyze harmony, after we have determined the letter names of all of the notes in a chord, we 

do the following:  

a) Eliminate one of the doubled (duplicated) notes.  The letter name of the doubled note is not 

necessary for analysis.  

b) Compress the chord into its closest position, while keeping the bottom note the same.   

You may use either of two methods to accomplish this, the spelling method or the drawing method.  

Here is how the spelling method looks when applied to the first chord of the example above:  

    __G___     ______           ______ 

    __B___     ______           ______ 

    __D___     ______           ______ 

    __G     ______           ______ 

The top G is crossed out because it is doubled in the bass note.  Now complete this step of the analysis 

by filling in the other blanks.   

Step 2, compressing the chord, looks like this:  

    __D___     ______           ______ 

    __B___     ______           ______ 

    __G___     ______           ______ 

Using your knowledge of the musical alphabet, compress the other two chords in the blanks above.   
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Some students prefer the spelling method (shown on page 202) and some prefer the drawing method.  

Draw a compressed version of the triad, all on one staff, like this:  

 

Make sure the bottom note of the chord as written is the bottom note of the sketch you draw.  To 

complete the analysis, label the key and assign Roman numerals to each chord 

 
   G: I       V   I 

Remember to use capital letters for major keys and triads, and lower case letters for minor keys and 

triads.   

Using the example above as a guide, do your own four-part harmonic analysis of the following 

excerpt.   

 

 Key: ____     ______        ______        ______       ______          ______ 

Did you remember to use lower case letters and Roman numerals for the minor key and triads? 

Which method did you find easier to use?   Spelling  Drawing 

Note: The drawing method for harmonic analysis is preferred, because it is more adaptable long-term.   
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Intervals: All Qualities 

Reminder: Intervals from tonic up to other notes within the major scale are either Perfect (1, 4, 5, 8) or 

Major (2, 3, 6, 7).  To review, complete the following table.   

Letters Quality Interval size 

C up to D M 2 

C up to E   

C up to F   

C up to G   

C up to A   

C up to B   

C up to C   

F up to G   

F up to A   

F up to Bb   

F up to C   

F up to D   

F up to E   

F up to F   
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New: Intervals from tonic up to other notes within the natural minor scale, except for the M2, are either 

Perfect (1, 4, 5, 8) or minor (3, 6, 7).  We abbreviate minor intervals like this: m2, m3, m6, m7.  When 

handwriting an interval quality, to clarify the case of the m put a bar over it like this: m. To review, 

complete the following table.   

Letters Interval size  and Quality 

C up to D M2 

C up to Eb  

C up to F ___4 

C up to G  

C up to Ab  

C up to Bb  

C up to C  

F up to G  

F up to ____  m3 

F up to Bb  

F up to C ___ 5 

F up to ____   m6 

F up to Eb  

F up to F  
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If you know (or quickly can find) your major scales, interval qualities are easy, even the unusual ones.  

Some students like to think of all interval qualities as being “normal” (M or P) or “altered normal:”  

“Normal” One half-step 

smaller 

Two half-steps 

smaller 

One half-step 

larger 

Two half-steps 

larger 

M m d A AA 

P d dd A AA 

Abbreviations: M = major; m = minor; d = diminished; A = augmented; dd = double diminished; AA = 

double augmented.  Note: the double diminished and double augmented intervals are rare.   

The number of half steps in all M2s is the same; the number of half steps in all P5s is the same; the 

number of half steps in all A4s is the same, and so on.  Therefore, a reliable way to determine the quality 

of interval is to count the number of half steps after determining the size.   

Consider the following example:  

Letter names Interval size and quality No. of half steps 

C up to F# A4 6 

C up to Gb d5 6 

 

Even though the number of half steps is the same, the intervals are considered different sizes.  So the 

procedure in determining quality and size of interval is as follows:  

1. Determine the size by counting letters or observing the size on a staff. 

2. Determine the quality by comparing the interval to the major scale of the bottom note  

OR 

2.    Determine the quality by counting the half steps.   

Complete the chart.  It is not necessary to memorize every entry on the chart.  I suggest you memorize a 

few important intervals, such as the P5, P8, the M2, and the M3.  Then be able to derive the rest of the 

chart by applying the principles in this chapter.   

Interval size and quality No. of half steps 

P1 0 

A1  

m2  

M2  Continued on the next page… 
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Continue as on the previous page. 

Interval size and quality No. of half steps 

A2  

d3  

m3  

M3  

A3  

d4  

P4  

A4  

d5  

P5  

A5  

d6  

m6  

M6  

A6  

d7  

m7  

M7  

A7  

d8  

P8  

A8  
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Using the notes in the C Major scale, find the qualities of the following intervals with the number of 

half-steps:  

Letter names Interval size and quality No of half steps 

C up to C# A1  

C up to Db m2  

C up to D  2 

C up to D#  3 

C up to Eb  3 

C up to E M3  

C up to Fb   

C up to F P4  

C up to F#   

C up to Gb   

C up to G   

C up to G#   

C up to Ab   

C up to A   

C up to A#   

C up to Bb   

C up to B   

C up to B#   

C up to Cb   

C up to C   

Determine the size and quality of the following intervals.  Example: d5.   
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Scales: Diatonic Modes and Key Signatures 

Parallel Modes 

As you sang modal melodies in this chapter, you were asked to observe how various modes differed from 

their closest parallel modes.  Modes that use MI sound similar to major; Modes that use ME sound similar to 

minor.  Please see pages 192 and 193 for tables that helped to assemble the information. 

Modes that Use MI 

Mode Description Key siganture 

Lydian One note raised from Major Add a # to Major 

Major Also known as Ionian  

Mixolydian One note lowered from Major Add a b to Major 

 

Modes that Use ME 

Mode Description Key signature 

Dorian One note raised from Minor Add a # to Minor 

Minor (natural) Also known as Aeolian  

Phrygian One note lowered from Minor Add a b to Minor 

Locrian Two notes lowered from Minor Add 2 bs to Minor 

 

Complete the following table to test your understanding of these key signatures 

Tonic and Mode Key Signature 

C Major 0 sharps or flats 

C Lydian  

C Mixolydian  

A Minor 0 sharps or flats 

A Dorian  

A Phrygian  

A Locrian  

Now continue on the next page…. 
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Continue as on the previous page. 

Tonic and Mode Key Signature Tonic and Mode Key Signature 

F Major 1 b G Major  

F Lydian  G Lydian  

F Mixolydian  G Mixolydian  

D Minor  E Minor 1 sharp 

D Dorian  E Dorian  

D Phrygian  E Phrygian  

D Locrian  E Locrian  

Bb Major  D Major  

Bb Lydian  D Lydian  

Bb Mixolydian 3 b D Mixolydian 1 # 

G Minor  B Minor  

G Dorian  B Dorian 3 # 

G Phrygian 3 b B Phrygian  

G Locrian  B Locrian  

Eb Major 3 b A Major 3 # 

Eb Lydian  A Lydian  

Eb Mixolydian  A Mixolydian  

Eb Minor  F# Minor  

Eb Dorian  F# Dorian  

Eb Phrygian  F# Phrygian  

Eb Locrian*  F# Locrian  

*The key Eb Locrian is theoretical.  Use its enharmonic equivalent. 
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Relative Modes 

Just as C Major and A Minor are reference scales because they use no sharps or flats so each of the 

other diatonic modes has its own reference scale.  Here are the seven reference scales for each of the 

diatonic modes:  

 

These scales are all relatives of one another, because they all share the same key signature (no sharps or 

flats).   

The scales on the following page also are relatives of one another for the same reason: they all share the 

same key signature.   

C Major        D Dorian 

E Phrygian       F Lydian 

 

G Mixolydian       A Aeolian (natural minor) 

 

B Locrian
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Identify each scale by tonic and mode. 

 

 

 

 Tonic:     Mode:            Tonic:     Mode:    

 

 

 

 

 Tonic:     Mode:            Tonic:     Mode:    

 

 

 

 

 Tonic:     Mode:            Tonic:     Mode:    

 

 

 

 

   Tonic:    Mode:        
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Draw the requested scales on the Grand Staves provided.  Follow the directions on page 156.  Use the 

correct key signatures.   

F Major 

 

F Mixolydian 

 

F Lydian 

 

F Dorian 
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Draw the requested scales on the Grand Staves provided.  Follow the directions on page 156.  Use the 

correct key signatures.   

F Major 

 

G Dorian 

 

A Phrygian 

 

Bb Lydian 
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Draw the requested scales on the Grand Staves provided.  Follow the directions on page 156.  Use the 

correct key signatures.   

G Major 

 

G Mixolydian 

 

G Lydian 

 

G Dorian 
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Draw the requested scales on the Grand Staves provided.  Follow the directions on page 156.  Use the 

correct key signatures.   

G Major 

 

C Lydian 

 

D Mixolydian 

 

E Aeolian (minor) 
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Draw the requested scales on the Grand Staves provided.  Follow the directions on page 156.  Use the 

correct key signatures.   

Bb Aeolian (minor) 

 

Bb Phrygian 

 

Bb Dorian 

 

Bb Mixolydian 
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Draw the requested scales on the Grand Staves provided.  Follow the directions on page 156.  Use the 

correct key signatures.   

Bb Major 

 

Bb Dorian 

 

Bb Phrygian 

 

Bb Lydian 
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Draw the requested scales on the Grand Staves provided.  Follow the directions on page 156.  Use the 

correct key signatures.   

D Major 

 

D Mixolydian 

 

D Lydian 

 

D Dorian 
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Draw the requested scales on the Grand Staves provided.  Follow the directions on page 156.  Use the 

correct key signatures.   

D Aeolian (minor) 

 

E Locrian 

 

F Major 

 

G Dorian 
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Harmony and Texture: Ostinatos in Diatonic Modes 

A melody in a diatonic mode can sound quite fresh and effective with a well-chosen ostinato.  In Chapter 

4, page 105, students were encouraged to use ostinatos consisting of DO, RE, and SO in Major and DO, 

FA, and SO in minor.  Here are two examples from Chapter 4.   

 

Ostinatos in diatonic modes other than major or minor also can be constructed to enhance the character 

of the mode.  This is done by using DO and SO and another pair of notes that includes the “different” 

note.  For example, in Mixolydian, the different note is TE; in Phrygian, it is RA (a lowered RE).  We can 

refer to TE as the “Mixolydian note:”  

 

and RA as the “Phrygian note.” 

 

By adding carefully constructed ostinatos, simple sight reading songs can become beautiful additions to 

a concert program.   

Suggested ostinatos for various modes:  

 

 

 

 

Lydian 
S F+ 

D R 

Mixolydian 
S F 

D t 

Dorian 
S L 

D R 

Phrygian 
S F 

D r 
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Phrase and Form: Tension, Release, and Cadence 

Phrases often are four measures in length (although a faster tempo may allow for an 8-measure phrase 

and a slow tempo may require 2-measure phrases).  Phrases are shaped according to tension and 

release.  Typically, phrases increase in tension until about the three fourths point.  The high point of 

tension then is followed by a release.   

Melodies can create tension through pitch.  For example, circle the highest pitch in the second phrase of 

“Jerry Ryan.”   

 

This melody also creates tension through rhythm.  Circle the dotted rhythm in the first phrase of “Jerry 

Ryan.”  In which measure does it occur? 

A well-written melody usually will have a high point of tension at the three-fourths point.  Consider 

“Dies Irae” on page 189.  Find the three-fourths point and determine 

what device the ancient composer used to create tension. 

In addition to pitch and rhythm, composers can use other devices, 

such as phrase length, scale degree, dynamics, tempo, and harmony 

to manage tension and release in a phrase and in a composition.  

Skillful composers can use subtle combinations of elements to create 

tension and release.   

Release in a phrase often is created by slowing the rhythm or “resting” the melody on a point of lower 

tension in the scale, such as DO, MI, or SO, in effect, creating a cadence.  In “Jerry Ryan,” locate the first 

cadence and note the rhythm (hint: the lyric is the word “rhyme”).  Now do the same for the second 

phrase.  In addition, identify the solfège note at the end of the second phrase.  Use the same process to 

analyze the tension and release in “Dies Irae.”   

The performer cooperates with the intrinsic tension and release in a piece.  The phrases then exhibit a 

beautiful shape of rising tension through release.   
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Rhythm and Meter: Simple, Compound, and Free Meter 

The songs in this chapter employ simple, compound, and free meters.  Free meter is not limited by a 

time signature.  Identify the type of meter each of the following songs employ.   

Song Page Meter (circle) 

Don’t You Hear the Lambs? 186 Simple  Compound  Free 

Scarborough Fair 186 Simple  Compound  Free 

Beggar Boy of the North 187 Simple  Compound  Free 

Aus tiefer Not schrei ich zu dir 187 Simple  Compound  Free 

La Boiteuse au Marché 188 Simple  Compound  Free 

If I Got My Ticket 188 Simple  Compound  Free 

Dies Irae 189 Simple  Compound  Free 

Ut Queant Laxis 190 Simple  Compound  Free 

French Cathedrals 190 Simple  Compound  Free 

Tsaiyak Society Song 191 Simple  Compound  Free 

Drunken Sailor 191 Simple  Compound  Free 

Jerry Ryan 192 Simple  Compound  Free 

Old Joe Clarke 193 Simple  Compound  Free 

The Greenland Wale Fishery 194 Simple  Compound  Free 

Jesus Born in Beth’ny 194 Simple  Compound  Free 

Swing a Lady 195 Simple  Compound  Free 

The Tarry Trousers 195 Simple  Compound  Free 

 

Note: songs in free meters still exhibit meter, although it might be more appropriate to call it “micro 

meter.”  The eighth note patterns in the two chants in this chapter can be understood as: “two-eighths, 

two-eighths, two-eighths, three-ee-eighths; three-ee-eighths, two-eighths, two-eighths, three-ee-

eighths”; and so on.   
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Summary of Chapter 5: Worksheets 

Songs and Principles 

To review your work, write down the titles of the sight reading songs in this chapter, their pages, and 

their modes.  Put a check mark next to the songs that you actually sang in class or on your own.   

Singing to Memorize – 2 Songs 

Title and Mode    Page  Title and Mode    Page  

              

Sight Reading Songs with Their Modes – 15 Songs 

Title and Mode    Page  Title and Mode    Page 

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

        

Repertoire  

Title and Mode      Page 
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Calculating Numbers of Beats 

 

If a quarter note receives one beat, then the total number of beats in the above excerpt is:    

 

If a quarter note receives one beat, then the total number of beats in the above excerpt is:    

Metrical Counting Practice 

Guidance: metrical counting is important for every ensemble performer to learn, because the conductor 

shows the beats by number when he or she directs.  The convention is to identify the beat (1, 2, 3, or 

whatever) at the point where it occurs in the music.  

 In  time, quarter notes receive a whole beat (for example, “1,” “2,” or “3”); eighth notes receive the 

beat number or the word “and” (indicated by +); and sixteenth notes receive the beat number, the word 

“and,” or “ee” or “uh,” depending on their location in the beat.  here is an example:  

 
   1  2          3           4              1     +      2     + 3    -    4          1  ee    +   uh  2   ee   +   uh   3   ee  +   uh  4 

 
 1    2      +   3    uh 4    +      1 ee + uh 2 ee + uh 3 4 1    + uh 2  ee+ uh  3  ee  +       4 ee +  uh   1-2-3-4 

Write in the metrical counting for the following example:  

 

 

? 
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Scale Drawing 

Draw the requested scales on the Grand Staves provided.  Follow the directions on page 156.  Use the 

correct key signatures.   

C Lydian 

 

C Major 

 

C Mixolydian 

 

C Dorian 
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Analyzing notes in four-part harmonic analysis 

Write the letter names of all of the notes in each chord in the progression below.  Then draw a sketch 

on either clef representing the compression of the chord.  Here is an example:  

 

Soprano note:   __G  __F#   __G  

Alto note:   __B  __A   __B  

Tenor note:   __D  __D   __D  

Bass note:   __G__  __D   __G  

 

 

Soprano note:   __  __   __  

Alto note:   __  __   __  

Tenor note:   __  __   __  

Bass note:   ____  __   __  

Continued on the next page 
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Write the letter names of all of the notes in each chord in the progressions below.  Then draw a sketch 

on either clef representing the compression of the chord.   

 

Soprano note:   __  __   __  

Alto note:   __  __   __  

Tenor note:   __  __   __  

Bass note:   ____  __   __  

Don’t forget to draw a sketch for each chord! 

 

Soprano note:   __  __   __  

Alto note:   __  __   __  

Tenor note:   __  __   __  

Bass note:   ____  __   __  
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Four-part Harmonic Analysis Using Roman Numerals 

Harmonic analysis is useful for understanding the structure of music.  While the examples that follow 

are simple, they offer a foundation for deeper understanding of harmony.   

1) Chords are always named for their roots.  In lead sheet type analysis (guitarists, pianists, and 

other musicians who improvise accompaniments to tunes use lead sheets), the letter name of 

the root and the quality of the chord are given: G Major, F Minor.   

2) In more formal analysis, as in this book, a Roman numeral is used to indicate the root of the 

chord and its relation to the scale in which the chord occurs: I, V, iv.  Triads built on the first 

note of the scale are indicated with I (for major) or i (for minor).  Triads built on the fifth note of 

the scale are indicated with a V (for major) or v (for minor).   

3) In the Key of C Major, for example, a triad built on the first note of the scale is spelled C-E-G.  

The lead sheet musician calls it a C chord; a more formal analysis names it a I (pronounced 

“one”) chord.   

4) In the Key of A Minor a triad built on the fifth note of the scale is spelled E-G-B.  The lead sheet 

musician calls it an E Minor chord; the more formal analysis names it a v (pronounced “five” or 

“minor five”) chord.   

5) While inversions of triads also can be indicated through harmonic analysis, we will not consider 

them until Chapter 7.   

Example: Here is an example of a formal (Roman numeral) harmonic analysis of a simple progression.  I 

included the spelling method, the sketching method and the Roman numeral analysis.   

 

Soprano note:   __G  __F#   __G  

Alto note:   __B  __A   __B  

Tenor note:   __D  __D   __D  

Bass note:   __G__  __D   __G  

Roman numeral   __ I__  __V   __I  

Key of        G : 
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Write the letter names of all of the notes in each chord in the progressions below.  Then draw a sketch 

on either clef representing the compression of the chord.  Indicate the key in the box to the left.  

Finally, provide the Roman numeral analysis.   

 

Soprano note:   __  __   __  

Alto note:   __  __   __  

Tenor note:   __  __   __  

Bass note:   ____  __   __  

Roman numeral   __ __  __   __  

 

Write the letter names of all of the notes in each chord in the progressions below.  Then draw a sketch 

on either clef representing the compression of the chord.  Indicate the key in the box to the left.  

Finally, provide the Roman numeral analysis.   

 

Soprano note:   __  __   __  

Alto note:   __  __   __  

Tenor note:   __  __   __  

Bass note:   ____  __   __  

Roman numeral   __ i__  __v   __i  

Key of         : 

Key of         : 
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Soprano note:   __  __   __  

Alto note:   __  __   __  

Tenor note:   __  __   __  

Bass note:   ____  __   __  

Roman numeral   __ __  __   __  

Write the Roman numeral harmonic analysis of the excerpt below.   

 

 Key: ____     ______        ______        ______       ______          ______ 

Did you remember to use lower case letters and Roman numerals for the minor key and triads? 

Interval Sizes and Qualities 

Indicate the sizes and qualities of the following intervals.   

 
1.  __  _             2. ____      3.  ___ 4.         5. _____ 6. _____      7. _____ 8.  _ 

 
9.  __ 10._____  11. ___   12.    13. _____    14.       15. _____  16. ___ 

Key of         : 
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Chapter 5 Music Terms Crossword 
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Coda 

A coda is an ending passage in a piece of music 

DO  RE  MI/ME  FA  SO  LA/LE  TI/TE  

                     

Can you sing and name the following song?  Only the first phrase is shown 

 

 

Solfège notes in this phrase:  

            

What is the name of the song?      Found on what page?   

Can you sing and name the following song?  Only the first half-phrase is shown 

  

 

Solfège notes this half-phrase uses:   

          

How many “walks” are there in each measure?   

What is the name of the song?      Found on what page?   

Can you recognize the following two songs just from their opening rhythms and meters? 

         Title   Page 

              

               

MI 

ME 

MI 
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Chapter 6 – Major and Minor Songs with Tonic and Dominant Harmonies 

in Root Position 

Learning to Sing 

Singing to Memorize 

Join your teacher in singing these two folk songs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Walk the beats 

Clap the rhythms 

Sing the words!  

Now … 

Walk the beats 

Clap the rhythms 

Sing the rhythms – “Six-teenth – two-eighths – Six-teenth – two-eighths – Six-teenth–….”! 

Sing the rhythms – “Eighth Three-ee-eighths – Quar-ter six-teenth Three-ee-eighths …”!   

One of these songs uses the solfège syllables DO-RE-MI-FA-SO-LA-TI-DO; the other uses DO-RE-ME-FA-

SO-LE-TI-DO.  Learn the hand signs for these scale degrees.   

Using your hands, shape in the air the  

Up – down – across of each melody while you sing the words 

Now sing “up – down – across” while you shape 

Sing solfège for each song! 

 

Spanish Ladies 

England 

Farewell and adieu to you, Spanish Ladies, 

Farewell and adieu to you, ladies of Spain; 

For we've received orders for to sail for old 

England, 

But we hope in a short time to see you 

again.   

 

 

Oh My Darling Clementine 

United States 

In a cavern, in a canyon, 

Excavating for a mine 

Dwelt a miner, forty-niner, 

And his daughter Clementine 

 

Fare-well and a-dieu to__ you… 

Start  up across up down…    Start    up     up   down up  down… 

SO DO DO RE DO DO RE ME RE … DO DO DO SO MI MI MI DO  

In a cav-ern, in a can-yon 

… 
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Taking Melodic Dictation 

Using the process described on pages 74-78, take dictation on the two songs you just memorized, “Oh 

My Darling Clementine” and “Spanish Ladies.”  Use the staves below for your finished work.   

Oh My Darling Clementine 

 

Spanish Ladies 
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Improvising Matrix 

Use this matrix to improvise tonic and dominant harmonies in major: 

 

S S  S S S S S S S S 

 

M M  M  M M  M  M 

  R  R   R  R 

D D  D  D D  D  D 

  T  T   T  T 

  S  S   S  S 

I I V I V I I V I V I 

Use this matrix to improvise tonic and dominant harmonies in minor: 

 

S S S S S  S S S S S S S 
     F 
m  m m   m m  m m  m 
 R   R R   R   R 
D  D D   D D  D D  D 
 t   t t   t   t 

 S   S S   S   S 

i v i i v v i i v i i v i 

 

Get out your pencil and mark some possible tunes.  Try several different ones while your classmates do 

the same.  The lower case “m” indicates “me” (pronounced may) and the lower case “t” indicates “te” 

(pronounced tay), which are one-half step lower than their major counterparts.     

Improvising Harmonies Above and Below the Melody in the Chord 

In Chapter 4, page 120 you learned to improvise harmonies above and below the melody.  In this 

chapter, you can learn to improvise harmonies above or below the melody by finding another note in 

the tonic or dominant triad.   
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Sight Singing—Guided (tonic triads) 
With your teacher’s help, learn to sing these songs. 

 

 

 

These three simple rounds create tonic triads.  To see how, look at the section in “Learning about 

Music Theory: Harmony and Texture” in this chapter 

Q 
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Sight Singing—Guided (tonic and dominant triads) 

SSA Harmonization 

 
This traditional tune is harmonized with SSA (two sopranos and an alto) voicing.  It provides a good deal 

of flexibility for the performers.  Here are some possible combinations of voices.   

Voice Combination 1 Combination 2 Combination 3 Combination 4 

Top Soprano Soprano Soprano, Male* Tenor* 

Middle  Soprano Soprano Baritone* 

Bottom  Alto Alto, Tenor** Bass* 

*Singing one octave lower than written. 
**Singing at the written pitch. 

SATB Harmonization 

 

This French tune is harmonized with SATB (soprano, alto, tenor, and bass) voicing.  Standard 

four-voice part-writing and analysis is the basis for all study of harmony in the common practice 

period, European and American music written from about 1600 to 1900.   

Q 
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Sight Singing—Independent (tonic and dominant triads) 

SSA and SATB Harmonization 
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Q 
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Pieces harmonized with SATB (soprano, alto, tenor, bass) voicing can be adapted to be sung by men’s 

quartet (TTBB).  Men’s quartet utilizes the following voices:  

 Tenor 1 (T1): highest voice 

 Tenor 2 (T2): next highest voice (also called “lead” because it often carries the melody) 

 Baritone (Bar or B1): next to lowest voice (also called “bass 1”) 

 Bass or B2: lowest voice (also called “bass 2”) 

Here is one common way of adapting SATB voicing for men’s quartet:  

 Soprano part: sung by T2, one octave lower than written 

 Alto part: sung by T1, at written pitch 

 Tenor part: sung by Baritone 

 Bass part: sung by Bass 
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Pitch Inventories 

Write down all of the pitches used in “Blow the Man Down.”  Correlate them to solfège syllables.  Show 

the number of half steps between each of the notes.   

Solfège, Pitch, and Interval Inventory for “Blow the Man Down” (major) 

Solfège DO       DO 

Pitch names         

 

Q 

Half Steps         ___         
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Solfège, Pitch, and Interval Inventory for “Did You Ever See a Lassie?” (major) 

Solfège DO       DO 

Pitch names         

 

 

 

Q 

Half Steps               ___         
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Learning about Forms of the Minor Scale 

On the next few pages, take a pitch inventory of the tunes in the given songs.  They will help you learn 

about the three forms of the minor scale – natural, harmonic, and melodic.   

Solfège, Pitch, and Interval Inventory for “Raisins and Almonds” (minor, harmonic form) 

Solfège DO RE me FA SO le TI DO 

Pitch names C D Eb F G Ab B C 

     Half Steps        2             1         2       2             1      3        1 
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Solfège, Pitch, and Interval Inventory for “Joshua Fought the Battle” (minor, harmonic form) 

Solfège DO       DO 

Pitch names         

     Half Steps        2             1         2       2             1        3        1 
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One interpretation of this song holds that the African-American care giver sings it to her charge, while her 

own child, her “lambie,” is neglected  

Solfège, Pitch, and Interval Inventory for “All the Pretty Little Horses” (minor, natural form) 

Solfège DO       DO 

Pitch names         

     Half Steps  
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Learning about the Melodic Minor Scale 

Solfège, Pitch, and Interval Inventory for “Carol of the Bells” (minor, melodic form) 

Use the song on the previous page 

As the melody ascends (measures 13 – 16)… 

Solfège DO       DO 

Pitch names G        

     Half Steps  

As the melody descends (measures 9 – 12)… 

Solfège DO te le SO FA me RE DO 

Pitch names G        

     Half Steps  

 

Solfège, Pitch, and Interval Inventory for “Adieu, Sweet Amarillis” (minor, melodic form) 

Use the song on page 256 

As the melody ascends (measure 6, part 2)… 

Solfège DO RE me FA SO LA TI DO 

Pitch names         

     Half Steps  

As the melody descends (measure 5, part 2)… 

Solfège DO       DO 

Pitch names         

     Half Steps  
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Transposing and Distorting 

On the treble staff below, write a transposition of “Did You Ever See a Lassie” (melody only, page 245) to 

the key of G Major.  Use the correct key signature and line up your notes with the appropriate words.  

To help you get started, I provided a table for you to complete.   

 Key Signature DO RE MI FA SO LA TI DO 

Original  4bs Ab        

Transposed G      D    

 
On the bass staff below, write a distortion of “Auld Lang Syne” (melody only, page 243) from its original 

major key to its parallel natural minor.  Use the correct key signature and line up your notes with the 

appropriate words.  Be sure to sing it in its distorted key.  To help you get started, I provided a table for 

you to complete.   

 Key Signature DO RE MI FA SO LA TI DO 

Original  1b F        

Distorted  4bs     C    
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Vocal Technique: Tonic and Dominant Triads 

 

 

 

 

Exercises to help the singer develop support (1) and consistent vowel color (5) are on page 88.  Number 

2, proper room in the mouth, is discussed on page 138.  Exercises for Number 3, resonance, are found 

on page 197.  An exercise to help the singer relax the jaw and tongue (4) is found on page 484.   

Solfège on Tonic and Dominant Triads 

 
Variation: sing in major and parallel minor.   

Ensemble Singing: Steps to Learning Choral Literature, Repertoire 

The outline below suggests a chronology for learning a piece of choral music, from first reading to 

performance in three major processes, Whole-Part-Whole.  The beginning process, Whole, is generally 

similar for all pieces.  The demands of the particular piece of music require significant variance for the 

second two processes, Part and Whole.   

1) Whole 
a) Mood, rhythm, dynamics, text, phrasing 

i) Singers and director briefly set mood, tempo, meter, dynamic level to begin 
ii) Singers read through chanting rhythms 
iii) Singers read through clapping rhythms, chanting meter 
iv) Singers read through text without rhythm (if foreign language) 
v) Singers read through with lyrics in rhythm 

b) Pitch and scale 
i) Singers discuss solfége requirements of the piece 
ii) Singers read through germane motives with pitches on solfége, parts on piano 
iii) Singers read through entirety with solfége, with and without rhythms, parts on piano 
iv) Singers read through entirety with solfége, in rhythm and slow tempo parts on piano 
v) Singers read through entirety with solfége, in rhythm and slow tempo, accompaniment on piano 

2) Part 
a) Sectionals (SATB) 
b) Rehearse and repeat portions of the piece 
c) Rehearse portions at different tempi for clarification 

3) Whole 
a) Rehearse entire piece with stops for corrections, improvements 
b) Rehearse entire piece without stops 

The goal of vocal technique for choral singing is for each singer to create a powerful and beautiful 
sound.  The five principles espoused by this book are:  

1. Support    3.    Resonance    5.    Vowel color 

2. Proper room in the mouth  4.    Relaxed jaw and tongue  

 

 

See also “Steps to 

Become a Better Sight 

Singer,” p. 11 
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Note: This piece ends with a major-sounding chord.  Composers often end minor pieces with the parallel 

major tonic triad.  It is so common, in fact, that there is a name for the practice: Picardy third.   

To understand a Picardy third, answer these questions: 

In what key does this piece seem to be?  (Consider the last soprano note and key signature)   

What are the notes of the tonic triad in this key?         

What are the notes of the final chord as it is written?            (C)_      

Which factor has been changed from the expected tonic triad?    Root     Third     Fifth11 

                                                           
11

 The fifth factor was omitted from the final chord.  This practice also is common; our ears tend to supply the fifth 

factor of final chords if it is not actually played or sung due to the overtones produced by the tonic note.   
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Learning about Music Theory 

Notation: The SATB Open Score 

Beginning in Chapter 5, you began reading, singing, and analyzing music on the grand staff.  For 

example, in this chapter on page 239, the song “Sur Le Pont” was written on a grand staff.  Notes on the 

treble clef with stems up were for the sopranos to sing; notes with stems down on the treble clef were 

for the altos.  Notes on the bass clef with stems up and down were for the tenors and basses to sing 

respectively.   

Analyzing Using the drawing method, the harmony of a four-part chord can be compressed into a single 

triad for easy analysis.   

 

This chapter has a new way of reading four-part choral music, the SATB open score on page 253.  The 

same four parts are written out, except each singer has his or her own staff to read:  

 

The little 8 under the treble clef for the tenors indicates that they are to sing their notes one octave (an 

8th) lower than written.   

Soprano notes 

Alto notes 

Tenor notes 

Bass notes 
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Intervals: review of all qualities 

 Intervals are identified by size (a number) and quality (M, m, P, d, A) 

 When calculating intervals, determine the size first, then the quality.  When naming them, do 

the opposite: name the quality and then the size: Minor third or m3.   

 The size relates to the letter names (for example from A up to C is a 3) and to the position on the 

staff:            = 3 

 The quality relates to the number of half steps between the notes.   

 Since several different sizes of intervals contain the same number of half steps, calculate the size 

first and further refine the description with the quality.   

 Only primes, fourths, fifths, and octaves can be perfect – and they can never be Major or minor.   

 In Chapter 5 page 204 Major and Perfect intervals were presented as the ones to remember.  

Minor, Diminished, and Augmented intervals were presented as mutations of the “normal” 

intervals:  

“Normal” One half-step 

smaller 

Two half-steps 

smaller 

One half-step 

larger 

Two half-steps 

larger 

M m d A AA 

P d dd A AA 

 

Using what you know about intervals, complete the following table equating intervals to numbers of half 

steps.   

Interval size and 

quality 

No. of half 

steps 

Interval size and 

quality 

No. of half 

steps 

Interval size and 

quality 

No. of half 

steps 

P1 0 A3  M6  

A1  d4  A6  

d2  P4  d7  

m2  A4  m7  

M2  d5  M7  

A2  P5  A7  

d3  A5  d8  

m3  d6  P8  

M3  m6  A8  
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Identify the size and quality of the following intervals, written on the treble and bass clefs.  Be careful to 

note the clef sign for each example.  The first one is done to show you how.   

 
              ______      ______ ______           ______          ______        ______  ______ 

 
              ______      ______ ______           ______          ______        ______  ______ 

Scales: Three Forms of Minor 

While we usually only use one form of the Major scale in Western music, composers and folk music 

regularly utilize three forms of minor.  In a nutshell, here are the diatonic scales we often hear:  

Major Scale 

Solfège DO RE MI FA SO LA TI DO 

Scale Degree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8=1 

Example C D E F G A B C 

Natural Minor Scale 

Solfège DO RE Mē FA SO le te DO 

Scale Degree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8=1 

Example C D Eb F G Ab Bb C 

Harmonic Minor Scale 

Solfège DO RE Mē FA SO le TI DO 

Scale Degree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8=1 

Example C D Eb F G Ab B C 
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Melodic Minor Scale (ascending) 

Solfège DO RE Mē FA SO LA TI DO 

Scale Degree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8=1 

Example C D Eb F G A B C 

Melodic Minor Scale (descending) 

Solfège DO te le SO FA Mē RE DO 

Scale Degree 8=1 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Example C Bb Ab G F Eb D C 

When we draw scales, we usually draw them ascending only.  The exception is the Melodic Minor scale, 

which must be drawn ascending and descending, since it is different when it goes up as compared with 

when it goes down.   

 

 The parallel minor scales all use the same key signature.  For example, C Natural Minor uses the same key 

signature as C Harmonic Minor, which uses the same key signature as C Melodic Minor.  Above is what all 

of these C scales look like when they are drawn on a grand staff.  

C Major 

 

 

 

C natural minor 

 

 

 

C harmonic minor 

 

 

 

C melodic minor 
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Practice Drawing Parallel Major and Three Forms of Minor Scales 

Using the scales on page 260 as a guide, draw G Major, G Natural Minor, G Harmonic Minor, and G 

Melodic Minor scales.  Use the correct key signatures.   
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Using the scales on page 260 as a guide, draw F Major, F Natural Minor, F Harmonic Minor, and F 

Melodic Minor scales.  Use the correct key signatures.   
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Harmony and Texture: Vertical Aspects of Music, Tonic and Dominant 

Triads, Roman Numerals 

Horizontal and Vertical Aspects of Music 

If melody can be considered the horizontal aspect of music, then harmony is its vertical feature.  In the 

simple round, “Row, Row, Row Your Boat,” the tune or the melody is as follows:  

etc. 

Each individual singer performs this melody from left to right, horizontally.  If the tune is sung as a four-

part round, then while Singer A is performing the fourth measure, Singer B sings the third measure, 

Singer C performs the second measure, and Singer D is just beginning with measure 1.  We could picture 

it this way:  

 

We can see what happens when Singer A performs 

measure 4 by looking straight up the score, from Part 4 

up to Part 1.  The beats in a musical score are lined up, 

so we see that each of the singers is singing the 

following notes on beat 1:  

Singer D (measure 1) C 

Singer C (measure 2) C 

Singer B (measure 3) E 

Singer A (measure 4) G 

 

 

The notes G-E-C-C form a chord, when compressed into a single triad and sketched look like this:  

Notice that I eliminated one of the doubled notes (C) and kept the G as the bottom note.  The sketch 

therefore is an accurate “distillation” of the triad.  (A triad is a chord with three different notes in it.)   
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The Tonic Triad 

Now here is the whole song, “Row, Row, Row Your Boat,” laid out in vertical format.   

 

Yes, the whole song is there, except that now it is laid 

out vertically, just as we would hear it if it were sung as 

an eight-part round.   

Analyze the harmony of the round on the first beat and 

on the other strong beat.  Do you remember what the 

other strong beat is in this meter? 

Fill in this chart from the bottom note to the top note 

on the first strong beat and the second strong beat, the 

fourth.   

Part 1
st
 Strong Beat 2

nd
 Strong Beat 

1.    

2.    

3.    

4.   (G) 

5.    

6.    

7.    

8.  C (C) 

 

The triads on both beats are the same, aren’t they?  

Spell the letters of the three notes of the triad here, 

lowest to highest:  

      _________ 

      _________ 

      _________ 
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Now do the same kind of analysis for “Little Tom Tinker,” page 238.   

 

Part 1
st
 Beat 2

nd
 Beat 

1.    

2.    

3.    

4.   (B) 

5.    

6.    

7.    

8.  E (E) 

 

Did you notice that in Part 7, second beat the 

note does not “belong” in the triad.  It is not a 

part of the chord, and so it is called a non-

harmonic tone.  While non-harmonic tones 

occur frequently in music, adding color and 

tension, we’re not going to pay much attention 

to them right now while you’re still just getting 

started with harmonic analysis.   

Ignoring the circled notes in Part 7 (the non-

harmonic tones), the triads on both beats 

otherwise are the same.  Spell the letter names 

of the three notes of the triad right here:  

     _________ 

     _________ 

     _________ 

 

 

 

 

A chord is a 

collection of three 

or more notes 

sounded at the 

same time.  A three-

note chord is called 

a triad.   

Question: Can you find some non-

harmonic tones in “Row, Row, Row Your 

Boat”?   
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Finally, do the same kind of analysis for the last beat of “Three Blind Mice,” page 238.   

 

Part 1
st
 Beat 2

nd
 Beat 

1.    

2.   (F#) 

3.    

4.   (D) 

The triads on both beats are almost the same.  

Spell the letter names of the three notes of the 

triad that sounds in the last measure right here:  

     _________ 

     _________ 

     _________ 

To sum up… 

Now organize the information you’ve discovered about the last chord of each of the three pieces, “Row, 

Row, Row Your Boat,” “Little Tom Tinker,” and ”Three Blind Mice.” 

Piece Key Letter names of last chord Solfège names of last chord 

Row, Row, Row     

Little Tom Tinker    

Three Blind Mice    

Did you find that the solfège names were the same in each case?  We call this chord, built on the first, 

third, and fifth notes of the scale a tonic triad, because its three notes are built on the tonic note of the 

scale.   

Questions: What three solfège notes make up a tonic triad?  ______  ______  ______ 

Do you suppose that we could build triads on other notes in the scale?  Which ones? 

Almost all pieces use tonic triads at the end, and they use tonic triads in other places as well. 
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The Dominant Triad 

Actually, triads can be built on any note of the scale, although some of them are used more frequently 

than others.  Consider this display of all of the triads available in the key of C Major:  

 

The first chord in the scale (that is, the chord built on the first scale degree) is circled along with one 

other.  On which scale degree is the other chord built?         

These are the two most frequently used triads in major and minor keys.   

The chord built on the fifth scale degree is constructed the same way as the one on the first scale 

degree.  It also is made from thirds, and so we call this kind of harmony “Tertian.”  It’s possible to build 

harmonies made of seconds (called “Secundal” harmony), fourths (called “Quartal” harmony), and fifths 

(“Quintal”).  For the time being, we will confine ourselves to the study of tertian harmony.   

Complete the table below, showing the solfège for each of the triads shown on the grand staff above.   

Fifth 

factor 

SO LA     FA  

Third 

factor 

MI FA     RE  

Root 

factor 

DO RE     TI  

Tonal 

name 

Tonic Supertonic  Mediant Subdominant Dominant Submediant Leading 

Tone 

Tonic 

Scale 

degree 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 

Root 

name 

C D E F G A B C 

Roman 

Numeral 

I ii iii IV V vi vii° I 
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Observe the following about the triads on the previous page:  

1. Every note of the scale can serve as the root of a triad.  

2. Every triad has a root factor, a third factor (a third above the root), and a fifth factor (a fifth 

above the root).   

3. A triad always is named by its root:  

a. A tonic triad in this case is the same as  

b. A C chord which is the same as  

c. A I chord.   

4. Roman numeral names for triads show the root (a I chord is built on the first note of the scale) 

and the quality (a capital numeral is Major, lower case is Minor, and lower case with ° is 

diminished).  We haven’t discussed qualities of triads yet.   

The Dominant Triad in Natural Minor 

Now consider the following staves, which picture the triads in the C Natural Minor scale.   

 

As in major, the tonic and dominant triads are the most frequently used ones.  That is why they are 

circled above.   

Now complete the following table for the C Natural Minor scale.   

Fifth  SO le     FA  

Third  me FA     RE  

Root  DO RE     te  

Tonal  Tonic Supertonic  Mediant Subdominant Dominant Submediant Subtonic Tonic 

Scale 

degree 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 

Root  C D Eb F G Ab Bb C 

Roman 

Numeral 

i ii° III iv v VI VII i 
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Compare the Roman numerals in the C Major and the C Natural Minor scales.  What do you observe? 

              

              

Which songs in this chapter use the natural minor scale?        

The Dominant Triad in Harmonic Minor 

As its name implies, the harmonic minor scale exists to change the harmony it uses.  Here are the triads 

in the C Harmonic Minor scale:  

 

Of the two most frequently used triads, the tonic and the dominant, which one seems to be affected by 

the alteration in the scale?   

Now complete the following table for the C Harmonic Minor scale.   

Fifth  SO      FA  

Third  me      RE  

Root  DO      TI  

Tonal  Tonic Supertonic  Mediant Subdominant Dominant Submediant Subtonic Tonic 

Scale 

degree 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 

Root  C D Eb F G Ab B C 

Roman 

Numeral 

i ii° III
+
 iv V VI vii° i 

 

Which songs in this chapter use the harmonic minor scale?       
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Four-Part harmonic analysis of tonic and dominant harmonies 

On pages 202 and following can be found two different ways of analyzing harmony in four-part writing: 

the spelling method and the drawing method.  The drawing method is superior because it takes into 

account inversions of triads (Chapter 7) and so it will be the method I will pursue from now on.   

The songs in this chapter use mostly tonic and dominant harmonies, and are harmonized with root 

position triads.  Root position occurs when the root of the triad is sung by the bass note.   

Here are the first two measures of “Sur le Pont” with sketches to facilitate a drawing method of analysis:  

 

The sketch shows the distillation of the notes used in the triads in each of the two measures: G-B-D and 

D-F#-A.  The next step is to identify the root of each triad:  

 

I compressed each triad by drawing the note the bass sings as the bottom note of my sketch and then 

placed the other two notes above it on the treble staff.  The note G is doubled (used twice) in the first 

chord and the note D is doubled in the second one, which is redundant for the purposes of analysis.   

The roots in each case are the bottom notes of the sketches.  (In Chapter 7, we will investigate 

inversions of triads, in which the roots are not the bottom note.)  Since chords are always named for 

their roots, we could describe the first chord as a “G Chord” and the second one as a “D Chord.”  If we 

were writing a lead sheet from which an accompanist might improvise, we would write it that way:  
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[The tablature symbols (such as            )  are added automatically by the music notation software.  While 

students are not required to know this type of analysis and notation, it actually is useful for some 

students as an intermediate step to the more formal analysis required in this book.]   

Once the actual notes in the triads and the roots have been identified, the roots are related to the scale 

by means of Roman numerals.  The scale (or key) for “Sur le Pont” is G Major.  Therefore, the root of the 

chord in measure 1 above is on the first scale degree and is indicated by the Roman numeral I.  The root 

of the chord in measure 2 is on the fifth scale degree and is indicated by the Roman numeral V.   

 
         I       V 

On the next page, complete the analysis of the harmony in “Sur le Pont.”  Follow these steps:  

1. Draw a sketch of the notes used in each measure from bass note up to soprano.  In “Sur le 

Ponte” the harmony changes only every measure, except for measures 8 and 10.   

2. Circle the root of the chord in each sketch.   

3. Relate the root to the scale, G Major, Roman numeral I for chords built on the first note of the 

scale; Roman numeral V for chords built on the fifth note of the scale.   

4. Be sure to use cross beams on your Roman numerals to indicate capital numerals.   

5. I circled the “non-harmonic tones” (please see page 265) so you may ignore them in your 

analysis.   
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Sketch each triad on the treble staff in the space provided.  Then use Roman numerals to 

complete the analysis.  The first two measures are done to show you how.   

 
  G: I     V          

 

              

 

              

 

 

 

Qualities of Triads 

The three most common triads in major and minor keys are the tonic, the dominant, and the 

subdominant.  In Major, these triads are all Major in quality: I, V, and IV.  In Natural Minor, they are all 

minor in quality: i, v, and iv.    
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Here is a song from chapter 4.  I arranged it in SATB voicing for you to analyze.  Determine the key by 

looking at your sketch of the last chord in the song.  The first two measures are done to show you how.   

 

 

 

 

 

Steps in harmonic analysis:  

1. Draw sketches of the chord on each harmonic beat (usually one per measure in “Johnny Has 

Gone for a Soldier,” except for measures 1, 4, and 7). 

2. Circle the root of each chord in your sketch and determine its place in the key or scale.   

3. Determine the key by looking at the last note in the melody or the last chord.   

4. Write Roman numerals to describe each chord.  Be sure to use the appropriate upper or lower 

case.   

 

 Key:          i     v         
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Phrase and Form: Full and Half Cadences 

Just as we inflect our speaking voices with rises and falls, movement and pauses, music is the same.  

Notice how one might read the following two sentences:  

“Sweet William, don’t you cross that raging sea.  You can stay home, Sweet William, with me.” 

A pause after the word “sea" is expected and the music, found on page 34, obliges by slowing down.  

The harmony of “La Cucaracha” (page 240) further heightens and satisfies our expectations:  

“La cucaracha, la cucaracha, Ya no puede caminar.  Porque no tiene, porque le falta, Cigarrillos que 

fumar.”   

The first sentence observes that the cockroach cannot walk.  Why, we might ask?  And the music 

suggests that an answer is forthcoming: because it has no cigarettes!  Health and believability issues 

notwithstanding, the harmony of the first phrase anticipates an answer in the second phrase.  The music 

of the first phrase sounds unfinished compared with the music of the second.   

 

While the harmony for measure 4 is not spelled out, one can make a plausible guess as to what would 

sound good there.  The melody note is on the solfège note SO, which can be harmonized with either a 

tonic or a dominant triad.  However, the entire first three measures have been harmonized with tonic 

triads, and the ear seeks some relief in the form of a dominant triad.  Furthermore, the second phrase 

requires dominant harmonies in measures 5, 6, and 7 and a tonic triad in measure 8.  The harmonic 

symmetry between the two phrases is charming and adds to the dancelike quality of the song:  

Measure 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Harmony I I I V V V V I 
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As noted on page 222, a cadence is a sequence of chords that releases tension at the end of a phrase.  

Although there is a release of tension at the end of the first phrase of “La Cucaracha,” we also anticipate 

the need for another phrase.  A cadence that ends on a dominant (V) chord is called a “half” or “semi” 

cadence, because it sounds only half finished.  A cadence that progresses from the dominant (V) to the 

tonic (I) chord is called a “full” or “authentic” cadence because it sounds more fully finished.  Here is a 

sublime example of a half cadence followed by a full cadence.  The piece can be found on page 253.   

 

 

Of course, Bach is doing a good deal more than using tonic and dominant triads.  For one thing, he is 

using inversions to create a beautiful bass line and interesting inner voices.  The inversions are not 

indicated in this analysis, although I did circle the non-harmonic tones.  Bach also employs tetrads (four-

note chords) with great expressive power, and for simplicity’s sake I have not indicated them in my 

analysis.  Ignoring the circled non-harmonic tones, draw a sketch of each indicated triad on the 

soprano staff above.   

G Major: I      IV      V         IV    V     I          V 

          I    IV I    iii   ii       V             I 

Half Cadence or Semi Cadence 

Full Cadence or Authentic Cadence 
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Rhythm and Meter: Reading Beats, Simple and Compound Meter 

As one becomes more proficient at sight singing, one begins to use the beams to see the beats in the 

printed score.  In this small excerpt from “Jesu, Bleibet Meine Freude,” the beams show the tenor 

singers where the three beats in each measure are.   

 

By noticing the groups of beamed notes in “Have You Ever Seen a Lassie?,” the singer easily can tell that 

there are two main beats in each measure, and that each of the main beats subdivides into 3 smaller 

beats.   

 
If a meter subdivides into 3 beats, what kind of a note provides the main beat:  note or dotted note? 

To review simple and compound meter, complete the table below with the answers given underneath:  

Meter family Type of note that receives one 

beat 

Subdivides into 

   

   

Answers in alphabetical order:  

Compound 

Dotted note 

Note 

Simple 

Three and multiples thereof 

Two and multiples thereof 

Observing the way notes group rhythmically in the measure can facilitate improved reading.   
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From the brief excerpts of the following songs, assess whether the meter is simple, compound, or free.   

1.       Simple  Compound  Free 

2.       Simple  Compound  Free 

3.       Simple  Compound  Free 

4.       Simple  Compound  Free 

5.       Simple  Compound  Free 

6.       Simple  Compound  Free 

Noticing the way notes group rhythmically also can help in other ways.  For example consider the way 

“La Boiteuse au Marché” (page 188) begins:  

Although the meter requires two beats in every 

measure, by looking at the beams we easily can 

see that there is only one beat in the first 

measure, an upbeat.   

Beams are useful in calculating the total number of beats in an arbitrary selection in  meter:  

 

Correct answer: 19.  Did you find them? 

 

? 
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Use beams to complete the metrical counting for “La Boiteuse au Marché:” 

 

 

 

Write in the metrical count for “Jerry Ryan.”   

 

 

 

 

 

           2 ee       +     uh         ____ 

           1 ee + uh 2 ee   +   uh         ____ 

                       ____ 

                       ____ 

If you need to review metrical counting, please see pages 64, 108, 115, 170, and 225 

                      ____ 

                       ____ 

                       ____ 
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Summary of Chapter 6: Worksheets 

Songs and Principles 

To review your work, write down the titles of the songs in this chapter, their pages, and their modes.  

Put a check mark next to the songs that you actually sang in class or on your own.   

Songs to Memorize 

Title      Page  Mode (circle all appropriate) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

Sight Singing – Guided (tonic triads) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

Sight Singing – Guided (tonic and dominant triads) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

Sight Singing – Independent (tonic and dominant triads) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

Continued on the next page… 
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        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

Ensemble Singing and Repertoire 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

The Open SATB Score 

In the following excerpt, identify the letter names of notes sung by each part.   

In measure 13, beat 1,  

The sopranos are singing    (letter name of note) 

The basses are singing     (letter name of note) 

The altos are singing     (letter name of note) 

The tenors are singing     (letter name of note) 

 

Intervals 

Identify the quality and size of the following intervals.  Pay attention to clef changes.  Calculate triads as 

two intervals, bottom note to top and bottom note to middle, like this:          .   

 

P5 
M3 

1.           2.     3.            4.        5.   6.        7.    8.    

9.   10.          11. 12.           13.   14.          15.  16.   
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Practice Drawing Parallel Major and Three Forms of Minor Scales 

Using the scales on page 260 as a guide, draw D Major, D Natural Minor, D Harmonic Minor, and D 

Melodic Minor scales.  Use the correct key signatures.   
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Using the scales on page 260 as a guide, draw Bb Major, Bb Natural Minor, Bb Harmonic Minor, and Bb 

Melodic Minor scales.  Use the correct key signatures.   
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Practice Drawing Relative Major and Three Forms of Minor Scales 

Using the scales on page 260 as a guide, draw A Major, F# Natural Minor, F# Harmonic Minor, and F# 

Melodic Minor scales.  Use the correct key signature.   
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Using the scales on page 260 as a guide, draw Eb Major, C Natural Minor, C Harmonic Minor, and C 

Melodic Minor scales.  Use the correct key signature.   
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Four-Part Harmonic Analysis 

Sketch each triad on the treble staff in the space provided.  Then use Roman numerals to 

complete the analysis.  Non-harmonic tones are circled and do not need to be considered in the 

analysis.  Use the steps detailed on the bottom of page 271.   

 

 Key:                         

 

                

 

                

 

                

 In your harmonic analysis, bear in mind that the fifth factor sometimes is omitted while root factor 

sometimes is tripled.   
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Four-Part Harmonic Analysis 

Sketch each triad on the treble staff in the space provided.  Then use Roman numerals to 

complete the analysis.  Non-harmonic tones are circled and do not need to be considered in the 

analysis.  Use the steps detailed on the bottom of page 271.   

 

 

 

 

Choosing Your Own Harmony 

You can choose whether to use tonic or dominant harmony in a tune by considering whether the 

predominant notes in the melody are more like the tonic chord (DO – MI – SO or DO – me – SO) or not.  

To see an example of how this principle is applied, look at the first part of “Raisins and Almonds.”  

 

 

 Key:                         

 

                

 
The chord at measure 3 is an example of a tetrad, a chord consisting of four different notes (as compared 

with a triad, consisting of three different notes).  The chord is spelled D – F# – A – C.  Note that it is consistent 

with tertian harmony in that it is built of thirds.  It is analyzed as V7.  Tetrads are the subject of Chapter 11.    
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Calculating Numbers of Beats 

 

If a quarter note receives one beat, then the total number of beats in the above excerpt is:    

 

If a quarter note receives one beat, then the total number of beats in the above excerpt is:    

Metrical Counting Practice 

Write in the metrical counting for the following example.  Use 1-ee-+-uh 2-ee-+-uh.   
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Chapter 6 Music Terms Crossword 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

M2 
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Coda 

A coda is an ending passage in a piece of music 

DO  RE  MI/ME  FA  SO  LA/LE  TI/TE  

                     

Can you sing and name the following song?  Only part of the first phrase is shown.   

 

Solfège notes in this selection:  

           

What is the name of the song?      Found on what page?   

Can you sing and name the following song?  Only part of the first phrase is shown.   


  

Solfège notes in this selection:   

          

How many “walks” are there in each measure?   

What is the name of the song?      Found on what page?   

Can you recognize the following two songs just from their opening rhythms and meters? 

         Title   Page 

              

               

MI 

ME 

MI 
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in inversions 

Learning to Sing 

Singing to Memorize 

Join your teacher in singing these two folk songs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Walk the beats 

Clap the rhythms 

Sing the words!  

Now … 

Walk the beats 

Clap the rhythms 

Sing the rhythms – “Eighth – three-ee-eighths – Short-long– six-teenth ….”! 

Sing the rhythms – “Two-eighths two-eighths two-eighths – Quar-ter two-eighths …”!   

One of these songs uses the solfège syllables DO-RE-MI-FA-SO-LA-TI-DO; the other uses DO-RE-ME-FA-

SO-LE-TE-DO.  Learn the hand signs for these scale degrees.   

Using your hands, shape in the air the  

Up – down – across of each melody while you sing the words 

Now sing “up – down – across” while you shape 

Sing solfège for each song! 

 

The Praties They Grow Small 

Ireland 

Oh the praties they grow small, over here, 

over here  

Oh the praties they grow small, over here. 

Oh the praties they grow small 

And way up in Donegal 

We eat them skins and all, over here. 

Cockles and Mussels 
Ireland 

In Dublin's fair city, where the girls are 

so pretty, 

I first set my eyes on sweet Molly 

Malone, 

As she wheeled her wheelbarrow, 

Through streets broad and narrow, 

Crying, "Cockles and mussels, alive, 

alive, oh!" 

O the pra-ties they grow small … 

Start  up up down down down up…    Start across across across across up down… 

In Dub-lin’s fair ci-ty, where… 
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Taking Melodic Dictation with Tonic and Dominant Harmony 

Using the process described on pages 74-78, take dictation on the two songs you just memorized, Use 

the staves below for your finished work.  Then choose harmonies according to directions on page 293.   

Cockles and Mussels 

 

 

            X        X   X     X  X         X 

 

 

 X   X       X        X   X     X 

 

 

 

  X      X    X            X 

The Praties They Grow Small 

 

 

             X   X          X  X       X      X          X       X 

 

 

         X            X     X     X         X   X    X   X      X         X    X     X 

 

  

        X          X  X X    X         X    X     X  X    X    X 
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Harmonizing 

Creating Harmonies for Melodies by Writing and by Improvising 

As suggested on page 286, singers can choose their own tonic and dominant triads to harmonize a tune.  

Although the process requires some taste and discretion, in essence it is a simple one.  The choice of 

harmony is made by considering whether the predominant notes in the melody within the harmonic 

rhythm are more like the tonic chord (DO – MI – SO or DO – me – SO) or the dominant chord (SO – TI – 

RE or SO – te – RE).  Harmonic rhythm is the rate at which chords change within a tune.  On page 292, 

please find the harmonic rhythm indicated by an “X” placed at each point in the tune where a chord is 

expected.   

The two melodies “Cockles and Mussels” and “The Praties They Grow Small” were chosen because they 

can be harmonized with only tonic and dominant triads.  While your teacher plays the harmony for the 

tune, sing the melody and decide whether you are hearing a tonic triad (I or  i) or a dominant triad (V or  

v).  Circle the Xs where you hear dominant triads.  Check your work (and your teacher’s) by examining 

the melody following each of the Xs.  Does it consist mostly of DM(m)S or something else?  Complete 

the table below to help you with your choices.   

Cockles and Mussels 

Details Tonic Dominant 

Solfège (3 each)   

Pitches (3 each)   

Symbol X X 

Now while a soloist sings the melodies, have your class sing the harmony on a neutral vowel (like “ooh” 

or “ah”).  Draw the three notes for the tonic and three notes for the dominant triads.  Remember to 

keep the notes in a good range for singing.  The tonic triad is done for you.   

 
    Tonic triad – I   Dominant triad – V  

 

    Tonic triad – i   Dominant triad – v  
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The progressions on page 293 are called “root progressions” because the triads are in root position.  

Root position is defined as the arrangement of a chord that occurs when the root factor of the chord is 

in the lowest voice.  A disadvantage to root progression is that the singers’ voices must overlap 

whenever the chord changes:  

 
         I      V 

Overlapping sometimes is called “voice crossing,” because the higher voice must cross to a pitch lower 

than the one just sung by a lower voice.  Whatever it’s called, it’s a bit tricky to sing.  In root 

progressions, the singers also must sing skips.   

In a “close progression,” the voices move to notes close by, and without overlapping.  Close 

progressions require at least some of the chords to be inverted.  Here is an example:  

 
         I      V 

The top voice and the middle voice move by step to their next notes, and the bottom note repeats its 

note.  While the second chord is voiced the same as in a root progression, the first chord has been 

inverted, meaning that it uses the same three notes in a different order from top to bottom.  This is 

called an inversion.   

Now see if you can find a close position progression for the v chord you used in “Praties.”  The i chord is 

given.  Try to find the same three notes you used for the v chord, except make sure that the three voices 

move by no more than a step:  

 

The accompaniment part to “Praties” might look like this:  
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If we put the melody in the bass for the male singers and add the accompaniment to it in the treble, the 

result is this:  

 

Now go back to “Cockles and Mussels” and “The Praties They Grow Small” and sing them again with 

close progressions.   

Since the focus of the chapter is inversions of chords, we will explore the theory of chord inversions 

more in “Learning about Music Theory.”   

 

 

 

 

 

Special Properties of FA and the Dominant Triad 

Note: The solfège note FA almost always sounds good with the major dominant triad.  In fact, it is the 

fourth note of the dominant tetrad (four-note chord) and lends additional color to the dominant 

triad.  Tetrads are the subject of Chapter 11.   
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Improvising SSA Harmonies 

On pages 120 and 237, you practiced improvising harmonies above and below the melody, and by 

singing a note in the tonic or dominant triad other than the melody.   

Here is a harmony that continues a sixth below (or a third above) the melody of “Cockles and Mussels.” 

 

Since at Measure 7 the melody is all on the tonic triad (see page292), the harmony part can be altered 

just a bit for a purer sound:  

 

Improvised harmony such as this often needs a little adjustment to account for the overarching 

harmony.  For example, in Measure 3 the harmony note on “eyes” is given as F#.  Since the overarching 

harmony of that measure is tonic, the improvised note will sound better if it is nudged up to G.  

Similarly, in Measure 4, because the overarching harmony is dominant, the harmony note can remain on 

D throughout the measure.   

Sometimes, another harmony note can be improvised for each chord, creating SSA voicing.  In “Cockles 

and Mussels,” the third voice can improvise a harmony a third below each melody note, like this: 
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Adjusting the harmony to accommodate the tonic and dominant harmony of the song, we have this: 

 

With practice, singers can become quite skillful at improvising harmonies like these.  As the singer 

begins to trust intuition and sound, the process can happen almost instantly! 

As one would expect, the same can be said of harmonies improvised to minor tunes.  Let us also 

consider how non-harmonic tones in the melody might affect the harmony part in “The Praties They 

Grow Small.”   

Here is just the melody of “Praties” with the non-harmonic tones circled and the harmony identified:  

 

 

              i              v        i     v     i 

 

               i          v  i        i 

 

 

   v          i        v  i 

On the next page is the melody again, this time with a harmony part written out a third above the 

melody:  
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While it is a bit tedious, perhaps the arrangement matches the dreary subject matter and mood of the 

song.  Also, whenever the melody note is a non-harmonic tone (as indicated by the circled notes on page 

297), the harmony note is non-harmonic, too.   

Combining the melody and thirds in the bass with the SSA harmony from page 295, we have:  

 

While the harmony at measure 6 still is problematic, its solution will have to wait for the next chapter! 
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Some songs lend themselves well to SATB voicing.  The simplest way to build SATB voicing is to use an 

SSA harmonization, assigning the lowest voice to the tenors, and adding a bass note on the root of each 

chord.   

Here is how the SSA harmonization of “Cockles and Mussels” on page 297 might be adapted for SATB 

voicing.   

First we start with the SSA voicing:  

 

Next we move the bottom note into the bass clef where the tenors can read it more easily:  

 

Finally we add the bass line on the roots of the tonic and dominant chords:  
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Sight Singing—Guided (tonic triads) 
With your teacher’s help, learn to sing these songs. 

 
“Taps” consists entirely of arpeggiated inversions of the tonic triad.  It usually is played in C Major, since 

the valveless bugle plays those notes most easily.   

 
The melody of “Simple Gifts” begins by outlining the tonic triad in second inversion (with non-harmonic 

tones).   

Q 

Arpeggiating is creating an arpeggio.  It is the technique of singing the notes of a chord one after the 

other rather than all at once.   
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Sight Singing—Guided (tonic triads) 
With your teacher’s help, learn to sing these songs. 

 

Like “Taps,” “Reveille” consists entirely of arpeggiated inversions of the tonic triad.  It also usually is 

played in C Major to accommodate the valveless bugle.   

 

Each phrase of “Rich Man, Poor Man” begins with an arpeggiated tonic triad in root position.   

Q 
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Sight Singing—Guided (tonic and dominant triads) 
With your teacher’s help, learn to sing these songs. 

 

 

Q 
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Sight Singing—Guided (tonic and dominant triads) 
With your teacher’s help, learn to sing this song. 

 

In what key does “La Laine des Mouton” appear to be?    

If minor, which form?       

What notes would change if this song is distorted to the opposite mode, or to another form of minor? 

        

How does this song and its harmonization sound when distorted to the opposite mode, or to another 

form of Minor?   
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Sight Singing—Independent (tonic and dominant triads) 

 

 

 

 

Q 
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Vocal Technique: Vowel Color, Solfège on Tonic and Dominant 

Inversions 

Vowel Color 

The goal of vocal technique for choral singing is for each singer to create a powerful and beautiful 

sound.  The five principles espoused by this book and exercises designed to help develop them are:  

1. Support (page 88) 

2. Proper room in the mouth (page 138) 

3. Vowel color (below) 

4. Resonance (page 197) 

5. Relaxed jaw and tongue (page 484) 

Vowel color is a function of, among other things, the tongue and soft palate.    The soft palate is the 

fleshy part of the roof of your mouth near the back.  Developing a beautiful vowel color requires that all 

four of the other principles also be employed.   

Sing the following vowels with an open, resonant tone and proper support:  

 

Most young people find it difficult keeping their mouths properly open and continuing to support the 

tone through this simple exercise.  Make that the goal when you practice it.   
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Diphthongs and Vowel Color 

Your teacher also may start talking about diphthongs at this point.  A diphthong is a combination of two 

adjacent vowels.  We English speakers use diphthongs constantly and don’t even know it.  For example, 

the first vowel above, “eh,” probably comes out as “eh-ee” when an English speaker sings it.  “Oh” 

almost surely actually sounds like “Oh-oo” to a trained ear.  We Americans can learn something from 

the Italians: their language tends to consist of more pure vowels and be less cluttered with diphthongs.  

That in part is why voice teachers like to get their young students singing Italian songs right away.  An 

Italian song is included in the repertoire of this chapter.   

Vowel Color and “Blend” 

Listeners sometimes describe a choir’s blend: “that choir didn’t really blend very well.”  While we may 

intuitively have a sense of how blend sounds, the choral singer is responsible for producing it as part of 

the powerful and beautiful choral art.  I mention it here in this section because in my experience the 

most efficient way to improve blend is to unify the chorus’s vowel color.  When a chorus sings with a 

unified vowel, the tone is more powerful and beautiful, even at a pianissimo level.  Further, in my 

experience, 50%-80% of tuning problems are the result of dissimilar vowels.  (The other reasons for 

tuning problems are support, energy, concentration, and other issues.)   

Here is an exercise to help a choir improve its blend.  The second chord is surprisingly hard to tune and is 

a good test for how unified the vowels are.  Sing the exercise through on solfège (different vowels at the 

same time) and then all on the same vowel throughout:  

 

The sequence in minor can be sung in harmonic or in natural minor.  The tenor notes on the first and last 

chords are helpful in “locking in” some beautiful intonation.  From there, the choir can challenge itself to 

sing every chord perfectly in tune with carefully matched vowels.   
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The Overtone Series 

When the vowels are unified, a chorus can achieve truly beautiful tuning, singing even more in tune than 

the piano is able to play.  The tuning of the piano, even when it has been recently tuned, is of equal 

temperament, more or less.  The voice can achieve purer intonation by listening for and matching the 

overtones of the fundamental tone.  In any fundamental tone (in the example below, C), the ear can 

detect overtones, sometimes called partials, of the fundamental at 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, and 1/5 of the 

frequency.    

Below are the pitches of the overtone series to the fifth partial of the fundamental note C.    

The Overtone Series to the Fifth Partial 

 

What do you observe about the notes in the overtone series?  How might singers use the overtone 

series to their advantage when singing in a chorus? 

Solfège on Tonic and Dominant Inversions 

The following exercises can help singers learn their tonic and dominant triads and inversions.   
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Ensemble Singing and Repertoire 
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 The state of Arizona has two official state “anthems.”  “The Arizona March Song” was written in 1915 and 

adopted by the state in 1919.  The “alternate state anthem” is called “Arizona” or sometimes “I Love You, 

Arizona.”  It was adopted by the state in 1981.  Arizona achieved statehood on February 14, 1918, the last 

of the contiguous states to be admitted to the Union.   
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Learning about Music Theory 

Notation: The Piano Score 

Music can be notated on a single staff, on a grand staff, or on an open score.  In this book, you’ve had 

opportunity to analyze music on all three of these configurations.  Piano music is written on a grand 

staff, so in some ways there is no difference in the way it is analyzed.   

Students sometimes do get confused, though, by the fact that harmony often is arpeggiated in piano 

music.  For examples of arpeggiation in vocal music, please see pages 300-301 and the vocal technique 

exercises on page 309.  The piano uses this technique quite frequently, because pianists often use the 

damper pedal to increase the resonance of the instrument.  This allows composers to employ at least 

three different techniques in writing harmony for the piano.   

 

This excerpt from Mozart’s Sonata, K. 545, shows the technique of arpeggiating a chord, in this case a 

tonic chord.  The technique was used so frequently that musicians adopted a name for it: “Alberti bass.”   

Another oft-used technique in piano writing is the “jump bass,” in which a bass note is played by the left 

hand, followed by the harmony that accompanies the bass; meanwhile, the right hand is playing the 

melody, as in this excerpt from “Pineapple Rag” by Scott Joplin:  
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Another technique used by composers of piano music after about 1820 is the repeated chord as in this 

famous example from Chopin’s “Prelude,” Op. 28, No. 4:  

 

The double escapement mechanism in the modern piano allows the pianist to be more expressive with 

repeated pitches and chords.   

In all three examples (Mozart, Joplin, and Chopin), the composer has used only a single chord for the 

entire selection.  What Roman numeral would you assign to the triads in each of these three examples?   

Another technique in piano writing deserves mention, not so much because it is confusing as it is 

intimidating: doubling.  Composers of piano music, especially from the Romantic period of music (1825-

1900), increased the thickness of the musical texture by doubling many of the notes in the harmony.  

Pianists sometimes call the result “fistfuls of notes.”  The last two chords of the Chopin “Prelude” can 

serve as a good example.   

 
Take the following steps to learn more about piano music and to analyze the harmony of these two 

chords:  

1. Draw a sketch of each chord in the treble clef. 

2. Determine the root of each chord and write their letters here:       

3. Assume that the last chord is a tonic.  Write the roman numerals here:      

4. Double check the qualities of the triads.  Do they appear to be Major or minor, or one of each? 

5. What kind of a cadence is this final cadence?    Half  Full 

Now that you know some of the techniques used in writing piano music, you’ll be able to analyze some 

harmonies in piano parts later in the chapter.   
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Intervals: Singing and Aurally Recognizing Major and Perfect Intervals  

Up to this point, you have been asked to identify intervals by size (a number) and quality (M, m, P, A, d). 

Can you also recognize different intervals when you hear them played on the piano or on another 

instrument, or sung?  Are you able to sing an interval when requested to do so? 

It’s not as hard as one might think, if one concentrates on a few common and important intervals. For 

example, the perfect fifth is foundational in western music.  If given a pitch, can you sing the pitch and 

then the perfect fifth above? 

Here is a technique that might help you be more successful.  Sing the pitch and then quietly (silently if 

possible) sing “DO (the given pitch) – RE – MI – FA – SO.”  Then sing DO and SO only.  A major third can 

be mastered the same way.  Sing DO followed by MI.  Learn to sing “DO – MI – SO – MI – DO.”   

Another important interval is the perfect octave.  It’s easy to confuse it with the perfect fifth, so you 

might want to have a song in mind that begins with a perfect octave.  The first two notes of 

“Somewhere over the Rainbow” and “When You Wish upon a Star” encompass a perfect octave, and in 

doing so capture so beautifully that lovely sense of wistful longing we associate with them.   

The major third is a logical one to learn next.  Students sometimes like to use a technique similar to the 

perfect fifth: given the starting pitch, sing it as DO and then sing up the scale, DO – (RE) – MI.  The song 

“Oh When the Saints” begins with DO – MI, a major third.   

The last perfect interval to be learned is the perfect fourth.  Many songs begin with a perfect fourth 

because they immediately establish the tonality by tracing SO up to DO.  Some of the songs in this book 

that begin with SO – DO include:  

Add at least three of songs of your choice from the book to the list below:  

Songs that Begin SO – DO 

Auld Lang Syne 

The British Grenadiers 

Cockles and Mussels 

Dona Nobis Pacem (descending, DO – SO)  
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Once you’ve mastered these intervals, the other three are easy to learn since they are close by the 

intervals you already know.  The major second is DO – RE.  The major sixth is DO – (SO) LA.  The major 

seventh is just short of the perfect octave: DO – (high DO) – TI.  The first and third notes of “Somewhere 

over the Rainbow” encompass a M7.   

Learn to sing each of the intervals by practicing.  When you are confident you can do it consistently, put 

a check in the box next to each.   

Intervals I Can Sing 

Accomplished Interval Comment (student’s use) 

 P5  

 P8  

 M3  

 P4  

 M2  

 M6 
 

 
M7  

 

When you can sing these intervals on your own without assistance, you’ll be more likely to be able to 

recognize them when you hear them.  Below is a listening quiz you can take in class if your teacher 

chooses:  

Example Interval (circle) 

1.  M2 M3 P4 P5 M6 M7 P8 

2.  M2 M3 P4 P5 M6 M7 P8 

3.  M2 M3 P4 P5 M6 M7 P8 

4.  M2 M3 P4 P5 M6 M7 P8 

5.  M2 M3 P4 P5 M6 M7 P8 

6.  M2 M3 P4 P5 M6 M7 P8 

7.  M2 M3 P4 P5 M6 M7 P8 
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Scales: Three Forms of Minor (Review) 

Identify the scales shown below by tonic and mode, for example, D Major (M).  If the scale is minor (m), be 

sure to include the form: natural (N), harmonic (H), melodic (M).  At least one non-major, non-minor scale 

is included.  Write in the “tonic” and mode for any scale that is not major or minor and its mode in “Other.”   

 
 Tonic  Mode Form Other   Tonic  Mode Form Other 

1.      M  m N H M   

2.      M  m N H M   

3.      M  m N H M   

4.      M  m N H M   

5.      M  m N H M   

6.      M  m N H M   

7.      M  m N H M   

8.      M  m N H M   

9.      M  m N H M   

10.      M  m N H M   
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Harmony and Texture: Inversions, Triad Names, Qualities of Triads, 

Figured Bass 

Inversions of triads 

As you learned, we can build three-note chords (triads) on any note of the scale (see page 267).  We 

concentrated on building triads on tonics (the first notes) and dominants (the fifth notes) of scales.  Now 

let’s take a closer look at that process.   

You can imagine the scale note to be the root of a plant, and the chord as growing upward from the 

root.  In the scale of D Major, the first note of the scale is D.  We “grew” a triad from that note by adding 

two more notes to it: F# (called the third factor, because it is the interval of a third above the root) and 

A (called the fifth factor, because it is the interval of a fifth above the root).  These are the solfège notes 

DO, MI, and SO.  The note DO is the root.  We can think of F# as the trunk and A as the leaves, like this:  

       Fifth: A (the fifth factor) 

 

       Third: F# (the third factor) 

 

       Root: D (the root factor) 

 

On the staff it looks like this:  

       Fifth  

       Third  

Root 

In our tertian harmony, the harmony we usually use in our western music, we build triads from a root by 

going up the interval of a third for each additional note.  Triads are always named for their roots.  For 

example, the triad above is called a “D” chord, or “D Major” chord, because its root is D.  In D Major, It 

also is called a “tonic” triad and a I chord, because it grew from the tonic note of the scale, the first 

note.   

We can “grow” triads from every note of any scale and they are all named for their roots.  For example, 

a “dominant” triad in D Major might be called a ________ chord (a Roman numeral) or an _______ 

Major chord (a letter).   
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We are able to “invert” triads for a smoother sound and for the ease of the individual singers (see page 

294).  Imagine inverting the tree: the root is no longer under the tree.  It might even be on the top!   

                 Root 

  

      Root 

Example: 1         2 

Just as the root is still the root no matter how the tree or triad may be inverted, the third factor and fifth 

factor also remain the same.  Remember: chords are named for their roots.  So, Example 1 and 2 above 

both are called “D” chords or “D Major” chords.  While they’ve been inverted, their roots remain “D.”   

Identify the following Major triads by naming their roots and writing the letter names in the blanks.   

 
When a triad has not been inverted, in other words when the root is still the bottom note, the triad is 

said to be in “root position.”  If it has been inverted once, as in Example 1 above, it is said to be in “first 

inversion.”  And if it has been inverted twice, as in Example 2 above, it is said to be in “second 

inversion.”   

Identify the letter name of the root and the inversion of each triad below.  The first one is done to 

show you how.   
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Write the letter names of the factors of each of the chords below: the root, the third, and the fifth.  

The first one is done to show you how.   

 

Fifth:      A                                                                                                              _____ 

Third:     F#                                                                                                   _____  

Root:      D                                                                                                     _____  

 

Fifth:                                                                                                                                        _____ 

Third:                                                                                                                                 _____  

Root:                                                                                                                                   _____  

 

Fifth:                                                                                                                      _____ 

Third:                                                                                                           _____  

Root:                                                                                                             _____  

 

Fifth:                                                                                                                                        _____ 

Third:                                                                                                                                 _____  

Root:                                                                                                                                   _____  
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Figured bass 

Musicians came up with a shorthand way of identifying inversions.  It is called “figured bass” because it 

uses “figures” (Arabic numerals) and calculates from the lowest note, the bass note.  The three 

inversions are called    ,    , and      for Root Position, First Inversion, and Second Inversion respectively.   

Here is the source of those labels:  

Look at this root position triad:  

What is the interval (size only) from the bottom note to the top note:   ________ 

What is the interval (size only) from the bottom note to the middle note:  ________ 

Voila!  !  Which factor is the lowest note (circle one)?    Root Third Fifth 

Now do the same with the other two inversions.   

Look at this first inversion triad:  

What is the interval (size only) from the bottom note to the top note:   ________ 

What is the interval (size only) from the bottom note to the middle note:  ________ 

Look there!     !  Which factor is the lowest note (circle one)?   Root Third Fifth 

Look at this second inversion triad:  

What is the interval (size only) from the bottom note to the top note:   ________ 

What is the interval (size only) from the bottom note to the middle note:  ________ 

Aha!     !  Which factor is the lowest note (circle one)?    Root Third Fifth 

Now complete the following table, summarizing your findings about triad inversions:  

Position/Inversion 

(Root, First, Second) 

Figure 

(     , etc.) 

Chord factor in the bass 

(Root, Third, Fifth) 

Root 
 

Root Third Fifth 

First 
 

Root Third Fifth 

Second 
 

Root Third Fifth 

The chord factor in the bass determines the inversion in four-part harmonic analysis. 
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Identify the following major triads by naming their roots with letter names and inversions: 
3

5   ,
3

6 , or 
4

6 .  

Pay attention to the clef sign! 

 
When we are analyzing harmony, instead of using letters to identify roots, we use Roman numerals.  We also use 

the Arabic numerals to identify inversions.  So, for example, a I     is a triad whose root is the first note of a scale  

that is in root position.  We indicate the scale in which we find the triad with a capital letter (if the scale is Major) 

and a colon, like this: E:.  So the analysis for a root position tonic triad in the key of E would look like this: E: I
3

5 .  

Practice using this terminology – Roman numerals to identify roots and Arabic numerals to identify inversions in 

the exercise below.  The first one is done to show you how.  Note: assume that all keys are major keys.   

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

3

5

A natural         in a key signature cancels out a sharp or flat in the previous key signature.   
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Write the letter names of each of the root position tonic and dominant triads indicated below.  Be 

sure you name a root, a third factor, and a fifth factor for each chord.  The first one is done to show 

you how.  Pay attention to the Roman numeral.   

Factors              

5
th

 
A 

            

3
rd

 
F# 

            

Root 
D 

            

Keys: D: I Eb: V E: I F: V F#: I Gb: V G: I Ab: V A: I Bb: V B: I C: V Db: I 

Write the letter names of the factors of each of the chords below: the root, the third, and the fifth.  

The first one is done to show you how.   

 

Fifth:    A                                                                                                                _____ 

Third:   F#                                                                                                        _____  

Root:    D                                                                                                        _____  

 

Fifth:                                                                                                                                        _____ 

Third:                                                                                                                                 _____  

Root:                                                                                                                                  _____  
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Draw the appropriate root position tonic and dominant triads in each key as indicated by the key 

signature.  Assume each key is major.  Also label each triad with I and V.  The first one is done to 

show you how.   

 
Write the root names for each of the requested triads below.  Refer to the measure numbers of the 

tonic and dominant triads above.  The first one is done to show you how.   

Number I V 

1 D A 

4   

7   

10   

11   

15   
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Draw the appropriate root position tonic and dominant triads in each key as indicated by the key 

signature.  Assume each key is major.  Also label each triad with I and V.  The first one is done to 

show you how.  Note: Pay attention to the clef. 

 
Write the root names for each of the requested triads below.  Refer to the measure numbers of the 

tonic and dominant triads above.  The first one is done to show you how.   

Number I V 

1 D A 

5   

8   

11   

13   
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Four-part harmonic analysis of triad inversions 

Here is an analysis of a simple four-part harmonic progression.  

Notice that the key is indicated as C:, which means C Major.  The 

Roman numerals indicate that the progression uses tonic and 

dominant chords.  The figures (Arabic numerals) show which 

inversions of each triad appear.  Listen to this progression as 

your teacher or one of your classmates plays it on the piano.   

Hint: Look for long notes when you do harmonic analysis.  The G in the tenor line continues to sound 

across the first two beats.   

The bass note determines which inversion the triad is using.  See your table at the bottom of page 330.  

If the  is in the bass, the chord is in  as indicated by 

Root factor Root position  

Third factor First inversion  

Fifth factor Second inversion  

Now try your hand at some four-part harmonic analysis.   

1. Write the key of each selection, using a capital letter for a major key and lower case letter for a 

minor key.  Follow the letter with a colon, like this: C: (for C Major); g: (for G Minor).   

2. Find the roots of each triad and, using Roman numerals, indicate whether they are tonic (I) or 

dominant (V) in major, or tonic (i) or dominant (v) in minor.   

3. Indicate the inversion of each triad by using Arabic numerals:  
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Harmonic analysis in harmonic minor 

In this Unit you learned about three different forms of minor scales, including harmonic minor.  While 

melodies created in harmonic minor may sound a bit rough, the harmony sounds very satisfying.  

Compare the sound of the following two progressions.  You and your classmates can sing the four parts 

by dividing up into soprano, alto, tenor, and bass.   

 Natural minor             Harmonic minor 

 
 g:      i         v         i        i                 V               i 

The first is in natural minor, the second in harmonic minor.  The only difference is the F#, and yet what a 

difference in sound!  The selection in harmonic minor “borrowed” the V chord from G Major.  It is a 

major dominant chord, which is why the V is a capital Roman numeral.   

In the selection in harmonic minor above, a note was changed by means of an accidental.  Which note 

was it?  Which note of the scale is it, in solfège terms?  Which scale degree was it?   

In harmonic minor, the seventh scale degree is raised from TE to TI.  This is because harmonic minor is 

“borrowing” the dominant (V) chord from its parallel major.  If a piece is in minor, look for accidentals 

on TE, making it TI.  The piece probably is in harmonic minor.  This is in order to use a major V chord for 

a stronger cadence.  (Yes, chords can be major or minor just like intervals.)   

Analyze these progressions in harmonic minor.  Be sure to listen to their sound.   
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Triad Names 

Triads are always named for their roots.  The I and the V chords are named for their roots within a given 

scale.  This is the convention mostly used in the book.  However, musicians also commonly use a 

different type of analysis known as lead sheet terminology.  The function of the chords (such as tonic or 

dominant) is ignored and only the roots and qualities of the chords are identified: “D Major” or simply 

“D.”  Minor chords are identified with a lower case “m” or with “min.”  Guitarists frequently use this 

type of terminology because it tells them which chords to play.  For an example of lead sheet 

terminology, please see “Arizona” beginning on page 315.   

Some students find lead sheet terminology a good preliminary step to the Roman numeral, functional 

analysis employed more frequently in this book.  Once the scale is determined, a Roman numeral can be 

assigned easily enough:  

 

  F:        I     V         I 

Note: only the chord changes are indicated.  The I chord, F, continues throughout measures 3 and 4.   

Indicate your analysis of the chords in the piano part for “Arizona” by using Roman numerals.  Use the 

lead sheet terminology to help you find the roots of chords.  Indicate inversions with Arabic numerals  

 

Analysis:             
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Continue with your harmonic analysis of “Arizona” 

 
             

 
             

The qualities of triads (please see next section) are indicated by capital Roman numerals (e.g., I) for 

major and lower case Roman numerals (e.g., ii) for minor.   

In the following example, a minor triad in an inversion is used.  The term Am/E means “A minor triad 

with E in the bass.”  Which factor of the A minor triad is E?  What inversion does that indicate?  What 

Arabic numerals does one use to indicate that inversion?  In the key of F Major, what Roman numeral 

would one use to indicate the root A?   
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Analyze the harmony of the piano part for the first part of “O cessate di piagiarmi.”  Hint: the 

harmony begins with tonic and dominant triads.  Determine the key from the key signature and the 

final note of the song (on page 321).  Circle notes that you suspect are non-harmonic tones.  The 

singer’s note on “scia” is not included in the piano part, so add it to your analysis.   

 

 Key:               

Qualities of Triads 

Just as intervals have qualities (perfect, major, minor, diminished, augmented), triads also have 

qualities.  Listen to these four triads, all of them based on the root C:  

 
           1.   2.          3.    4.   

First, as you know, is a C Major triad.  Do you recognize the second one?  What is its quality?  The other 

two triads are named for the interval from the root factor to the fifth factor.   

To discover the “anatomy” of each of these types of triads, complete the table below:  

Triad Name Interval from root to third Interval from root to fifth Indicated by 

1.  Major M3 P5 Upper case 

2.  Minor   Lower case 

3.  Diminished   Lower case with ° 

4.  Augmented   Upper case with + 
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We now can describe the qualities of triads built on every note of the Major, Natural Minor, and 

Harmonic Minor scales.  Here they are with their Roman numerals:  

 
           I   ii     iii       IV           V  vi    vii°         I 

 
     i       ii°         III           iv v    VI      VII         i 

 
       i        ii°          III+          iv V    VI       vii°          i 

That’s a lot of information, so to make sense of it you’ll need to find some patterns.  The questions 

below are designed to help you do just that.   

In the major scale, which triads are major in quality?         

In natural minor, which triads are minor in quality?        

Which primary triad (tonic, dominant, subdominant) changes in harmonic minor?     

In what scales and on what degrees are diminished triads to be found?       

              

In what scales and on what degrees are augmented triads to be found?       

 

  

Major 

 

 

Natural 

Minor 

 

 

Harmonic 

Minor 
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Phrase and Form: Canon Form 

Chapter 7 includes 6 examples of the musical form “round.”  A round is a special type of canon, which in 

turn is a musical form that employs a melody and imitations in subsequent voices.   

Canon form has a long and distinguished history in western music.  An early example is “Sumer Is 

Icumen In” on page 141.   

Over the centuries, canon form developed into the fugue, which is associated with the Baroque period 

(1600-1750) and is still employed by composers of art music today.  A modern example of fugue can be 

heard at the end of Benjamin Britten’s (1913-1976) The Young Persons Guide to the Orchestra.   

Josef Haydn (1732-1809) skillfully employed fugue technique in his oratorio Die Schöpfung.  Here is an 

example from number 10, “Awake the harp.” 

 

The order in which the voices state the theme is:  

1st entrance:    (which voice?) 

2nd entrance:    (which voice?) 

3rd entrance:    (which voice?) 

4th entrance:    (which voice?) 
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Rhythm and Meter: Distorting Simple and Compound Meters 

To understand more about simple and compound meter, students sometimes find it both useful and fun 

to distort the meter of a song from simple to compound, and from compound to simple.   

For example, “Simple Gifts” (page 300) is originally in simple meter:  

 

One way to distort the meter to compound might be like this:  

 

As another example, “Cockles and Mussels” is originally in compound meter:  

 

A way to distort the meter to simple is to turn it into a kind of a march:  

 

Please note that in both of these examples, the placement of the barlines relative to the text and pitches 

was preserved.  What came between the barlines, however, was fair game! 

Any song can be distorted from simple to compound or from compound to simple.  Through this playful 

process, students can gain a better sense of both types of meter.   
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Summary of Chapter 7: Worksheets 

Songs and Principles 

To review your work, write down the titles of the songs in this chapter, their pages, and their modes.  

Put a check mark next to the songs that you actually sang in class or on your own.   

Songs to Memorize 

Title      Page  Mode (circle all appropriate) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

Sight Singing – Guided (tonic triads) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

Sight Singing – Guided (tonic and dominant triads) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

Sight Singing – Independent (tonic and dominant triads) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

Continued on the next page… 
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Ensemble Singing and Repertoire 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

        M   m (natural, harmonic, melodic) 

Identifying Inversions 

Identify each of the triads below as being in Root Position, First Inversion, or Second Inversion.  Circle 

the correct Arabic numerals for each triad.  The first one is done to show you how.   
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Letter Names of Chord Factors 

Write the letter names of the factors of each of the chords below: the root, the third, and the fifth.  

The first one is done to show you how.  See page 332 for help.   

 

Fifth:    A                                                                                                               

Third:   F#                                                                                                       

Root:    D                                                                                                        

 

Fifth:                                                                                                                                               _____ 

Third:                                                                                                                                     _____  

Root:                                                                                                                                      _____  
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Four-part harmonic analysis: tonic and dominant triads with inversions 

Analyze the following four-part harmonic progressions.  Identify the likely key.  Analyze each triad using 

Roman and Arabic numerals to indicate root and inversion respectively.  The first one is done to show 

you how.   

 
 Bb:     I        V           I  

 

Lead sheet terminology 

Write the lead sheet terminology analysis of the following piano score.  Note: measure three is an 

inverted triad.  Please see pages 315-319 as an example of lead sheet terminology.  Measure 35 on page 

317 shows how inversions are indicated in lead sheets.   
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Triads on every note of the scale 

Write the Roman numerals for the following triads on every note of the scales given.  Be sure to indicate 

quality of triad (major, minor, diminished, augmented) by using upper and lower case Roman numerals 

and ° or + as appropriate.  See page 340 for help.   
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Chapter 7 Music Terms Crossword 
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Coda 

A coda is an ending passage in a piece of music 

DO  RE  MI/ME  FA  SO  LA/LE  TI/TE  

                     

Can you sing and name the following song?  Only part of the first phrase is shown 

 

 

Solfège notes in this phrase:  

             

What is the name of the song?      Found on what page?   

Can you sing and name the following song?  Only the first phrase is shown 

  

 

Solfège notes this half-phrase uses:   

          

How many “walks” are there in each measure?   

What is the name of the song?      Found on what page?   

Can you recognize the following two songs just from their opening rhythms and meters? 

             

        Title    Page 

              

               

ME 

MI 
MI 
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Chapter 8 – Major and minor songs with tonic, dominant, and 

subdominant harmonies 

Learning to Sing 

Singing to Memorize 

Join your teacher in singing these two folk songs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Walk the beats 

Clap the rhythms 

Sing the words!  

Now … 

Walk the beats 

Clap the rhythms 

Sing the rhythms – “Quarter – Quarter – Quarter – Quarter two-eighths two-eighths ….”! 

Sing the rhythms – “Eighth Quarter Eighth Quarter two-eighths two-eighths tied note …”!   

One of these songs uses the solfège syllables DO-RE-MI-FA-SO-LA; the other uses SO-TI-DO-ME-FA-SO.  

Learn the hand signs for these scale degrees.   

Using your hands, shape in the air the  

Up – down – across of each melody while you sing the words 

Now sing “up – down – across” while you shape 

Sing solfège for each song! 

 

Sometimes I Feel Like a 

Motherless Child 

United States 

Sometimes I feel like a motherless child,  

Sometimes I feel like a motherless child.   

Sometimes I feel like a motherless child, 

A long way from home.   

Lavender’s Blue 
England 

Lavender’s blue, dilly dilly, Lavender’s 

green.   

When I am king, dilly dilly, you shall be 

queen.   

Who told you so, dilly dilly, who told 

you so? 

’Twas my own heart, dilly dilly, that 

told me so.   

Some-times I feel like a moth-er-… 

Start up down up down up up down…    Start up across across down down down down… 

La-ven-der’s blue, dil-ly dil-ly… 
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Taking Melodic Dictation with Primary Harmony 

Using the process described on pages 74-78, take dictation on the two songs you just memorized.  Use 

the staves below for your finished work.  Then choose harmonies according to directions on page 353.   

Lavender’s Blue 

 

 

      X        X            X       X  X 

 

 

         X         X           X        X           X           X 

 

 

        X    X   X                       X          X 

 

Sometimes I Feel Like a Motherless Child 

 

 

               X   X      X           X       X         X          X                  X 

 

 

         X                      X             X          X            X      X            X 
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Harmonizing with the Subdominant Triad 

Most folk music and a great deal of Western art music is harmonized with the three primary triads in 

the major and minor scales: tonic, dominant, and subdominant.  These are the triads that are major in 

quality in the major scale and minor in quality in the natural minor scale.   

While ambiguities exist, melodies often imply specific primary triad harmony.  Students can discover the 

harmony implicit within a folk song, even if only the melody is given.  If the melody is mostly on DO, for 

example, the implied harmony probably is tonic, or perhaps subdominant.  If the prevailing melody is on 

SO, the harmony could be tonic or dominant.   

Implied harmony in a melody means that the melody strongly suggests a specific harmony.  For 

example, in “Lavender’s Blue,” the first two notes are DO and SO.  The tonic triad is outlined, although 

MI is missing.  In “Sometimes I Feel,” the first two notes are ME and SO.  Once again the tonic triad is 

outlined, although DO is missing.  The first four notes of “Lo Yisa Goi” on page 306 are SO – DO – (RE) – 

ME.  Again the tonic triad is outlined, this time in its second inversion, and with the addition of a non-

harmonic tone, RE.  

In addition to outlining a primary triad, a melody can strongly imply a specific primary triad by using one 

of three individual notes in the scale, each of which strongly implies one of the primary triads.  They are 

the third factors of the primary triads on the tonic, subdominant, and dominant and they cannot easily 

be harmonized with two of the primary triads.  To discover these notes, complete the following tables:  

Solfège Notes in Each of the Major and Minor Primary Triads 

Factor I i IV iv V v 

Fifth S      

Third M      

Root D      

 

Now circle the third factor of each of the six triads.  This is the note that, if it prevails in a melody, will 

imply the primary triad needed.   

Note which solfège note prevails in measures 2 and 3 of “Lavender’s Blue.”  Are there other measures in 

which this note prevails?  Choose harmonies for “Lavender’s Blue” based on this knowledge and write 

them in to your dictation on page 352.   

While LE does not occur in “Sometimes I Feel,” the note FA prevails in some measures.  What primary 

triad do you suppose will best harmonize that note?  Mark your score on page 352 accordingly.   

Shorthand for Primary Triads 

X = tonic X    = Dominant   X     = Subdominant 
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Improvising Harmonies and Melodies 

Improvising Harmonies 

The same principles for improvising tonic and dominant harmonies outlined on pages 293-299 apply to 

melodies with subdominant harmonies.   

“Lavender’s Blue” with an improvised harmony a third below the melody might begin like this:  

 

 It’s a simple matter to add another voice for SSA harmonization:  

 

“Sometimes I Feel” with an improvised harmony a third above the melody might begin like this:  

 

Please notice that the second note has been adjusted to accommodate the tonic harmony.   

One may find close position progressions with the subdominant triad; they are easier to sing than the 

root position progression:  

Root Position Progression with Subdominant 

 
           i   iv    i      v        i  

Close Position Progression with Subdominant 
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These two techniques can be combined to create a beautifully rich choral texture:  

 

Improvising Melodies 

Beginning in Chapter 1, you were encouraged to make up your own tunes by singing poetry in Iambic 

and Trochaic meter.  Rhythms for the poems listed below were suggested.  I asked you to limit yourself 

to the rhythms and the scales indicated.   

Now a much richer musical texture is possible.  Melodies can use pentatonic, major, and minor scales, as 

well as the other five diatonic modes from Chapter 5.  In addition, melodies can now be harmonized 

with primary triads in major and minor.  Pentatonic scales employ the same primary triads as their 

major and minor counterparts.  They also can employ primary triads from other diatonic modes.   

Here is a list of the poems already introduced in this book:  

Title Poetic Meter Page 

The Tyger Trochaic 8 

I Never Saw a Moor Iambic 10 

The Song of Hiawatha Trochaic 35 

Cross of Snow Iambic 35 

To these two types of poetic meter we can add anapestic and dactylic.  A musical way of describing 

these four poetic meters follows.   

Meter Example Implied Rhythm 

Trochaic Tiger, tiger burning bright…  

Iambic A gentle face the face of one… 
 

Anapestic It was many and many a year… 
 

Dactylic Just for a handful of silver he left us 
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Make up a tune for portions of “The Lost Leader” by Robert Browning and “Anabel Lee,” by Edgar Allan 

Poe.   

1. Chant and clap the given rhythms while your feet walk the beats.  

2. Chant the words in rhythm while your feet walk the beats.   

3. Decide on a scale in which to set your song.  Sing the solfège of the scale until you’re 

comfortable with the notes.   

4. Sing the words in the given rhythm, using the solfège you chose! 

 

 

 

 

In which poetic meters are each of these poems? The Lost Leader     

       Anabel Lee     
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Sight Singing—Guided 
With your teacher’s help, learn to sing these songs. 

 

 

 

 

            X        X   X 

 

 

 

 X    X   X   X 

 

 

 

 X       X        X 

Using each X as a guide, mark the tonic (X), dominant (  X  ), and subdominant (X  ) harmony in “El 

Payo:”   

 Mark the solfège above each melody note: D R  M F S L T D.   

 Use the table on page 353 to help you decide which primary triad to use.   

 Remember that a prevailing FA can sometimes imply dominant, sometimes subdominant 

harmony.  See the text box on page 295.   

 

Tonic:  ____ Mode:  M     min    Form, if minor:  N  H  M 
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Q 

Tonic:  ____ Mode:  M     min    Form, if minor:  N  H  M 
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Q 

Tonic:  ____ Mode:  M     min    Form, if minor:  N  H  M 
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Sight Singing—Independent 

 

Q 

Tonic:  ____ Mode:  M     min    Form, if minor:  N  H  M 
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Q 

Tonic:  ____ Mode:  M     min    Form, if minor:  N  H  M 

 

Tonic:  ____ Mode:  M     min    Form, if minor:  N  H  M 
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Q 

Improvise your own harmony to “Yankee Doodle.”  
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Q 

Improvise your own harmony to “Dixie.” 
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Q 
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Q 
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    X X      X       X             X  X        X       X 

 

 

 

         X            X      X       X  X             X              X 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          X   X  X    X            X   X             X    X 

 

 

 

 

Write your own arrangement for “Zohra” following the pattern already started. 
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A catch (next page) is a kind of round or canon.  In a catch, when all parts are sung, the lyrics interact in 

such a way as to produce a word or phrase that does not appear when the parts are sung one at a time.   
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Vocal Technique: Solfège on Primary Triad Inversions and on All Triads 

The goal of vocal technique for choral singing is for each singer to create a powerful and beautiful 

sound.  The five principles espoused by this book and exercises designed to help develop them are:  

1. Support (page 88) 

2. Proper room in the mouth (page 138) 

3. Vowel color (below) 

4. Resonance (page 197) 

5. Relaxed jaw and tongue (page 484) 

In addition to improving your singing voice, you can strengthen your understanding of music theory by 

singing exercises related to your discoveries in harmony.  The following sequence follows the tonic, 

subdominant, and dominant triads in inversions.   

 

 

Build your understanding of triads in the scale and your singing range by singing the following exercise:  
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Ensemble Singing and Repertoire 
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Learning about Music Theory 

Notation: The Piano Vocal Score 

 

In the above selection from “Nel cor più non mi sento,” we can see the score for both the singer and the 

pianist.  The notes that align vertically sound at the same moment.   

Using an understanding of the techniques explained on pages 322-323, we can analyze the harmony the 

composer employed.  The harmonic rhythm basically is a dotted quarter note, with two chords per 

measure.  Analyze the harmonies in F Major for the selection:  

 

         X           X     X  X  X        X            X                 X             X         X           X        … 

I marked non-harmonic tones in measures 9, 10, and 11.  However, the FA in measure 9 could be 

explained better as the 7th factor of a tetrad (a four-note chord, as compared with a triad) on the 

dominant: S – T – R – F.  Tetrads are the subject of Chapter 9.   

In writing your analysis, use the shorthand from the text box at the bottom of page 353 if you like.   

The section on Harmony and Texture has more practice analyzing the harmony of piano-vocal scores.   
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Intervals: Singing and Aurally Recognizing Major and Perfect Intervals  

Check your aural perception and memory by reviewing these seven basic intervals:  

Intervals I can Sing 

Accomplished Interval Comment (student’s use) 

 P5  

 P8  

 M3  

 P4  

 M2  

 M6 
 

 
M7  

 

When you can sing these intervals on your own without assistance, you’ll be more likely to be able to 

recognize them when you hear them.  Below is a listening quiz you can take in class if your teacher 

chooses:  

Example Interval (circle) 

1.  M2 M3 P4 P5 M6 M7 P8 

2.  M2 M3 P4 P5 M6 M7 P8 

3.  M2 M3 P4 P5 M6 M7 P8 

4.  M2 M3 P4 P5 M6 M7 P8 

5.  M2 M3 P4 P5 M6 M7 P8 

6.  M2 M3 P4 P5 M6 M7 P8 

7.  M2 M3 P4 P5 M6 M7 P8 
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Scales 

Determine the key (scale) in which each of the songs below is written.  Indicate the tonic, the mode 

(Major or minor), and, if applicable, the form (natural, harmonic, melodic).  The first is an example.   

Song     Page   Tonic     Mode Form (if minor) 

El Payo        357         G     M     m    N    H    M   NA 

Auld Lang Syne       358        M     m    N    H    M   NA   

Aloha ‘Oe      359        M     m    N    H    M   NA   

Believe Me If All Those Endearing…    360        M     m    N    H    M   NA   

For He’s a Jolly Good Fellow     361        M     m    N    H    M   NA   

On Top of Old Smoky      361        M     m    N    H    M   NA   

Cielito Lindo       362        M     m    N    H    M   NA   

Yankee Doodle       362        M     m    N    H    M   NA   

Santa Lucia       363        M     m    N    H    M   NA   

Dixie         363        M     m    N    H    M   NA   

Danny Boy       364        M     m    N    H    M   NA   

Loch Lomond       365        M     m    N    H    M   NA   

Zohra        366        M     m    N    H    M   NA   

Coffee Canon       367        M     m    N    H    M   NA   

Dame, Lend Me a Loaf      367        M     m    N    H    M   NA   

Dona Nobis Pacem      367        M     m    N    H    M   NA   

The Silver Swan       368        M     m    N    H    M   NA   

One, Two, Three, Our Number…     369        M     m    N    H    M   NA   

Since Time So Kind      370        M     m    N    H    M   NA   

Black Is the Color …       372        M     m    N    H    M   NA   

Wiegenlied       374        M     m    N    H    M   NA   

Nel cor più non mi sento     377        M     m    N    H    M   NA   
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Harmony and Texture: Non-Harmonic Tones, Triad Qualities, Figured 

Bass 

Triads are always named for their roots.  Name the following triads by finding and naming by letter the 

roots of each.  Pay attention to the clef signs.   

 

1.  _____       2. _____        3. _____         4. _____     5. _____      6. _____        7. _____ 8.  _____ 

 

 

9.  _____       10. _____        11. _____    12. _____   13. _____     14. _____        15. _____ 16.  _____ 

 

 

17.  _____   18. _____        19. _____    20. _____    21. _____      22. _____        23. _____ 24.  _____ 

Name the following triads by finding and naming by letter the roots of each.  These triads are written on 

the Grand Staff.   

 

1.  _____         2. _____        3. _____       4. _____  5. _____      6. _____   7. _____        8.  _____ 

Identify by Roman numeral each of the triads used in the following example.  Write your analysis beside 

the tablature.  Tablature is briefly explained on page 271.   
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Analyze the harmony for the first two phrases of “Auld Lang Syne” using Roman numerals to identify 

roots of triads and figured bass to identify inversions.  Circle the notes that you suspect are non-

harmonic tones.  If there aren’t enough notes in a chord to complete the triad, make a plausible guess.  

Remember that tonic, dominant, and subdominant triads are used more frequently than any other 

triads.  Also recall that if a note is tripled (used three times in one chord), it likely is the root of the 

chord.  Finally, recall that if a note is omitted, it likely is the fifth factor of the chord.   

 

Key:  ___             

 

             

 Does the first phrase end with a full cadence or a half cadence?   

 Does the second phrase end with a full cadence or a half cadence?   

 Were any of the triads in root position (that is, with the root factor sung by the basses)?  Were 

any in first inversion?  Any in second inversion? 

 What Arabic numerals does one use to indicate root position, first inversion, and second 

inversion?  What factors are in the bass for each of these inversions?  See the table at the 

bottom of page 330 for help with these questions.   
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Analyze the harmony in these two selections.  The Xs are there to help you.  Mark the non-harmonic 

tones.   Use the directions at the top of page 383.  You may identify V7 chords if you like.  Use Roman 

numerals to relate roots of triads to the key.  Use Arabic numerals to indicate inversions.   

 

  X    X          X      X            X       X            X  X 

Key:  ___             

 

 
          X       X             X          X        X         X    X           X 

Key:  ___             

 

What type of cadences do you find in these two selections?         
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In each blank, write your Roman numeral analysis of the harmony above it.  Circle non-harmonic tones.  
Blanks with * are bonus.   

 

 

 

 

 

Key: _____              *_____*    ____            _____ ______       _______       ____  ____*___* 

 

 

 

 

 

        _____    _____________         __       *____*    ____ _____       ______ 

 

 

 

 

 

      _________   ___ _____     ____       _____  ____  _____ 

 

What type of cadences do you find in this selection?         
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Qualities of Triads 

Triads can be major, minor, diminished, or augmented.  To review the intervals comprising these four 

types of triads, complete the following table.  See the table at the bottom of page 339 for help:  

Name Interval from root to third Interval from root to fifth Indicated by 

Major   Upper case 

Minor   Lower case 

Diminished   Lower case with ° 

Augmented   Upper case with 
+
 

 

To determine the quality of a triad, one can painstakingly analyze both intervals in it after converting it 

to root position, if necessary.  Alternately, one can determine the quality of the triad by relating it to the 

scale in which it occurs.  Complete the table on the next page that sums up the qualities of triads in 

major and natural minor scales, unless altered (which means unless changed by a flat, sharp, or natural 

foreign to the key signature).  The harmonic and melodic minor scales include altered notes.   

Reference scale for major, C: 

 

  I         ii    iii          IV     V            vi     vii°  I 

Reference scale for minor, A:  

 

  i         ii°   III          iv     v          VI   VII            i  
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Use the reference scales on the preceding page to complete the following tables. 

Summary of Triad Qualities in Major Scales 

The major triads are:      and    

The minor triads are everything else except:   , which is diminished.   

Summary of Triad Qualities in Minor Scales 

The minor triads are:      and    

The major triads are all of the others except:   , which is diminished.   

Please note: C Major and A Minor are called reference scales because they show the patterns of half 
steps and whole steps and the patterns of the qualities of triads using only the white keys on the piano.   

Phrase and Form – Plagal Cadences 

A cadence is a sequence of chords that releases tension at the end of a phrase, a kind of musical 

punctuation.  Frequently heard cadences are full (ending on the tonic) and half (ending on the 

dominant).  A full cadence actually is the sequence dominant to tonic, and has the feeling of 

completion.  The half cadence often moves from tonic to dominant; at other times, it may move from 

the supertonic (!) to the dominant or from the subdominant to the dominant.  The sense is a feeling of 

incompleteness, like a question.   

A cadence related to the full cadence is the plagal cadence, from the subdominant to the tonic.  While it 

has a feeling of completion, it does not drive as strongly to the tonic as the full cadence.  Here are 

examples of each:  

Full Cadence 

 
         Dominant Tonic 
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Half Cadences 

 
                Tonic           Dominant 

 
      Tonic                Supertonic    Dominant 

Plagal Cadences 

 
            Subdominant  Tonic 

 
            Subdominant  Tonic 

Complete the table below by listing four songs from this chapter and identifying the type of cadence 

that concludes the first phrase of each.  Recall that a phrase typically is four measures long, unless the 

tempo is quite slow.   

Example Title Page Type of Cadence for First Phrase 

1.     

2.     

3.     

4.     
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Rhythm and Meter – Hemiola  

The regularity of meter invites composers to play with it by distorting it or by finding ambiguities in it.  

An example is the use of hemiola, replacing three beats with two, or vice versa.  Consider the first 

phrase of “Cielito Lindo:” 

 

The meter is compound, which means that each major beat divides into three smaller beats.  The 

beaming in the above example is correct, because it reflects this metrical organization.   

The rhythm, however, could as easily be written like this:  

 

Two groups of three notes each have been replaced by 3 groups of 2 notes each.   

A master of the hemiola was Johannes Brahms, whose “Wiegenlied” (“Lullaby”) appears in the 

repertoire section of this chapter.  The selection that follows is from Liebeslieder Waltzes, Op. 52, No. 2.  

It illustrates a hemiola:  
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Here is the same music, written as though it was in 2:  

 

Music in 3 or 6 is ripe for hemiola effects, as illustrated by this characteristic rhythm from Leonard 

Bernstein’s Westside Story:  
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Summary of Chapter 8: Worksheets 

Songs and Principles 

To review your work, write down the titles of the songs in this chapter, their pages, and their keys.  Put a 

check mark next to the songs that you actually sang in class or on your own.   

Songs to Memorize 

Title      Page  Tonic Mode (circle all appropriate) 

    Lavender’s Blue       351        D  M   m   (n, h, m) 

    Sometimes I Feel Like a Motherless…     351        D  M    m   (n, h, m) 

Improvisations 

Title      Page  Poetic Meter 

        Dactylic 

        Anapestic 

Sight Singing – Guided 

Title      Page  Tonic Mode (circle all appropriate) 

                       M    m   (n, h, m) 

                       M    m   (n, h, m) 

                       M    m   (n, h, m) 

Sight Singing – Independent  

Title      Page  Tonic Mode (circle all appropriate) 

                       M    m   (n, h, m) 

                       M    m   (n, h, m) 

                       M    m   (n, h, m) 

                       M    m   (n, h, m) 

 Continued on the next page… 
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Title      Page  Tonic Mode (circle all appropriate) 

                       M    m   (n, h, m) 

                       M    m   (n, h, m) 

                       M    m   (n, h, m) 

                       M    m   (n, h, m) 

                       M    m   (n, h, m) 

                       M    m   (n, h, m) 

                       M    m   (n, h, m) 

                       M    m   (n, h, m) 

                       M    m   (n, h, m) 

                       M    m   (n, h, m) 

                       M    m   (n, h, m) 

                       M    m   (n, h, m) 

Ensemble Singing and Repertoire 

                       M    m   (n, h, m) 

                       M    m   (n, h, m) 

                       M    m   (n, h, m) 

Five Principles of Vocal Technique 

1.       

2.       

3.       

4.       

5.       
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Recognizing Intervals by Sound 

Below is a listening quiz you can take in class if your teacher chooses:  

Example Interval (circle) 

1.  M2 M3 P4 P5 M6 M7 P8 

2.  M2 M3 P4 P5 M6 M7 P8 

3.  M2 M3 P4 P5 M6 M7 P8 

4.  M2 M3 P4 P5 M6 M7 P8 

5.  M2 M3 P4 P5 M6 M7 P8 

6.  M2 M3 P4 P5 M6 M7 P8 

7.  M2 M3 P4 P5 M6 M7 P8 

8.  M2 M3 P4 P5 M6 M7 P8 

 

Harmonic Analysis: Piano/Vocal Score 

Analyze the harmony in the first 16 measures of “Nel cor più non mi sento.”  Mark the non-harmonic 

tones.   Identify V7 chords.  Use Roman numerals to relate roots of triads to the key.  Use Arabic 

numerals to indicate inversions.  Use the directions at the top of page 383 if you need help.  Hint: the 

harmonic rhythm is mostly ; that is, analyze two chords per measure.   

 

Key:  ___             

Continued on the next page… 
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              *Bonus*    
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Harmonic Analysis: Writing a Lead Sheet Reduction 

Write a lead sheet analysis of “Yankee Doodle.”  The first system is done for you.  Use a half note 

harmonic rhythm; in other words, expect chords to change no faster than twice per measure.   

   Db    Ab      Db             Ab 

 

Harmonic Analysis: Four-Part Voicing 

*Bonus analysis* 

 

 

 

 

Key:  ___             
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Aus meines Herzens Grunde 

Analyze the first two phrases of the chorale setting by J. S. Bach (1685-1750).  I circled the non-harmonic 

tones for you.  Chords marked with     are bonus chords – triads or tetrads other than tonic, dominant, 

or subdominant.  The harmonic rhythm approximately is one chord per beat.   

 

Key:  ___             

Qualities of Triads 

Analyze the following triads as Major (M), minor (m), diminished (°), or augmented (+). 

 

        M m ° + M m ° +           M m ° +      M m ° +      M m ° +      M m ° + M m ° +        M m ° + 

 

 

        M m ° + M m ° +           M m ° +      M m ° +      M m ° +      M m ° + M m ° +        M m ° + 

Analyze the following triads as Major (M), minor (m), diminished (°), or augmented (+).  The position of 

each triad within the given scale can help.   

 

  ____          ____ ____         ____ ____        ____            ____        ____ 
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Cadences 

Identify each cadence in the selections below.  Your choices are “full,” “half,” and “plagal.”  Cadences 

are circled.    
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Chapter 8 Music Terms Crossword 

Name ___________________________________ Period ________ Date ____________ 
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Coda 

A coda is an ending passage in a piece of music 

DO  RE  MI/ME  FA  SO  LA/LE  TI/TE  

                     

Can you sing and name the following song?  Only part of the first phrase is shown 

 

 

 

 

 

Solfège notes in this phrase:  

           

What is the name of the song?      Found on what page?   

Can you sing and name the following song?  Only part of the first phrase is shown 


  

 

Solfège notes this half-phrase uses:   

             

How many “walks” are there in each measure?   

What is the name of the song?      Found on what page?   

Can you recognize the following two songs just from their opening rhythms and meters? 

             

        Title   Page 

              

               

MI 

ME 
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Chapter 9 –Primary and secondary triads and dominant sevenths 

Learning to Sing 

Singing to Memorize 

Join your teacher in singing these two folk songs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Walk the beats 

Clap the rhythms 

Sing the words!  

Now … 

1) Review your dictation from Chapter 8, page 352.   

2) Add primary harmony (I, IV, V or i, iv, v) to your dictation.  Remember, if the melody in a 

harmonic area primarily is:  

Melody notes Try using 

D-M(m)-S  Tonic,  I (i) 

F-L(l)-D Subdominant, IV (iv) 

S-t(T)-R Dominant, v (V) 

Something new 
A dominant seventh chord may be substituted for a dominant triad to increase tension near the end of 

the phrase.  To create a dominant seventh chord, add one more note to the dominant triad:  

Dominant Triad Dominant Seventh Tetrad 

S – T – R S – T – R – F 

Because it has a fourth note in it, the dominant seventh is called a “tetrad” rather than a triad.  It is 

called a seventh because the interval from the root to the new note is the interval of a seventh in root 

position.  It is called dominant because its root is the dominant note of the scale.   

Sometimes I Feel Like a 

Motherless Child 

United States 

Sometimes I feel like a motherless child,  

Sometimes I feel like a motherless child.   

Sometimes I feel like a motherless child, 

A long way from home.   

Lavender’s Blue 
England 

Lavender’s blue, dilly dilly, Lavender’s 

green.   

When I am king, dilly dilly, you shall be 

queen.   

Who told you so, dilly dilly, who told 

you so? 

’Twas my own heart, dilly dily, that 

told me so.   
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Taking Melodic Dictation with Harmony 

Lavender’s Blue 

 

 

      X        X            X       X  X 

 

 

         X         X           X        X           X           X 

 

 

        X    X   X                       X          X 

 

Sometimes I Feel Like a Motherless Child 

 

 

               X   X      X           X       X         X          X                  X 

 

 

         X                      X             X          X            X      X            X 

Melody notes Try using 

D-M(m)-S  Tonic,  I (i) 

F-L(l)-D Subdominant, IV (iv) 

S-t-R Dominant, v 

S-T-R-F Dominant, V or V7 
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Harmonizing with Secondary Triads 

Major and minor folk songs harmonize with primary harmonies of tonic (I or i), subdominant (IV or iv), 

and dominant (V or v or V7).  A richer color is available now by including the secondary harmonies.  If 

used sparingly, these harmonies create more elegance and interest in the texture.  Here is an easy way 

to start using secondary harmonies in folk songs you already know from previous chapters.  First, 

though, consider the functions of the three familiar harmonies, tonic, subdominant, and dominant.12   

Harmonic functions 

 

 

 

 

 Subdominant            Tonic       Dominant 

   Oedipus       Hestia     Odysseus 

 Doomed to wander              Home and hearth      Seeks his home 

 

  

Tonic chords are the chords that feel like home; the tension within the diatonic scale leads the ear back 

to DO and the triad built on it.  Just as we expect that what goes up must eventually come back down to 

earth, we expect that we will hear the tonic chord sooner or later, which is why songs and pieces usually 

end on a tonic chord.  The tonic chord is like Hestia, goddess of home and hearth in Greek Mythology.  

Ah, there’s no place like home! 

Unlike Hestia, Odysseus, also of Greek mythology, seeks to find his way back home.  His is the quest of a 

great warrior and adventurer, finding his way back to his beloved Penelope.  He is like the dominant 

function that often precedes resolution back to the tonic right at the end of the piece, creating an 

authentic cadence.  Like the sun in the sky, he is very strong, heroically dominating the harmony and the 

                                                           
12

 This is an application of Hugo Riemann’s (1849-1919) work on functional harmony.  Riemann was a German 

music theorist and composer.   
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scale, like the sun dominates the sky.  Have you noticed how strong that dominant chord is?  The 

dominant seventh tetrad provides a particularly strong progression near the end of the phrase.   

The subdominant function:  In the story of King Oedipus, after he discovers he has been the perpetrator 

of a horrifying crime, he is doomed to wander, blind and miserable, led about by his daughter Antigone.  

While you may not sense it as keenly in the simple folk tunes you’ve harmonized so far, the 

subdominant chord can lead, like the moon which has been associated with lunacy for centuries, to 

shadowy ambiguity and doubt.  It is almost like the villain of the harmonic cast of characters.   

Secondary triads 

The tonic, dominant, and subdominant triads are called the “primary triads” because, like the primary 

colors, the other harmonies derive from them.  You may recall building triads on all scale degrees (see 

page 267).  The triads other than I, IV, and V (or i, iv, and v in minor) are called the secondary triads 

because they are not as foundational as the primary triads.  You already know this, because you have 

harmonized many tunes using only the primary triads.  You might want to try using some secondary 

triads in some of the folk songs you have harmonized in this unit.  Refer to the following table to 

determine when secondary triads can function as if they were (substitute for) primary triads:  

Functions of Secondary Triads (in major) 

  Primary  IV  I  V 

  Secondary ii  vi  iii  vii
o
 

The table gives the functions for major scales.  The same relationships hold true for minor scales.  

Experiment with your harmonization of some of the folk songs in this book, occasionally substituting 

secondary triads for added color.  Below is an example from this unit, “Sometimes I Feel.” 

 

 

 

Shorthand:        X          X   X  X            X        X             X             X 

Roman:     i         i   i   i iv       iv           V               i  

Secondary:          i         III   i   i iv       ii
o
          V7          i 

 

 

 

 

Shorthand:  X                X   X             X                 X        X                       X 

Roman:        i                  i  i           i   i       V(7)                   i  

Secondary:  i      III  i           i  VI       V(7)                   i  
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Improvising Harmonies and Melodies 

Improvising Harmonies 

The same principles for improvising primary harmonies outlined on previous pages apply to melodies 

with secondary harmonies.  Here is SSA harmonization for “Lavender’s Blue” with primary harmonies:  

 
Roman:          I   I      IV   IV 

 
      I            I   IV    I     I         V   I           I            IV 

 
   IV    I               I    IV       I        V          I 

Here is SSA harmonization for “Lavender’s Blue” with some secondary harmonies:  

 
Roman:                  I     I            IV     IV  (no change) 

 

      I  I  ii    iii  iii      vii
o
         I        I      I 

 
   vi    I   I    ii        I         V         I 
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 Improvising Melodies 

A summary of four different poetic meters appears in Chapter 8, page 355.  They are: 

Meter Example Implied Rhythm 

Trochaic Tiger, tiger burning bright…  

Iambic A gentle face the face of one… 
 

Anapestic It was many and many a year… 
 

Dactylic Just for a handful of silver he left us 
 

 

While poets use a basic meter, frequently they also deviate from it.  Scan the following two poetry 

fragments to determine the predominant meter:  

   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
While the predominant meter is iambic in both poems, both poets freely interrupt it.  Melodic settings 

of these poems need to reflect the rhythm and stress of the words.  Further, composers and improvisers 

sometimes find that repeating a lyric may serve to emphasize it or complete the musical form or meter 

or both.   

Now improvise your own tunes to these two poems.  If you find something you like, consider writing it 

down.  You may wish to set more of the poem than is included here.  They are readily available on the 

Internet.   

“A Song for Saint Cecilia’s Day” by John Dryden 
(1631-1700) 

From harmony, from heavenly harmony, 

      This universal frame began: 

  When nature underneath a heap 

      Of jarring atoms lay, 

    And could not heave her head, 

The tuneful voice was heard from high, 

     'Arise, ye more than dead!' 

 

"The Road Not Taken" by Robert Frost 
(1874-1963) 

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood, 

And sorry I could not travel both 

And be one traveler, long I stood 

And looked down one as far as I could 

To where it bent in the undergrowth. 
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Improvising Matrix 

Use this matrix to improvise tonic, subdominant, and dominant harmonies in major: 

 

      L   L 
S S S S S S  S S  S S S 
      F   F 
M  M M  M  M   M  M 
 R   R    R   R 
D  D D  D D D  D D  D 
 T   T    T   T 

I V I I V I I I V IV I V I 

 

Use this matrix to improvise with secondary harmonies in major: 

 
 
         R R  
D  D D  D  D D   D D 
 T   T  T    T 
  L L    L L L   
S S    S S    S S S 
   F F    F F  
M M M   M M M    M M 
    R 
I iii vi IV vii

o
 I iii vi IV ii V I I 

 

Use this matrix to improvise with secondary harmonies in harmonic minor: 

 
 
         R R 
D  D D  D  D D   D D 
 T   T  T    T 
  l l    l l l 

S S    S S    S S S 
   F F    F F 
m m m   m m m    m m 
    R 
i III+ VI iv vii

o
 i III+ VI iv ii

o
 V i i  
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Sight Singing—Guided 
With your teacher’s help, learn to sing these songs. 

 

Q 
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Q 
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Sight Singing—Independent 
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Ensemble Singing and Repertoire 
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Vocal Technique: Solfège Canon 

The following exercise frequently is used by choral directors as a warm-up to help choral singers to 

concentrate, to sing in tune, and to sing interdependently.  Variations: sing in three forms of minor.  

 

The goal of vocal technique for choral singing is for each singer to create a powerful and beautiful 
sound.  The five principles espoused by this book and exercises designed to help develop them are:  

Support    Resonance    Vowel color 

Proper room in the mouth  Relaxed jaw and tongue  
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Learning about Music Theory 

Notation: Analyzing a Piano Score 

In Chapter 7, page 322, you learned that composers of piano music use several techniques for creating 

harmony on the instrument.  The techniques identified were:  

1. Arpeggiating a chord (“Alberti bass”) 

2. Jump bass 

3. Repeated chords 

4. Doubling 

Which technique or techniques does Brahms seem to be employing in Waltz, Op. 39, No. 1?  (Circle 

your choice or choices.)   

Analyze the harmony according to the best of your ability using the directions below.   

 

 

Key, Mode  : 
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Intervals: Singing and Aurally Recognizing Major, Minor and Perfect 

Intervals  

Check your aural perception and memory by reviewing these seven basic intervals:  

Intervals I can Sing 

Accomplished Interval Comment (student’s use) 

 P5  

 P8  

 M3  

 P4  

 M2  

 M6 
 

 
M7  

 

When you can sing these intervals on your own without assistance, you’ll be more likely to be able to 

recognize them when you hear them.  Now you are ready to sing and recognize the minor intervals, too.  

Below is a listening quiz you can take in class if your teacher chooses:  

Example Interval (circle) 

1.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

2.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

3.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

4.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

5.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

6.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

7.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 
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Scales: Reviewing Major and Minor Key Signatures 

Determine the keys of each of the following pieces by examining the last note or chord and the key 

signatures.   

No.  Title Page Tonic and Mode 

1.  Sometimes I Feel 404  

2.  Lavender’s Blue 405  

3.  Swing Low 408  

4.  Nobody Knows 409  

5.  Greensleeves 410  

6.  Barbara Allen 411  

7.  Musica est 411  

8.  Aus meines Herzens 412  

9.  Romance 414  

10.  El Grillo* 417  

11.  Waltz, Op. 39, No.1 423  

*“El Grillo” probably ends on a V chord, not on a I chord. 

Harmony and Texture: Secondary Triads and Dominant Sevenths 

Triad and Tetrad Names in Lead Sheet Analysis 

Recall that triads are always named for their roots.  Lead sheet analysis provides the letter names of the 

chords, along with their qualities, e.g., E min (a minor triad built on the note E) and F (a major triad built 

on the note F).  Provide a lead sheet analysis of the following triads.  The first one is done to show you 

how. 
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We can add a fourth note to a triad, forming a chord with four different notes, or a tetrad.  Here are the 
same 13 chords, this time with an additional note.  A lead sheet analysis of each tetrad is provided.   

 
In some ways, lead sheet analysis is a bit more cumbersome than figured bass when it comes to tetrads.  
Here is an interpretation of the chord symbols used above:  

E min7   means  E minor triad + a minor seventh above the root 
F Maj 7  means  F Major triad + a major seventh above the root 
B7  means  B Major triad + a minor seventh above the root 
Bm7(b5) means  B diminished triad + a minor seventh above the root 

Please note that enharmonic equivalents are used freely in lead sheet analysis: F# - A - C# - E = Gb min7.   

The most common tetrad in the common practice period and in most harmonizations of folk music is the 
Major triad with the minor seventh above the root.  It occurs diatonically (that is, without chromatic 
alteration) only on the fifth scale degree, the dominant.  It therefore is called a dominant seventh chord.  
It powerfully implies its related tonic triad.   

Below is a lead sheet analysis of the tetrads built on all of the notes of the C Major scale:  

 

Only the tetrad built on the fifth note of the scale (G7 in the scale above) is a combination of a major 
triad and a minor seventh, a particularly potent harmony.  It sometimes is called a “Major –Minor 
seventh” because of its structure.  Note: tetrads often are referred to as seventh chords.   

Tetrads can be inverted just as triads can.  In lead sheet analysis, inversions are indicated by naming the 
chord by its root and then identifying the letter name of the bass note, as follows:  

 Note that while there are only three positions of triads (root, 1st inversion, and 2nd inversion), there are 
four positions of tetrads (root, 1st inversion, 2nd inversion, and 3rd inversion).   
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Write a lead sheet harmonic analysis of the Brahms Waltz below by writing a chord name in each blank.  
Indicate inversions according to the convention on the previous page.  The first one is done to show you 
how.  Non-harmonic tones have been circled.   

   1.  E     2.        3.             4.           5.    

 

Triad and Tetrad Identification in Roman Numeral Analysis 

Roman numeral harmonic analysis is similar to lead sheet harmonic analysis, except that we relate each 

chord to the key or scale in which the excerpt appears.   

In the Brahms Waltz example, the key is E Major, so the E chord in the first measure is a I chord.  It is in 

root position so the inversion is indicated with     .   The full Roman numeral analysis is I    .   

Root position tetrads are indicated with   .  Here is a Roman numeral analysis of the progression of 

tetrads from page 426.  The key of C Major is assumed:  

 
           I        ii    iii           IV       V    vi          vii

o
       I 

 

6.     7.     8.    
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What Roman Numeral Analysis Tells Us 

Roman numeral analysis is a kind of shorthand for describing harmony.  A single symbol set can convey a 
good deal of information about the harmony:  

 The Roman numeral tells how the chord relates to the key or scale, implying its function 

 The case of the Roman numeral tells the quality of the triad 

 The Arabic numerals tell the inversion of the triad or tetrad 

The Arabic numerals for describing the inversions of triads and tetrads are below:  

 

    

Tetrads have chord factors just as triads do:  

  

 

The inversion tells us which factor of the chord is in the bass or lowest note in four-voice harmonization.  
In a root position       tetrad, the root factor of the chord is in the bass or lowest note.   

Complete the following table.  Consult page 330 for help.  

Position/Inversion 

(Root, First, Second) 

Figure 

(     , etc.) 

Chord factor in the bass 

Root  
Root Third Fifth 

First 
 

Root Third Fifth 

Second 
 

Root Third Fifth 

Root  
Root Third Fifth Seventh 

First  
Root Third Fifth Seventh 

Second 
 

Root Third Fifth Seventh 

Third  
Root Third Fifth Seventh 

Seventh factor 
Fifth factor 
Third factor 
Root factor 

The chord factor in the bass determines the inversion in four-part harmonic analysis 
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Roman Numeral Analysis Abbreviations 

While Roman analysis is shorthand for describing harmony, musicians have decided to abbreviate it 
even further.  The following table shows the abbreviations.  These have been in use by musicians since 
the 18th century.   

Figure Shortened to Standing for  

5 

3 [nothing!] Root position 

6 

3 6 First inversion 

6 

4 

6 

4 Second inversion 

7 

5 

3 

7 Root position 

6 

5 

3 

6 

5 First inversion 

6 

4 

3 

4 

3 
Second inversion 

6 

4 

2 

4 

   2
13

 Third inversion 

 

In harmonic analysis we always use a Roman numeral and the appropriate Arabic numerals to indicate 

inversions.  So, I   is written simply as: I.   A dominant tetrad in root position is indicated: V7.  A second 

inversion subdominant triad in a minor key is: iv    .   

You are now ready to write out a more accurate and complete Roman numeral analysis of the Brahms 

waltz you analyzed on page 427.  Use your lead sheet analysis to help you with your Roman numeral 

analysis.   

                                                           
13

 Or just “2” 
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Analyze Brahms’ Waltz, Op. 39, No. 1 using upper and lower case Roman numerals to indicate roots and 
qualities of triads and tetrads.  Also use Arabic numerals to indicate inversions.  Employ the 
abbreviations described on the previous page to make a standard harmonic analysis.   

 

 

Further practice with harmonic analysis in this chapter: 

Less difficult: 

Title Page √ 

Swing Low, Sweet Chariot   

Nobody Knows the Trouble I’ve Seen   

Barbara Allen   

More difficult: 

Title Page √ 

Greensleeves   

Aus meines Herzens Grunde   

El Grillo (in C, ending on V)   

 

Key, Mode  : 
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Phrase and Form – The Bach Chorale 

The master composer Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750) composed scores of “chorales” like the one in 

this chapter, “Aus meines Herzens Grunde.”  He composed nearly 200 chorales extant today that do not 

belong to any larger work.  In addition, many more chorales are parts of larger works by Bach, such as 

The Saint Matthew Passion, the cantata Ein Feste Burg, and the Christmas Oratorio.   

Each “Bach chorale” really is a pre-existing melody, which probably was familiar to his congregation.  

The melody likely is one that the congregation would sing in church.  A brief examination of “Aus meines 

Herzens Grunde” shows that the melody, which lies in the soprano part, is quite simple to sing, even for 

untrained singers.  The tune easily could be harmonized with tonic and dominant harmonies, and 

perhaps a subdominant triad or two.   

In Bach’s hands, however, the simple melody is transformed by sophisticated and unexpected 

harmonies.  Each of the other parts – alto, tenor, and bass – is a complex and satisfying melody in itself.  

Each of the hundreds of chorales is a miniature masterpiece.   

Bach’s harmonies in his chorales frequently employ advanced harmonic techniques, including secondary 

triads, secondary dominant sevenths, modulations and other chromatic functional devices.  That is why 

a Bach chorale is included in each of the later chapters of this book.   

Rhythm and Meter – Distorting Meters 

Distorting meter is a tried-and-true technique among composers.  In Chapter 7, page 342, you learned 

about distorting compound meter to simple and simple to compound.  Composers sometimes distort 

meter as they are developing their variations on a theme.   
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Likewise, musicians distort songs from their familiar meters for various reasons.  Consider “Lavender’s 
Blue,” in duple meter:  

 

 

“Sometimes I Feel Like a Motherless Child,” originally in a staid      , waltzes along in      .   

 

Metrical distortion relies more on intuition than on logical thought.  To distort a song into another 
meter, first establish the new meter by counting and walking it.  Then sing the song you are distorting 
into that new meter, making sure that your downbeats align with barlines as written.   
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Summary of Chapter 9: Worksheets 

Songs and Principles 

To review your work, write down the titles of the songs in this chapter, their pages, and their keys.  Put a 

check mark next to the songs that you actually sang in class or on your own.   

Songs to Memorize 
Title      Page  Key  Mode 

          M   m 

          M   m 

Improvising Melodies 
Title      Page  Key  Mode 

          M   m 

          M   m 

Sight Singing – Guided 
Title      Page  Key  Mode 

          M   m 

          M   m 

Sight Singing – Independent 
          M   m 

          M   m 

          M   m 

Ensemble Singing and Repertoire 
          M   m 

          M   m 

          M   m 

Can you sing the “Solfège Canon” from memory?  
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Secondary Triads 

Complete the following chart for Major keys.   

Primary  IV  I  V 

Solfège           F L D         D M S           S T R 

Secondary ___  ___             ___  ___ 

Solfège  _____  _____            _____  _____ 

Complete the following chart for Harmonic minor keys.   

Primary  IV  I  V 

Solfège           F  l D         D m S           S T R 

Secondary ___  ___             ___  ___ 

Solfège  _____  _____            _____  _____ 

What are the five principles of vocal technique discussed in this book? 

1.      

2.      

3.      

4.      

5.     

Below is a listening quiz you can take in class if your teacher chooses:  

Example Interval (circle) 

1.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

2.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

3.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

4.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

5.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

6.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

7.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 
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Name each of the triads below with lead sheet terminology.  The last one is done to show you how.   

 

Using Roman numeral analysis, identify the harmonies used in the following progression.   

 
Key:  :                

         1.        2.          3.        4.*         5.            6.         7.         8.       9.*        10.  

Using Roman numeral analysis, identify the harmonies used in the following excerpt from Debussy’s 

“Romance.”  Note: this excerpt does not end on DO or I.   

 
Key:  :            

   1.   2.              3.    4.   

 

Co 

*Note: the fifth factor often is omitted from the V7 and final I chords.  The ear infers the omitted 

sound, in part because of its place in the overtone series.   
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Using Roman numeral analysis, identify the harmonies used in the following excerpt from Mozart’s 

Sonata in A Major, K. 331, movement 1.  Circle the notes that are non-harmonic tones.  Note: the final 

chord in this excerpt is V.   

 
Key:  :                

1.          2.   3.      4.*           5.             6.  7.        8.    9.        10.    

Using Roman numeral analysis, identify the harmonies used in the following excerpt from Bach’s “Aus 

meines Herzens Grunde.”  Non-harmonic tones have been circled for you.  Note: the final chord in this 

excerpt is V.   

 
Key:  :              

  1         2.      3.  4.  5.      6.      7.      8.  9.        10.      11.  
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Continue your analysis of Bach’s “Aus meines Herzens Grunde.”  Non-harmonic tones have been 

circled for you.  Note: this excerpt is in the same key as the previous one.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             

    1.           2.          3.           4.            5.             6.            7.      8.       9.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             

          10.         11.         12.  13.         14.  15.  16.     17.          18.          19.         20.        21.  
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Continue your analysis of Bach’s “Aus meines Herzens Grunde.”  Non-harmonic tones have been 

circled for you.  Note: this excerpt is in the same key as the previous one.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             

            1.   2.     3.  4.     *      5.       6.       7.    8.  9.  10.   11.     12.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             

          13.         14.  15. 16.        17.          18.       19.             20.  21.       22.    23.          24.  

*This tetrad is a secondary dominant seventh, V7 of C Major.  C is the IV in this key.  Analysis is written:  V7
/IV.   

 

*Note: the fifth factor often is omitted from the V7 and final I chords.  The ear infers the omitted 

sound, in part because of its place in the overtone series.   
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Questions about Bach chorales 

1. Bach wrote all of the melodies for his chorales.       True False 

2. Bach never used secondary dominant seventh chords in his chorale settings.  True False 

3. Bach’s chorales are still sung today, both in church and in the concert hall.   True False 

4. Bach composed only a few chorale settings, so they are precious.    True False 

5. Each of Bach’s chorale settings is harmonically complex.     True False 

6. The only part that is at all interesting in a Bach chorale is the soprano.    True False 

7. There is only one Bach chorale included in this book.      True False 

Questions about Triads and Tetrads in Figured Bass 

Complete the following table.  Consult pages 330, 428, and 429 for help.   

Position/Inversion 

(Root, First, Second) 

Figure 

(    ,    , etc.) 

Abbreviated 

(6, 7, etc.) 

Chord factor in the bass 

(Circle) 

Root  
 Root Third Fifth 

First 
 

 Root Third Fifth 

Second 
 

 Root Third Fifth 

Root  
 Root Third Fifth Seventh 

First  
 Root Third Fifth Seventh 

Second 
 

 Root Third Fifth Seventh 

Third 
 

 Root Third Fifth Seventh 

 

 

   

 

The chord factor in the bass determines the inversion in four-part harmonic analysis 
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Chapter 9 Music Terms Crossword 
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Coda 

A coda is an ending passage in a piece of music 

DO  RE  MI/ME  FA  SO  LA/LE  TI/TE  

                     

Can you sing and name the following song?  Only part of the first phrase is shown 

 

 

 

 

 

Solfège notes in this partial phrase:  

            

What is the name of the song?      Found on what page?   

Can you sing and name the following song?  Only part of the first phrase is shown 


  

Solfège notes in this partial phrase:   

         

How many “walks” are there in each measure?   

What is the name of the song?      Found on what page?   

Can you recognize the following two songs just from their opening rhythms and meters?  

        Title   Page 

              

              

 

MI 

ME ME ME ME 
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Chapter 10 – Songs in other diatonic modes with primary triads 

Learning to Sing 

Singing to Memorize 

Join your teacher in singing these two folk songs (reviewed from Chapter 5) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Walk the beats 

Clap the rhythms 

Sing the words!  

Now … 

Walk the beats 

Clap the rhythms 

Sing the rhythms – “Quar-ter – Quar-ter – Quar-ter dot – Eighth Quar-ter dot – Eighth ….”! 

Sing the rhythms – “Quar-ter – Eighth – Three-ee-eighths Long-short – eighth…”!   

One of these songs uses the solfège syllables DO-RE-MI-FA-SO-LA-TE-DO; the other uses DO-RE-ME-FA-

SO-LA-TE-DO.  Learn the hand signs for these scale degrees.   

Using your hands, shape in the air the  

Up – down – across of each melody while you sing the words 

Now sing “up – down – across” while you shape 

Sing solfège for each song! 

 

 

Scarborough Fair 

Yorkshire 

Are you going to Scarborough Fair? 

Parsley, sage, rosemary and thyme. 

Remember me to one who lives there. 

She once was a true love of mine.   

 

 

Don’t You Hear the Lambs? 

England 

Don't you hear the lambs a-crying  

On the other green shore?  

Don't you hear the lambs a-crying?  

O, Good Shepherd, go feed my sheep.   

In the old man's hat? 

Are  you go-ing to Scar-bo-rough 

Start  across up across across down…   

up     up…  
Start    up     up   down up  down… 

DO   DO  SO SO SO RE ME RE… MI      FA     SO    FA    SO   FA 

Don’t you hear the lambs a-… 

This chapter applies Vincent Persichetti’s work on primary triads in diatonic modes.  See 

http://www.thereelscore.com/PortfolioStuff/PDFFiles/PersichettiNotes.pdf , pp. 15-19.  For more 

detail see Persichetti’s Twentieth Century Harmony: Creative Aspects and Practice.   

http://www.thereelscore.com/PortfolioStuff/PDFFiles/PersichettiNotes.pdf
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Taking Harmonic Dictation 

In this chapter you will begin to learn to identify harmonies when you hear them and then write them 

down.  This type of listening and analyzing is called harmonic dictation.   

First, as you and your class sing “Don’t You Hear the Lambs,” place an X below the words whenever you 

hear your teacher play a chord.  The first measure is done to show you how.   

 

 

        X           X 

 

 

 

Now listen as your teacher plays the primary triads in this mode, Mixolydian: I, v, and VII.  In this key, 

the lead sheet terminology for these chords is: D, Amin, and C.   

Finally, as you and your class sing the song and as your teacher plays the chords, identify which chord 

you are hearing.  Choose whether to use lead sheet terminology above the staff or Roman numerals 

below.   

Now repeat the procedure with “Scarborough Fair.” 

 

 

     X          X  

 

 

Primary triads in Dorian: i, ii, IV.  In D Dorian, these are D min, E min, and G. 

 

 

Primary Triads in Each Mode 

Lydian:  I, II, vii    Major (Ionian): I, IV, V  Mixolydian: I, VII, v 

Dorian: i, ii, IV    Minor (Aeolian): i, iv, v  Phrygian: i, II, vii 

Locrian: undefined 
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Improvising Harmonies and Melodies 

Improvising Matrix 

Use this matrix to improvise with primary triad harmonies in Lydian: 

         

   L  L L   
  S  S   S  S 
   F  F F  F 
  M  M   M  M 
   R  R R  R  
  D  D   D  D 
        T 

I II I II II I vii I  

 

Use this matrix to improvise with primary harmonies in Mixolydian: 

         

  S  S S  S  S 
   F   F  F 
  M  M   M  M 
   R  R R  R  
  D  D   D  D 
   t  t t  t 

I VII I v VII I v I  

 

 

Use this matrix to improvise with primary harmonies in Dorian: 

         

   L  L L  L 
  S  S   S  S 
   F  F F  F 
  m  m   m  m 
   R   R    
  D  D D  D D D 
         
  i ii i IV ii i IV i  
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Improvising Melodies 

Improvise melodies for the following poetry fragments.  Let the poetic meter and imagery of the poem 

influence your selection of musical meter and mode.  Add harmonies as you are able.  The complete 

texts for these poems are readily available on the Internet.   

 
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For example, Shelley’s poem might be set in Phrygian:  

 

Or Dickenson’s in Dorian:  

 

Or Houseman’s in Lydian:  

 

“There’s a Certain Slant of Light” by 
Emily Dickenson 

(1830-1886) 
There’s a certain slant of light, 

Winter afternoons, 

That oppresses like the heft 

Of cathedral tunes.   

 

“Music, When Soft Voices Die” by 
Percy Bysshe Shelley 

(1792-1822) 
Music, when soft voices die, 

Vibrates in the memory— 

Odours, when sweet violets sicken, 

Live within the sense they quicken. 

“When I Was One-and-Twenty” by  
A. E. Housman 

(1859-1936) 
When I was one-and-twenty 

I heard a wise man say, 

“Give crowns and pounds and guineas 

But not your heart away.” 
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Sight Singing—Guided 

With your teacher’s help, learn to sing these songs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

More lyrics 

3. Rode right to Miss Mousie’s door,  

Ringtum, etc.  

Found Miss Mousie sweepin’ the floor.  

Ringtum, etc.  

4. He took Miss Mousie on his knee,  

Said, “Miss Mousie will you marry me” 

 

5. “Where shall we have the ceremony?” 

“Way down yonder in a holler tree.” 

6. “What shall the wedding supper be?” 

“Fried mosquito and a roasted flea.” 

 

Tonic    Mode    
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Sight Singing—Independent 

 

Eiré (pronounced “air-uh”) is a name for Ireland.  It came from a name for a Gaelic goddess, Ériu. 

Tonic    Mode    
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Tonic    Mode    

Galloway is a region in Southwestern Scotland 
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“Major” pentatonic songs (those that use MI) can be harmonized with primary triads in the parallel 

Major, Mixolydian, and Lydian diatonic keys.   

Tonic    Mode    

Tonic    Mode    
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“Major” pentatonic songs (those that use MI) can be harmonized with primary triads in the parallel 

Major, Mixolydian, and Lydian diatonic keys.    

Tonic    Mode    

Tonic    Mode    
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“Minor” pentatonic songs (those that use Mē) can be harmonized with primary triads in the 

parallel minor (natural or harmonic forms), Dorian, and Phrygian diatonic keys.  How might the 

choice of modal harmony affect the tempo, articulation, and dynamics? 

Tonic    Mode    

Tonic    Mode    
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“Minor” pentatonic songs (those that use Mē) can be harmonized with primary triads in the 

parallel minor (natural or harmonic forms), Dorian, and Phrygian diatonic keys.  How might the 

choice of modal harmony affect the tempo, articulation, and dynamics? 

 

Tonic    Mode    

Tonic    Mode    
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Vocal Technique Exercise: Four-Part Solfège 

The following warm-up is useful for developing consistent vowel color and intonation.  It can be sung on 

solfège syllables (which will differ from part to part) or with the same vowel in all parts.   

 

It also can be sung in either form of minor:  

 

Ensemble Singing and Repertoire 

 Bach Chorale: “Aus tiefer Noth schrei ich zu dir” in E Phrygian, included here.  Another in E 

Phrygian is “Erbarm’ dich mein, o Herre Gott.”14 

 Solo: Ralph Vaughan Williams (1872-1958), “Let Beauty Awake” 15, F# Dorian from Songs of 

Travel 

 Other SATB: Gustav Holst (1874-1934), “Festival Te Deum”16, D Dorian and G Mixolydian; and “I 

Love My Love”17, F Dorian   

                                                           
14

 No. 34, http://ia600506.us.archive.org/20/items/371ChoraleHarmonisations/371ChoraleHarmonisationspart1-

Satb.pdf 
15

 http://artsongcentral.com/wp-content/uploads/sot010.pdf 
16

 http://www1.cpdl.org/wiki/images/sheet/hols-ted.pdf 
17

 http://www1.cpdl.org/wiki/images/e/ef/I_love_my_love_%28no_piano%29.pdf 

http://ia600506.us.archive.org/20/items/371ChoraleHarmonisations/371ChoraleHarmonisationspart1-Satb.pdf
http://ia600506.us.archive.org/20/items/371ChoraleHarmonisations/371ChoraleHarmonisationspart1-Satb.pdf
http://artsongcentral.com/wp-content/uploads/sot010.pdf
http://www1.cpdl.org/wiki/images/sheet/hols-ted.pdf
http://www1.cpdl.org/wiki/images/e/ef/I_love_my_love_%28no_piano%29.pdf
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Picardy third: the harmonic device of using a major triad to end a piece of music in a minor key.  This piece 

is in E Phrygian, which is even darker than E Minor.  Bach ends his harmonization with an E Major triad.   
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Learning about Music Theory 

Notation: Chamber Music Score 
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Intervals: Aural Recognition of A4 and d5 

Check your aural perception and memory by reviewing these seven basic intervals:  

Intervals I can Sing 

Accomplished Interval Comment (student’s use) 

 P5  

 P8  

 M3  

 P4  

 M2  

 M6 
 

 
M7  

 

When you can sing these intervals on your own without assistance, you’ll be more likely to be able to 

recognize them when you hear them.  Now you are ready to sing and recognize the A4 and d5, too.  

Below is a listening quiz you can take in class if your teacher chooses:  

Example Interval (circle) 

1.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

2.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

3.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

4.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

5.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

6.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

7.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 
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Scales: Modal Key Signatures 

Relative Modal Key Signatures 
In the table below, list all of the possible relative modes for the given key signature.   

No.  Key 

Signature 

Major Dorian Phrygian Lydian Mixolydian Minor Locrian 

Example 
0#/b C D E F G A B 

1.  
4# 

       

2.  
2b 

       

3.  
3# 

       

4.  
4b 

       

5.  
3b 

       

6.  
2# 

       

7.  
5# 

       

Parallel Modal Key Signatures 
In the table below, list the key signatures for the given tonal centers and modes.   

No.  Tonic Major Dorian Phrygian Lydian Mixolydian Minor Locrian 

Example 
C 0#/b 2b 4b 1# 1b 3b 5b 

1.  
D        

2.  
E        

3.  
F        

4.  
G        

5.  
A        

6.  
Bb/A#        

7.  
F#        
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Harmony and Texture: Qualities of Triads, Primary Harmonies in Modes 

Qualities of Triads 

As introduced in Chapter 7, page 339, triads are identified by their root (for example V or G) and their 

quality (major, minor, diminished, and augmented).  The Roman numeral system indicates qualities of 

triads with upper and lower case numbers, along with o or + as needed:  

Major tonic Minor subdominant Diminished leading tone Augmented Mediant 

I iv vii
o
 III+ 

The Lead Sheet system excludes the functions of the triads (for example tonic or subdominant) and 

includes the letter name of the root:  

Major Minor Diminished Augmented 

C Fm or F min B
o 
or B dim E+ or E Aug 

Identify the qualities of each of the triads given by circling the corresponding letter or symbol.  Then 

write the Lead Sheet analysis above the staff.  The first one is done to show you how.   

 
   1. M m o +        2. M m o +      3. M m o +        4. M m o +      5. M m o +     6. M m o +      7. M m o +        8. M m o +        

 

    9. M m o +         10. M m o +       11. M m o +         12. M m o +    13. M m o +     14. M m o +     15. M m o + 

Primary Harmonies in Modes 

In the twentieth century, composers employed the seven diatonic modes along with tertian harmony 

(chords based on the interval of the third).  One of the clearest explanations about the use of “primary” 

triads in the modes is found in American composer Vincent Persichetti’s Twentieth-century Harmony: 

Creative Aspects and Practice.  He suggested that three triads can function as primary chords in each of 

the modes: a tonic chord and two “dominants.”   

The three primary triads in major and minor are familiar: I, IV, and V in major and i, iv, and v or V in 

minor.  The three primary triads in the modes include a “tonic” and two “dominants,” the latter of which 

are not necessarily based on the fifth or the fourth scale degrees.  Rather, the “dominants” in this  

C 
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special sense are major or minor triads that include the characteristic note of the mode, in other words, 

the note that distinguishes the mode from its parallel major or minor scale.18  To understand this 

system, complete the following:  

For each of the two “majorish” scales (modes that use MI), circle the scale degree that differs from 

major:  

Lydian  D R M F S L T D 

Major  D R M F S L T D 

Mixolydian D R M F S L t D 

For each of the two “minorish” scales (modes that use Mē), circle the scale degree that differs from 

minor:  

Dorian  D R m F S L t D 

Minor  D R m F S l t D 

Phrygian D r m F S l t D 

[Locrian is excluded from this system because it is a special scale: its tonic chord is diminished, a 

“difficult” quality.]   

Now do the same with scale degrees.  For each of the two “majorish” scales (modes that use 3), circle 

the scale degree that differs from major:  

Lydian  1 2 3 4# 5 6 7 8 

Major  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Mixolydian 1 2 3 4 5 6 7b 8 

For each of the two “minorish” scales (modes that use 3b), circle the scale degree that differs from 

minor:  

Dorian  1 2 3b 4 5 6 7b 8 

Minor  1 2 3b 4 5 6b 7b 8 

Phrygian 1 2b 3b 5 6 6b 7b 8 

                                                           
18

 The diminished triad is excluded because it is a “difficult” chord; it suggests the dominant seventh tetrad of the 

relative major scale, driving the ear away from the mode and toward the relative major.   
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For each of four modes below, do the following:  

1. Identify each triad with Roman numerals.  

2. Circle the “tonic” triad, the one built on the first scale degree.   

3. Cross out the diminished triad.   

4. Circle the two other triads that include the “characteristic” note for the given mode.   

5. The three triads you circled are the “primary” triads, a tonic and two “dominants,” according to 

Persichetti’s system.   

The major and minor scales are already completed.  They are here to serve as references.   

 

Check your work by comparing your answers with the table on pages 199 and 444. 

 

     I  ii        iii    IV           V       vi  vii
o
         I 

     i  ii
o
        III   iv        v   VI        VII            i 
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Phrase and Form: Types of Cadences 

The four typical types of cadences in tonal music are:  

1. Full or authentic: V – I  

2. Half or semi: ending on V or occasionally on IV 

3. Plagal: IV – I (sometimes called “Amen cadence”) 

4. Deceptive: V – vi (rarer than the others) 

These four types of cadences typically are not as obvious in modal (Lydian, Mixolydian, Dorian, Phrygian) 

music, although they still occur.   

Identify the types of cadences in each of the examples below:  

O cessate di piagarmi, page 321 

 
G:           V    /V V4      V    /V        V        I vii

o
     I        ii        V

7
       ______ 

         Type of cadence:    

Aus tiefer Noth schrei ich zu dir, page 455 

 

E Phrygian:    VI            iv      V
7
/iv      II   VI   iii

6
  vii

6
 V    /iv        _  

         Type of cadence:    
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Cadence: a sequence of chords that releases tension at the end of a phrase, sometimes 

known as “musical punctuation.” 

Name ___________________________________ Period ________ Date ____________ 

Black Is the Color of My True Love’s Hair, page 372 

 
E minor: (i)            ii

6
  III   ii

7
     i          __  ____    __ 

         Type of cadence:    

Major tonic at the end of a piece in minor is called:      

Wiegenlied, page 374 

Non-harmonic tones have been circled.   

 
            _______            _______  _______      _______     _______ 

 

         Type of cadence:    
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Rhythm and Meter: Metrical Counting 

Metrical counting 

 

Answer the following questions about the excerpt above from Schubert’s “Trout” Quintet. 

1. In measure 7, violin, the “and” of beat 2 the letter name of the note is:    

2. In measure 9, viola, the second beat the letter name of the note is:    

3. In measure 12, ‘cello, the “uh” of beat 2 the letter name of the note is:    

4. In measure 12, violin, the “ee” of beat 2 the letter name of the note is:    

 Beat totals 

What is the total number of beats in each excerpt below? 

 
Total number of beats:    

 
Total number of beats:    

 
Total number of beats:    

? 

? 

7 
9 11 13 

? 
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Summary of Chapter 10 

Songs and Principles 

Songs to Memorize 

Title      Page  Key  Mode 

          M   m 

          M   m 

 

Improvising Melodies 

Title      Page  Key  Mode 

          M   m 

          M   m 

          M   m 

Sight Singing – Guided 
Title      Page  Key  Mode 

          M   m 

Sight Singing – Independent 
          M   m 

          M   m 

          M   m 

          M   m 

          M   m 

          M   m 

          M   m 
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          M   m 

          M   m 

          M   m 

Ensemble Singing and Repertoire 
Included in book 

          M   m 

Recommended as external resource 

          M   m 

          M   m 

Singing and Recognizing Intervals 

Below is a listening quiz you can take in class if your teacher chooses:  

Example Interval (circle) 

1.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

2.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

3.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

4.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

5.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

6.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

7.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

Relative Modes 

Write the names of the seven diatonic modes in relative order, beginning with Major and ending with 

Locrian:  

1.    2.     3.     

4.     5.     6.     

7.     
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Primary Triads in the Modes 

Mode Tonic “Dominants” Diminished (not used) 

Lydian I   

Major I IV, V vii
o
 

Mixolydian    

Dorian    

Minor i iv, v  

Phrygian    

Locrian io ?  

Types of Cadences 

List the four types of cadences and which chords are used in each.   

No. Cadence Chords 

1.    

2.    

3.    

4.    

Metrical Counting 

Name the note the requested part is singing at the given point in Bach’s “Jesu, Bleibet Meine Freude.” 

1. Soprano: “uh” of beat 1   

2. Alto: “and” of beat 1   

3. Tenor: “and” of beat 2   

4. Bass: “ee” of beat 3    
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Chapter 10 Music Terms Crossword 
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Coda 

A coda is an ending passage in a piece of music 

DO  RE  MI/ME  FA  SO  LA/LE  TI/TE  

                     

Can you sing and name the following song?  Only the first phrase is shown.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Solfège notes in this phrase:  

          

What is the name of the song?      Found on what page?   

Can you sing and name the following song?  Only part of the first phrase is shown.   


  

Solfège notes in this phrase:   

          ( ) 

How many “walks” are there in each measure?   

What is the name of the song?      Found on what page?   

Can you recognize the following two songs just from their opening rhythms and meters?  

        Title   Page 

              

               

MI 

ME 
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Chapter 11 – Chromatic Harmonies and Secondary Dominants 

Learning to Sing 

Singing to Memorize 

Join your teacher in singing this song from the American Civil War 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Walk the beats 

Clap the rhythms 

Sing the words!  

Now … 

Walk the beats 

Clap the rhythms 

Sing the rhythms – “Quar-ter – Quar-ter – Quar-ter  – Quar-ter…. 

 “Quar-ter – Quar-ter  – Half-note…”!   

This song uses the solfège syllables SO-LA-TI-DO-RE-MI-FA.   

Learn the hand signs for these scale degrees.   

Using your hands, shape in the air the  

Up – down – across of each melody while you sing the words 

Now sing “up – down – across” while you shape 

Sing solfège for each song! 

Aura Lee 

George R. Poulton (1828-1867) 

As the blackbird in the spring, 

'Neath the willow tree,  

Sat and piped I heard him sing,  

Singing, "Aura Lee." 

 

 

As the blackbird in the spring 

Start  up down up up down up…    Down down down up up down… 

‘Neath the willow tree,  

Aura Lee, Aura Lee,  

Maid with golden hair! 

Sunshine came along with thee, 

And swallows in the air.   

S         D    T        D    R    L        R…       D           T        L       T   D     S… 
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Taking Melodic and Harmonic Dictation 

Melodic Dictation 

 

Harmonic Dictation 

As you and your class sing “Aura Lee,” place an X below the words whenever you hear your teacher play 

a chord.  The first measure is done to show you how.   

Now listen as your teacher plays the triads and tetrads you need for the first part of this song to the 

double bar:  I, V7
/V, and V7.  In this key, the lead sheet terminology for these chords is: G, A7, and D7.  

If your teacher and you decide to complete the song, you will need the following triads and tetrads:  I, 

V
7
/ii, V

7
/V, ii, and iv.  In this key, the lead sheet terminology for these chords is: G, E7, A7, Amin, and 

Cmin.   

Finally, as you and your class sing the song and as your teacher plays the chords, identify which chord 

you are hearing.  Choose whether to use lead sheet terminology above the staff or Roman numerals 

below.19   

 

                                                           
19

 The approach to chromatic harmony in this book is an adaptation of Hugo Riemann’s work on functional 

harmony with application to chromatic harmonies.  Functional chromatic harmonies and secondary dominants can 

imply modulations, a subject that lies outside of the limits of this book 

X X      X     X 

G G     A7    A7 

I I    V
7
/V    V

7
/V 
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Improvising Harmonies and Melodies 

Improvising Matrix 

Use this matrix to improvise with a secondary dominant triad harmonies in Major: 

         

    L L   
  S S   S S S S 
    F F   
  M M     M M 
    R R R R  
  D D D D   D D 
      T T  

I I V
7
/V V

7
/V V V I I  

Improvising Melodies. 

Improvise melodies for the following poetry fragments.  Let the poetic meter and imagery of the poem 

influence your selection of musical meter and mode.  Add harmonies as you are able.  The complete 

texts for these poems are readily available on the Internet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shall I Compare Thee? by William Shakespeare 
(1564-1616) 

Shall I compare thee to a Summer’s day? 

Thou art more lovely and more temperate: 

Rough winds do shake the darling buds of May, 

And Summer’s lease hath all too short a date.   

My Love Is Like to Ice by Edmund Spenser 
(c. 1552-1599) 

My love is like to ice, and I to fire: 

How comes it then that this her cold so great 

Is not dissolved through my so hot desire, 

But harder grows the more I her entreat? 

“Song” by Esther Mathews 
I can’t be talkin’ of love, dear, 

I can’t be talkin’ of love. 

If there be one thing I can’t talk of 

That one thing do be love.   

Hope Is the Thing with Feathers by 
Emily Dickinson 

(1830-1886) 
Hope is the thing with feathers 

That perches in the soul 

And sings the tune without the words 

And never stops at all.   

I am a little church(no great cathedral)  
by e e cummings 

(1894-1962) 
i am a little church(no great cathedral) 

far from the splendor and squalor of hurrying cities 

—i do not worry if briefer days grow briefest, 

i am not sorry when sun and rain make april 
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Sight Singing—Guided 

With your teacher’s help, learn to sing this song. 

 
This arrangement uses several secondary dominants.  How many can you find? 

It also uses another chromatically altered tetrad built on ii.  Can you find it? 
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Sight Singing—Independent 

Name ___________________________________ Period ________ Date ____________ 

 

This song uses a V7
/V.  Can you find it? 
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Find the following harmonies in this arrangement:  

  Measure number Beat number 

1. ii        

2. V    /vi        

3. V
7
        

4. V    /V        

5. iii
7
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6. IV
7
        

Name ___________________________________ Period ________ Date ____________ 

 

This piece does not end on DO.  The melody of this well-known folk song uses what type of scale? 
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The song is arranged with the suggestion of tertian and quartal harmony.  Identify if you can where 

each type of harmony appears.   
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This arrangement uses a Neapolitan Sixth chord (N6).  Can you find it? It is a ¯II
6
. 
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Barbershop music is a style of four-part, a cappella singing, usually by men, often featuring secondary 

dominants and other chromatic harmonies.   
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Vocal Technique: Relaxed Jaw and Tongue, Intonation 

Relaxed Jaw and Tongue 

 Etc.  
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Other text: 1) Fred threw three free throws not four free throws…  2) A big black bug bit a big black bear 

and the big black bear bled blood.  3) A proper cup of coffee from a proper copper coffee pot.  4) What a 

to do to die today at a quarter or two to two. 

Etc.  
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Intonation (Descending) 

 

This warm-up usually is performed a cappella on a single, unified neutral vowel.  Here is the procedure:  

1. Altos move down one-half step 

2. Altos move down another half-step 

3. Sopranos move down one half-step 

4. Tenors move down one half-step 

5. Basses move down one half-step 

To create a continuous, seamless sound, singers practice “staggered breathing.”  In other words, each 

individual singer breathes at different times as needed, quickly taking a breath and then continuing to 

sing on the same vowel at the same dynamic level.   
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Ensemble Singing and Repertoire 
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Learning about Music Theory 

Notation: The Orchestral Score 
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The score on the preceding page is an orchestral score or conductor’s score.  It shows all of the notes 

and markings for all of the instruments in the orchestra for Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony, Movement IV.  

Only the first page is given.   

Here are some things to note and do:  

1. Notice how the instruments are arranged from top to bottom.  Do you see families of 

instruments?  How do these relate to the braces on the left side of the score? 

2. How many different clef signs do you see?  For which instruments? 

3. How many different key signatures do you see?  Some of the instruments (such as the clarinet in 

Bb) are “transposing” instruments.  That means that the notes written do not sound where they 

are written.  Other instruments are considered to be in “concert pitch.”  That is, the notes 

written sound just as they appear.  Why do you suppose musicians adopted such a complicated 

system?  Which instruments appear to be in concert pitch? 

4. When you analyze this score harmonically, I suggest you only analyze the instruments in concert 

pitch, at least at first.  The strings are a good place to start.   

Intervals: Aural Recognition of All Intervals 

Below is a listening quiz you can take in class if your teacher chooses:  

Example Interval (circle) 

1.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

2.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

3.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

4.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

5.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

6.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

7.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 
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Scales: Whole Tone and Chromatic Scales, Circle of Fifths 

Whole Tone and Chromatic Scales 

Although pentatonic scales were the basis for many folk songs, the diatonic system of whole and half 

steps dominated the music of the West until the nineteenth century, at which time two other 

significant, non-diatonic systems began to emerge.  One of these was the whole tone scale, in which 

each succeeding note is one whole step (or whole tone) away from its neighbor.  Here are the two 

possible whole tone scales:  

 

Because there is no asymmetrical arrangement of whole and half steps, there can be no DO (tonic).  The 

effect is to create music without a clear tonal center:  

Debussy, Voiles from Preludes, Book I for piano 

 

The same effect can be achieved yet with a very different sound by employing the chromatic scale.  It 

also is a non-diatonic scale, although each note is only one-half step (or semitone) away from its 

neighbor.  Only one chromatic scale is possible on modern, equal temperament instruments, since the 

chromatic scale uses all twelve of the notes:  

 

Music in the common practice period frequently employed the chromatic scale without however 

completely abandoning the diatonic system:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chopin, Etude Op. 25, No. 10 
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Circle of Fifths 

The diatonic scales all relate to one another through the chromatic scale, as demonstrated in the diagram 

above.  The diagram can be understood in many different ways.  For example, as one adds a sharp or 

takes away a flat to a key signature, the resulting scale is a perfect fifth above the preceding.  Taking a 

sharp away or adding a flat generates a scale a perfect fifth below.  Dominant and subdominant 

relationships are pictured.  Every one of the 12 scales, built on the 12 notes of the chromatic scale, is 

pictured in this diagram.  Enharmonic relationships also are noted.  Many students find this diagram to be 

useful in helping them synthesize what they know about relative and parallel keys, key signatures, and the 

underlying tonal structure of music.   
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Harmony and Texture: Chromatic Harmony, Secondary Dominants 

Functional Chromatic Harmony and Borrowed Chords 

The predominant scalar system in Western music from about 1600 to 1900 was the diatonic system.20 

Early on, though, for example in the work of J. S. Bach, composers wrote music that wandered outside of 

the diatonic system, always making its way back into the diatonic fold.  Harmony that uses notes outside 

of the given diatonic scale is called “chromatic” and the use of this kind of harmony is called 

“chromaticism.”   

Chromatic Triads and Borrowed Chords 

Riemann’s system of functional harmony still applies to triads and tetrads that have been chromatically 

altered. Recall that secondary triads can function as though they are primary triads:  

Primary  IV  I  V 

Secondary ii  vi  iii  vii
o
 

If a chord does not appear naturally in a diatonic scale, it will have at least one accidental associated 

with it, because at least one of its notes is not in the scale.   

Major Dominant and Picardy Third 

You already have become acquainted with two types of borrowed harmony.  One is the major dominant 

and dominant seventh (V and V7) in minor, creating the harmonic minor scale.  The major dominant can 

be borrowed from the parallel major scale.  Another form of borrowed harmony you know as the 

Picardy third.  The major tonic triad is “borrowed” from the parallel minor key:  

Anonymous, Adieu, Sweet Amaryllis, page 256 

 
 F Minor:           iv7

     i    VII          V i        ii
7 

V  I 

                                                           
20

 This range of dates is called in music theory and music history the “common practice period.”   
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Minor Subdominant, Major Mediant, and Major Submediant 

The iv chord, borrowed from parallel minor, is so common as to be almost cliché – but not in the hands 

of Fauré.   

Fauré, Lydia  

 
 G Major (Lydian):        iv

6
     iv

7
    V

7
 

Other harmony can be borrowed from a parallel key.  For example, in Major, the iii chord can become a 

III with a chromatic alteration (an accidental):   

Bach, Es ist das Heil uns kommen her 

 
   E Major:      I

6
        I    IV     vi    vii  /ii   ii    III    I 

               [V/ii] 

And the vi chord can become a VI with a chromatic alteration:  

Bach, Ein feste Burg 

 
    D Major:    IV    vii

o
/ii  VI    ii      VI 

                [V7/ii  ii     V/ii ] 
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Bach, Valet will ich dir geben 

 
   D Major:     I   V

7
/IV   IV I

6
       V    /ii   ii     VI 

            [V/ii]  

Lowered roots: Lowered Submediant and Neapolitan Sixth 

Even the roots can be altered chromatically.  The lowered submediant (bVI) can substitute for the vi, 

IV, or I chords:  

Jesu leiden, Pein und Tod (#61, M11 in Bb Major) 

 
         (Bb Major:)         v       v

6
 IV

6
    bVI        i        V  I = V in Eb 

Think of it as “borrowed” from the parallel minor scale.   

One alteration was common enough to acquire a special name.  It is a major triad built on the lowered 

supertonic.  It is called the Neapolitan Sixth (N6), because it usually appeared in the first inversion:  

Bach, Ach Gott vom Himmel, sieh'darein 

 
            G Minor: V       i  V     i

6
   i         V

6
     i    V  N

6
  vii  /V V vii

 o
/V V     i    V

7
       i  

This colorful triad functions like a subdominant triad, and often leads eventually to the dominant chord.   
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Most of these chromatic alterations create Major triads.  Other alterations are possible and have been 

used by noted composers.  Frequently, they can be understood within Riemann’s functional harmony 

system.   

Diatonic and Chromatic Tetrads 

Tetrads (seventh chords) can function as tonic, dominant, and subdominant harmonies.  The most 

common is the V7, the dominant seventh chord.   

Bach, Jesu, Bleibet Meine Freude 

 
G Major: I      IV

6
          I

6
     vi       ii         V

7
   I 

Other diatonic tetrads also can function as tonic, dominant, and subdominant harmonies.   

Bach, Aus meines Herzens Grunde 

 
  G Major:     I            IV

6
    V

6
      I      V     vi       IV   IV I        V 
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Chromatically altered tetrads are not as frequently used in the common practice period, although they 

do occur:  

Fauré, Lydia 

 
G Major (Lydian):    ii

φ
      ii

φ
 I

6
        iv    iv

7
 V

7
 I 

Some of the More Common Chromatic Triads 

Diatonic 

 

C Minor:  i          ii
o
    III        iv   v       VI           VII       i 

Chromatic 

 

C Minor:  i          N6   III        iv   V       VI           vii
o
       I 

Diatonic 

 

C Major:  I              ii          iii           IV          V           vi           vii
o
     I 

Chromatic 

 
C Major:   I          ii   III           iv         V       VI   bVI        vii

o
        I 

While this table is by no means exhaustive, it does provide a reference for some of the chromatic harmonies 

encountered in this book.   
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Secondary Dominants 

By far the most commonly occurring chromatic tetrads belong to the class of secondary dominants, 

sometimes called applied dominants.  These chords function as though they are dominant sevenths of 

some key other than the tonic.  Bach employed these tetrads liberally in his chorale preludes.   

In this book, secondary dominants are indicated like this: V7
/IV.  It is pronounced “five seven of four.”  It 

means that the V7 chord of the subdominant note in the scale is created as though the piece is now in 

the subdominant key for just a moment.  Here are some examples of secondary dominants:  

Bach, Aus Meines Herzens Grunde 

 

G Major:       I
6
  V

7
 I V

7
/IV    IV 

Because secondary dominants belong to some key other than the tonic, they always require an 

accidental (a chromatic alteration).   

Bach, Ein’ feste Burg 

 
   D Major:     I    vi     vi     I

6
   vii 

o
   I  V

7
/V    V 
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Scarlatti, O cessate, di piagarmi 

 
   E Minor:    V  /v     v          V /v      v

6 
  V  /VI    VI       V /VI   VI

6
 

During the common practice period, chromatic functional harmony continued to hearken back to the 

overarching diatonic structure from which it had come.  As the nineteenth century came to a close, 

however, new tonal and even atonal structures began to emerge.  The exploration of these structures is 

beyond the scope of this text.  The whole tone and chromatic scales are two of the scales that began to 

be employed toward the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries.   

Non-harmonic Tones 

While they do not affect the harmonic analysis, non-harmonic tones (or non-chord tones) are important 

for performance because they create tension.  The most common types of non-harmonic tones are: 

passing tone, upper and lower neighbor tone, anticipation, escape tone, appoggiatura, suspension, and 

double neighbors.  Each of these non-harmonic tones appears at least once in the music in this book.   

Each of these types of non-harmonic tones is illustrated and described on the Internet.  Interested 

students can consult http://www.musictheory.net/lessons/53 for more detail.   

Into the Twentieth Century 

As chromatic alterations became more extreme towards the end of the nineteenth century and into the 

twentieth century, a new, non-functional type of harmony began to emerge, the study of which is 

beyond the scope of this book.   The whole system of tertian harmony (harmony based on the interval of 

the third) was supplemented and sometimes supplanted in favor of harmony based on fourths (quartal 

harmony) and seconds (secundal).  Here are examples of tertian, quartal, and secundal triads and 

inversions:  

 
                     Tertian triad              Quartal Triad           Secundal Triad 

Root position,     1st and 2nd inversions     Root,          1st,          2nd        Root,          1st,            2nd  

 

http://www.musictheory.net/lessons/53
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Name ___________________________________ Period ________ Date ____________ 

Phrase and Form 

Recall that four types of cadences were used in the common practice period:  

1. Authentic (full) V – I  

2. Half (semi) ? – V (or other) 

3. Plagal  IV – I  

4. Deceptive V – vi (or VI) 

Identify the types of cadences used in the harmonized folk songs in this chapter.   

Rhythm and Meter: Duple and Triple, Complex 

Duple and Triple Meter 

Musicians use terminology to identify to which family various simple and compound meters belong.  For 

example,     is called “duple simple” because beats group themselves in two beats of simple meter.  By 

contrast,      is called “triple simple” for the same reason.       is called “duple compound” because there 

are two compound beats per measure.   

Complete the table below:  

Meter Description 

 
Duple Simple    
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Name ___________________________________ Period ________ Date ____________ 

Complex Meter 

In addition to simple and compound, this book also includes examples of “free” meter; that is meter that 

does not readily group itself into duple, simple, or quadruple; or into simple and compound.  The chant 

included in the book, such as “Ut queant laxis” is in free meter.   

A final type of meter, frequently used in twentieth century art music, is complex meter.  It is a 

combination of simple and compound meter:  

 

This folk song, discovered by twentieth century composer Béla Bartók , clearly is in a meter, although it 

is a combination of compound and simple groupings:  

 
            Three–ee–eighths    Three–ee–eighths  Two–eighths Two–eighths 

To learn more about complex meter, practice chanting the rhythms above and then the rhythms of 

“Nebudem dobrý.”  Maintain a steady eighth note pulse.  For now, omit the grace notes in measures 2 

and 4.   
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Name ___________________________________ Period ________ Date ____________ 

Summary of Chapter 11 

Songs and Principles 

Songs to Memorize 

Title      Page  Key  Mode 

          M   m 

 

Improvising Melodies (titles of poems) 

              

         

Sight Singing—Guided  

Title      Page  Key  Mode 

          M   m 

Sight Singing—Independent  

Title      Page  Key  Mode 

          M   m 

          M   m 

          M   m 

          M   m 

          M   m 

          M   m 
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Name ___________________________________ Period ________ Date ____________ 

Ensemble Singing and Repertoire 

Title      Page  Key  Mode 

          M   m 

          M   m 

          M   m 

          M   m 

Intervals: Aural Recognition of All Intervals 
Below is a listening quiz you can take in class if your teacher chooses:  

Example Interval (circle) 

1.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

2.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

3.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

4.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

5.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

6.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

7.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

Scales 
Identify the type of scale in each example below.   

 

 

 

 

 

1.  

 

2.  

 

3.  
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1.     2.     3.      

Name ___________________________________ Period ________ Date ____________ 

Functional Harmony 

Which secondary triads can substitute for (function as though they are) the following primary triads:  

1. Tonic (I):         

2. Subdominant (IV):         

3. Dominant (V):         

Phrase and Form 

Name the different types of cadences, given the harmonies:  

1. V – vi (or VI)      

2. ? – V (or other)      

3. V – I       

4. IV – I       

Rhythm and Meter 

What family of meters is implied by each of the groupings? 

1.      Simple  Compound Complex 

2.       Simple  Compound Complex 

3.     Simple  Compound Complex 

4.  

Simple  Compound Complex 
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Name ___________________________________ Period ________ Date ____________ 

Intervals: Aural Recognition of All Intervals, Additional Practice 

Below is a listening quiz you can take in class if your teacher chooses:  

Example Interval (circle) 

1.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

2.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

3.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

4.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

5.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

6.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

7.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

 

 

Below is a listening quiz you can take in class if your teacher chooses:  

Example Interval (circle) 

1.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

2.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

3.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

4.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

5.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

6.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 

7.  m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 A4/d5 P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 P8 
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Name ___________________________________ Period ________ Date ____________ 

Chapter 11 Music Terms Crossword 
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Name ___________________________________ Period ________ Date ____________ 
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Name ___________________________________ Period ________ Date ____________ 

Coda 

A coda is an ending passage in a piece of music 

DO  RE  MI/ME  FA  SO  LA/LE  TI/TE  

                     

Can you sing and name the following song?  Only the first phrase is shown.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Solfège notes in this phrase:  

              

What is the name of the song?      Found on what page?   

Can you sing and name the following song?  Only part of the first phrase is shown.   


  

Solfège notes in this phrase:   

              

How many “walks” are there in each measure?   

What is the name of the song?      Found on what page?   

Can you recognize the following two songs just from their opening rhythms and meters?  

        Title   Page 

              

               

MI 

ME 

MI MI 

# 

DI 

LE LE 
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Student Index 

A 
"Aber die Musici," 137, 166 
Accidentals, 101, 156 

as chromatic alterations, 506, 510 
"Ach Gott vom Himmel, sieh'darein," 507 
"Adieu, Sweet Amarillis," 250, 256 
Aeolian. See Minor scales 
"Ah, Poor Bird," 307 
Alberti bass, 322, 423 
"All My Trials," 200 
"Aloha 'Oe," 359, 381 
"Alouette," 241 
"America," 242 
"Anabel Lee," 356, 473 
Anapestic poetic meter, 406 

defined, 355 
Appoggiatura 

explained, 511 
"Apprenti Pastouriau," 81 
Arabic numerals 

for describing inversions of triads, tetrads, 428–430 
as figured bass, 330 
indicating inversions, 331, 335, 337–338, 344, 384, 

393 
"Arizona," 315–319, 337–338 
"Arizona March Song," 312–314 
Arpeggiation 

in piano music, 322 
in vocal music, 300–301 

"As-Tu Vu Guillaume?," 9, 12, 18, 19, 21 
"Au Clair de la Lune," xii, 3, 18, 21, 241, 476 
"Au Coin Du Nord," 39, 60, 62 
"Auction Block," 132, 166 
Augmented interval, 59, 144 

explained, 206, 258 
Augmented mediant, 459 
Augmented triad 

defined, 339 
"Auld Lang Syne," 243, 251, 324, 358, 381, 383 
"Aura Lee," 471–472, 474 
Aural recognition of intervals, 380, 424, 457, 466, 502,  

515, 517 
"Aus meines Herzens Grunde," 396, 412, 430, 431, 436– 

438, 508, 510 
"Aus tiefer Noth schrei ich zu dir," 187, 454, 455, 462 
Authentic cadence, 403, 462, 512 

explained, 275 
"Awake the Harp," 341 
 

B 
Bach, Johann Sebastian, 164, 275, 396, 431, 436–439, 

505–508, 510 

Bach chorales, 431, 436, 439, 454 
"Barbara Allen," 411, 425, 430 
Barlines, 24, 342 

defined, 26 
Bartók, Béla, 513 
Bass clef 

defined, 53 
letter names, 54 
mnemonic device, 162 
notation, 53 
symbol, 26 
See also F clef 

Beat 
defined, 112 
patterns, 109 
reading, 276 
upbeats and downbeats, 24, 27, 111 

"Beautiful Dreamer," 475 
"Beggar Boy of the North," 187, 192, 196, 223 
"Believe Me, If All Those Endearing Young Charms,"  

128, 138, 165, 360, 381 
Beriozka. See "Birch Tree, The" 
"Birch Tree, The" (Beriozka), 83, 89–95, 105, 111 
"Black Is the Color of My True Love's Hair," 372, 381,  

463 
Blake, William, 8, 9 
"Blow the Man Down," 244 
Borrowed chords 

explained, 505 
Brahms, Johannes, 389, 423 
Brahms' "Lullaby." See "Wiegenlied" 
Brahms, "Waltz," 423, 427, 430 
"British Grenadiers, The," 123, 138, 165, 324 
Britten, Benjamin, 341 
Browning, Robert, 356 
 

C 
C clef 

explained, 143 
moveable, 201 
naming notes, 143, 172 

Cadences 
defined, 222, 397 
full and half, 274–275 
plagal, 388 
types of, 463, 512–513 

Call and response melodies, 34, 121 
"Canoe Song," 48, 302 
Canons, 367–368 

explained, 135 
form of, 341 
"Solfège Canon," 422, 433 
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Canterbury Tales (Chaucer), 33–35, 141 
"Carol of the Bells," 249, 250 
Catch, defined, 368 
"Charlie," 51 
"Chatter with the Angels," 39, 62 
"Chimney Sweeper," 124, 138, 165 
Chorale 

defined, 431 
See also Bach chorales 

Chord, explained, 144, 265 
Chord factors, 327 

in bass determine inversion, 330, 428, 439 
letter names, 345 
of tetrads, 428 

"Christmas Is Coming," 119–120, 121, 165 
Christmas Oratorio (Bach), 431 
Chromatic harmony, 472fn, 483, 509 

explained, 505 
Chromatic scales 
defined, 503 

Chromatic triads, 505, 509 
"Cielito Lindo," 362, 381, 389 
"Cinderella," 1, 2, 18, 20, 21 
Circle of Fifths, explained, 504 
Clefs, 26, 65 

explained, 53 
See also Bass clef; C clef; F clef; G clef 

Close progression, 294–295, 354 
"Closet Key, The," 7, 18, 20, 21 
"Cock Robin," 50 
"Cockles and Mussels," 129, 165, 292–293, 295–297, 

299, 324, 342 
Codas (appearing at end of chapters), 32, 72, 118, 

182, 234, 290, 350, 400, 442, 470, 520 
"Coffee Canon," 367, 381 
Complex meter, explained, 513 
Compound meter, explained, 166 
Consonant, 112 
Consonant, defined, 112 
Counterpoint, 141 
"Cradle Hymn," 133, 166 
"Crawdad Hole," 44, 45 
"Cross of Snow," 35, 355 
Crosswords, 30–31, 70–71, 116–117, 180–181, 232– 

233, 288–289, 348–349, 398–399, 440–441, 468–469,  
518–519 

 

D 
Dactylic poetic meter, defined, 355 
"Dame, Lend Me a Loaf," 367, 381 
"Danny Boy," 364, 381 
d’Arezzo, Guido, 190 
Deceptive cadence, 512 

defined, 462 

Diatonic modes, 185, 209–211 
ostinatos in, 221 
parallel modes, 209 
with primary triads, 444 
relative modes, 211 

Diatonic scales 
drawn on grand staff, 156 
explained, 112 
five-note, 96 
spelling of, 97 

Diatonic skips, 58, 65 
explained, 58 

Diatonic staff, 53, 65 
Dictation 

defined, 112 
harmonic, 402, 444, 472 
hints, 2 
melodic, 34, 186, 236 
steps for, 74–78, 120 
with tonic and dominant harmony, 292 
See also Melodic dictation 

"Did You Ever See a Lassie?," 126, 165, 245 
"Did You Go?," 37, 47, 62 
"Didn't My Lord Deliver Daniel?," 46, 47, 60, 63 
"Dido’s Lament," 164 
"Die Forelle," 493 
Die Schöpfung oratorio (Hayden), 341 
"Dies Irae," 189, 192, 199, 222, 223 
Diminished interval, 59, 144, 258 

explained, 206 
Diminished triad, defined, 339 
Diphthong, defined, 308 
Dissonant, explained, 112 
Distorting 

explained, 79, 104, 112 
meters, 342, 389, 431–432 
to nearby or opposite modes, 192, 303 
practice, 121, 251 

"Divinum Mysterium," 130, 138, 165 
"Dixie," 363, 381 
"Do, Do Pity My Case," 36, 47, 60, 62 
Dominant, defined, 112 
Dominant Seventh, defined, 426 
Dominant triads. See Tonic and dominant triads 
"Dona Nobis Pacem," 136, 137, 166, 324, 367, 381 
"Donkey, The," 136, 166 
"Don't You Hear the Lambs?," 183, 185, 186, 192, 223,  

443 
Dorian, explained, 209 
Doubling, 323 
Downbeat, 24, 65, 111 

defined, 26 
Drawing method of harmonic analysis, 270 
"Drunken Sailor," 191, 199, 223 
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"Du, Du, Liegst Mir im Herzen," 129, 138, 165 
Duple meter, explained, 512 
Dynamics, 27, 200 

defined, 25 
 

E 
"Ein' feste burg ist unser Gott" ("Ein' feste burg") 
(Bach), 431, 487–488, 506, 510 
"El Grillo," 417, 425, 430 
"El Payo," 357, 381 
Ensemble singing 

and combining songs, 38, 95 
performance suggestions, 95, 133, 138 
principles, 12, 52 
and repertoire, 454 
self-assessment, 199 
songs suitable for concert performance, 138, 199 
steps for learning choral music, 252 
See also Repertoire; specific song titles 

"Erbarm' dich mein, O Herre Gott," 454 
"Erie Canal," 73, 77, 78, 105, 111 
 

F 
F clef, 53 

defined, 65 
FA special properties, 295 
"Fair and Tender Ladies," 41, 63 
"Fair Hills of Eiré O, The," 448 
Fauré, 506, 509 
"Festival Te Deum," 454 
Figured Bass 

defined, 330 
Figured bass 

as shorthand for inversions, 383 
triads and tetrads in, 439 

"Fire Down Below," 128, 138, 165 
"For He's a Jolly Good Fellow," 361, 381 
Form, defined, 65 
Forte, defined, 25 
"Fountain, The," 37, 47, 60, 62 
Four-part harmonic analysis 

analyzing notes in, 227 
with chord factor in bass, 330, 428, 439 
drawing method, 270 
lead sheet terminology, 346 
spelling method, 202–203 
of triads, 384–386 
using Roman numerals, 229 
voicing, 201 

Free meter, explained, 223 
"French Cathedrals," 190, 199, 223 
"Frog Went A-Courtin'," 447 
Fugue, 164, 341 

Full cadence. See Authentic cadence 
Functional harmony 

chromatic, 511 
explained, 403–404 
Riemann's system, 404fn, 473fn, 506, 509 

"Funiculì, Funiculà," 478 
 

G 
G clef, defined, 65 
"Gallowa' Hills," 449 
"Get to Bed," 42, 63, 450, 451 
"Go Tell Aunt Rhodie," 79, 105, 111 
"Go to Sleepy," 41, 60, 63, 110 
"Good-bye, Ol' Paint," 37, 62 
Grand staff, 54, 143, 257, 260, 382 

explained, 322 
"Green Gravel," 80, 95, 105, 108, 111 
"Greenland Whale Fishery, The," 194 
"Greensleeves," 410, 425, 430 
 

H 
Half cadence. See Semi cadence 
Half step, explained, 112 
Hand signs for scale degrees, 1, 33, 73, 119, 183, 235,  

291, 351, 443, 471 
"Hänschen klein," 87, 95, 105, 111 
Harmonic analysis 

in harmonic minor scale, 336 
of piano/vocal score, 393, 394–395, 424 
using Roman numerals, Arabic numerals, 430–431 
writing a lead sheet, 395, 428 

Harmonic minor scale, 340, 407, 505 
explained, 259 
harmonic analysis in, 336 

Harmonizing 
with root position triads, 270 
with secondary triads, 404 
with subdominant triad, 353, 355 
with tonic triads, 274 
by writing and improvising, 293–294 
See also SATB harmonization; SSA harmonization 

"Hatikvah," 119–121, 165 
"Have You Ever Seen a Lassie?," 276 
Hayden, Josef, 341 
Haydn, Josef, 341 
Hemiola, 390 

explained, 389 
"He's a Jolly Good Fellow," 361, 381 
"Hey, Ho, Anybody Home?," 134 
Holst, Gustav, 454 
"Home on the Range," 127, 138, 165 
Homophonic texture, 27, 61, 65 

defined, 19 
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"Hop, Old Squirrel," 4–5, 12, 18, 20, 21 
"Hope Is the Thing with Feathers," 473 
Horizontal aspect of music, explained, 263 
"Hotaru Koi," 305 
"Hullaballoo-Balay," 46–47, 63, 110, 452–453 
"Hurdy Gurdy Man, The," 85 
"Hymmnus in Ioannem," 190 
 

I 
"i am a little church(no great cathedral)," 473 
"I Got a Letter This Morning," 83, 95, 105 
"I Love My Love," 454 
"I Never Saw a Moor," 10, 20, 355 
"I Rode a Big Horse," 50 
Iambic poetic meter, 10, 35, 446 

defined, 355 
"If I Got My Ticket, Can I Ride?," 188, 192, 223 
"Il est né," 131, 133, 138, 154, 165 
"I'm Gonna Sing," 1, 38, 62 
"I’m Tramping," 1, 2, 18, 20, 21 
Improvising 

anapestic meter, 355 
call and response melodies, 34 
dactylic meter, 355 
explained, 8–10 
harmonies, 120, 237, 296–297, 354, 405 
iambic meter, 10, 355, 446 
iambic meter irregular, 406 
melodies, 355, 446, 473 
trochaic meter, 35, 355, 446 
See also Matrix for improvising 

Intervals 
aural recognition, 380, 424, 457, 466, 502, 515, 517 
defined, 65 
direction (up, down, across), 16 
half steps, whole steps, 99, 146, 150, 206 
and major scales, 147 
perfect and major, 324 
qualities, 204, 258 
size, 58, 98 
steps, skips, repeats, 16 
See also Augmented interval; Aural recognition of  

intervals; Diminished interval 
Inversions 

arpeggiated, 300–301 
defined, 327 
figured bass, 330 (see also Figured bass) 
identifying, 344 
indicated in lead sheets, 346, 426 
indicated with Arabic numerals, 337 
solfège on, 371 
of tetrads, 426 
tonic and dominant triads, 309, 346 

Inversions of triads, 328–331, 335 
defined, 294 

Ionian. See Major scales; Scales, major 
"It’s Me," 4, 7, 18, 20, 21, 24 
 

J 
"Jasmine Flower," 477 
"Jerry Ryan," 192, 199, 222, 223, 278 
"Jesu, Bleibet Meine Freude," 253, 276, 467, 508 
"Jesus Born in Beth'ny," 194, 199, 223 
"Jingle at the Window," 9, 12, 18, 20, 21 
"Johnny Has Gone for a Soldier," 133, 166, 273 
Joplin, Scott, 322, 323 
"Josef Lieber, Josef Mein," 127, 138, 165 
"Joshua Fought the Battle of Jericho," 247 
Jump bass, defined, 322 
"Juniper Tree, The," 44, 45, 63 
 

K 
Key signatures 

diatonic spelling, 97 
explained, 98, 159–161 
generating major scales, 164 
major and minor, 425 
modal, 458 
of relative scales, 155 

Kings Singers Book of Rounds, Canons and Partsongs,  
The, 190 

"Kukuriku," 134, 166 
 

L 
"La Boiteuse Au Marché," 188, 192, 223, 277, 278 
"La Cucaracha," 240, 274, 275 
"La Laine Des Moutons," 131, 166, 303 
"La Poule à Colin," 130, 165 
"Lavender's Blue," 351–354, 391, 402, 405, 425, 432 
Lead sheet analysis 

explained, 229 
and qualities of triads, 459 
reduction, 395 
terminology, 346 
terminology described, 337 
triad and tetrad names, 425–426 

Leading tone, defined, 153 
"Let All Mortal Flesh Keep Silence," 125, 138, 165, 480 
"Let Beauty Awake," 454 
Liebeslieder Waltzes (Brahms), 389 
"Little Bo Peep," 87, 105, 111 
"Little Gal at Our House," 6, 7, 20, 21 
"Little Tom Tinker," 238, 265, 266 
"Little White Daisies," 81, 95, 105, 111 
"Lo Yisa Goi," 306, 353 
"Loch Lomond," 365, 381 
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Locrian, 185 
explained, 209 

Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth, 35 
"Lost Leader, The," 356 
"Lullaby" (Iroquois), 48, 63 
"Lydia," 489–492, 506, 509 
Lydian, explained, 209 

 

M 
"Mabel, Mabel," 3, 21 
Major scales, explained, 154 
Major triad, defined, 339 
"Marine's Hymn," 122, 138, 165 
"Mary Had a Baby," 43, 63 
Matrix for improvising, 184–185, 237, 407, 445, 473 
ME, explained, 65 
Measure, defined, 26 
Mediant 

defined, 112, 153, 506 
explained, 104 
Melismas, defined, 136 
Melodic dictation, 2, 34, 236 

explained, with steps, 74–77, 120, 186 
with harmony, 352, 402, 472 
with tonic and dominant harmony, 292 

Melodic minor scale, explained, 259 
Melody, defined, 26 
Meter 

defined, 26, 112 
distortion (see Distorting, meters) 

Metrical counting, explained, 65 
Metronome markings, 111 
Mezzo, defined, 26 
MI, explained, 65 
"Mi Gallo," 304 
Minor interval, explained, 206 
Minor scales 

explained, 154 
major, parallel, and relative, 155, 173 
melodic, 260 

Minor triad, defined, 339 
Mixolydian mode, 60, 184 
explained, 209 
note, 221 
transposing, 196 
"Mo Li Hua," 477 
Monophonic, defined, 27 
Mozart, W. A., 139, 323, 431, 436 
"Music, When Soft Voices Die," 446 
"Musica est Dei donum optimi," 411 
"My Country 'tis of Thee." See "America" 
"My Dame Hath a Lame, Tame Crane," 304 
"My Good Old Man," 49 
"My Love Is Like to Ice," 473 

N 
Naming 

keys, 160 
notes, 143, 172 
triads, 383 

Natural minor scale, explained, 259 
Neapolitan Sixth chord, 480 

defined, 507 
"Nebudem dobrý," 513 
Neighbor tone, explained, 511 
“Nel cor più non mi sento,” 377, 379, 381, 393–394 
"Night Herding Song," 40, 60, 63 
"Nobody Knows the Trouble I've Seen," 409, 430 
Non-harmonic tones, 275, 393, 511, 512 

defined, 265 
Notation 

analyzing piano score, 424 
chamber music score, 456 
diatonic spelling, 97 
orchestral score, 501 
piano and voice, 322–323, 379 

 
O 
"O cessate, di piagarmi," 320, 511 
"O Süßer Mai," 498 
"Oats, Peas, Beans," 86, 105, 111 
"Oh, Oh, the Sunshine!," 41, 63 
"Oh My Darling, Clementine," 126, 138, 165, 236 
"Oh When the Saints," 84, 324 
"Old Joe Clark," 196, 199 
"Old Joe Clarke," 193 
"Old Mister Rabbit," 5, 12, 18, 20, 21 
"One, Two, Three, Our Number Is Right," 369 
Open score, defined, 257 
Order of flats, explained, 161 
Order of sharps, explained, 161 
Ostinatos, 61, 95, 105 

defined, 6 
explained, 12 
in diatonic modes, 221 
extended, 164 

"Out of the Deep I Call," 124, 138, 165 
Overtone series, defined, 309 

 
P 
Parallel keys, defined, 158, 506 
Parallel modes, 209 
Parallel scales, 155, 158 
“Passacaglia and Fugue,” 164 
Passing tone, explained, 511 
Pentatonic scales, 96, 99, 103, 355 

explained, 60fn, 65 
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Perfect intervals, explained, 144 
Performance suggestions, 5, 6, 9, 95, 133, 138 
Period, defined, 21 
Persichetti, Vincent, xiv, 443, 459, 461 
Phrase 

defined, 20 
Phrygian mode, 221 

explained, 209 
Piano, defined, 26 
Piano music 

arpeggiation in harmony, 322 
notation, 322–323 

Piano vocal score, 379, 393 
Picardy Third, 505 

defined, 455 
explained, 256 

"Pineapple Rag," 322 
Pitch 

explained, 16 
inventories, 244 
tips for matching, 10 

Pitch inventory, explained, 38 
Plagal cadence, 462, 512 

defined, 387 
Poetic meters, 355 
Poetry fragments 

improvising melodies, 446, 473 
meters, 406 

Polyphonic 
defined, 27 

Polyphony 
counterpoint, 141 
defined, 19 
imitative, 61 

Posture for singers, 52 
"Potter, The," 49, 60, 302 
"Praties They Grow Small, The," 125, 138, 165, 292,  

293, 295, 297–298 
"Pretty Saro," 40, 62 
Primary triad inversions 

solfège on, 371 
Primary triads in modes, 444, 459, 467 

defined, 353 
Primary triads shorthand, 354 
Purcell, Henry, 164 
 

Q 
Qualities of triads, 340, 386–387, 396, 430, 459 

defined, 339 
explained, 272 

Quartal harmony, 267, 477 
explained, 511 

Quodlibets, xii, 12, 24, 65 
defined, 5, 9, 12fn, 26, 112 

in major, 122 
in major and minor, 86, 124 
in pentatonic, 47 

 

R 
"Raisins and Almonds," 246, 286 
Relative keys, defined, 158 
Relative modes, 211 
Relative scales, 155 
Repeat, defined, 65 
Repertoire 

and ensemble singing, 454 
songs suitable for concert performance, 138, 199 
steps for learning choral music, 252 
See also Ensemble singing; specific song titles 

Rest 
defined, 27 

"Reveille," 301 
Rhythm 

defined, 112 
shorthand for, 75, 77, 120 

Rhythm and meter 
complex, 513 
distorting meters, 342, 431 
duple and triple, 512 
hemiola, 389 
metrical counting, 464, 467 
See also Meter 

"Rich Man, Poor Man," 73–77, 78, 105, 111, 301 
"Riding in a Buggy," 44, 63 
Riemann, Hugo, 403, 472, 505 
Riemann system of functional harmony, 404fn, 473fn,  

506, 509 
"Riu, Riu, Chiu," 82, 95, 105, 111 
"Road Not Taken, The," 406 
Roman numeral analysis 

as shorthand, 427–430 
Roman numerals 

indicating quality of triads, 347 
"Romance," 414, 425, 435 
Root of a chord, explained, 229 
Root progression, 354 
explanation, 294 
Roots of triads, 270, 382 
"'Round the Mountain," 86, 95, 105, 111 
Rounds, 38, 136, 307, 341, 367–370, 381 

defined, 65 
See also specific song titles 

"Row, Row, Row Your Boat," 238, 263–266 
 

S 
Saint Matthew Passion, The (Bach), 431 
"Santa Lucia," 363, 381 
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SATB harmonization, 242, 299 
explained, 239 

"Savez-vous Planter des Choux?," 80 
Scale degrees 

building primary, secondary triads, 267, 404 
defined, 112 
determining before transcription, 76 
shorthand, 76 
and tonal degrees/names, 103–104, 173 
See also Hand signs for scale degrees 

Scales 
defined, 18fn, 27 
chromatic, 503 
chromatic alteration, 506 
Circle of Fifths, 504 
identified by tonic and mode, 211–212 
key signatures, 425, 458 
major, 154 
minor, 154, 326 
natural minor, 259 
whole tone, 503 

"Scarborough Fair," 185–186, 192, 223, 443, 444 
Scarlatti, Alessandro, 511 
"Scotland's Burning," 38 
"Seal Woman's Lament," 47, 60, 63, 110, 452, 453 
Secondary dominant sevenths, 431, 438 

defined, 510 
Secondary dominants, 472, 483 
Secondary triads, 426, 431 

defined, 434 
functions for major scales, 404 

Secundal harmony, explained, 511 
Self-assessment, 199 
Semi cadence, 274, 462, 512 
explained, 275 
Seventh chords, 426, 508 
Sevenths, 144, 145, 150, 427 
"Shall I Compare Thee?," 473 
"Shalom Chaverim," 135, 166 
"Shoo Fly," 239 
Shorthand 

figured bass, 330 
figured bass identifies inversions, 330 
for naming keys, 160 
for primary triads, 353, 379 
as Roman numeral analysis, 428–429 
for scale degrees, 76 
for simple rhythms, 75, 77, 186 

Sight singing 
steps to follow, 11 

Signatures. See Key signatures 
"Silver Swan, The," 368, 381 
"Simple Gifts," 123, 138, 165, 242, 300 
Simple meter, defined, 167 

"Since Time So Kind," 370, 381 
Skip, defined, 27 
"Soldiers' Far, The," 51 
Solfège 

four-part, 454 
and identifying scales, 18 
on primary triads and inversions, 353, 371 
and steps for sight singing, 11 
on tonic and dominant inversions, 309 

"Solfège Canon," 422, 433 
Solfège notes 

choosing and singing, 356 
explained, 327, 336 

Solfège syllables, 1 
correlated to pitches, 244 
original, 190 
singing and signing, 1–2, 11, 33 
Solfège symbols and names, 266 
explained, 11, 19 
for pentatonic, five-note diatonic scales, 96 

"Sometimes I Feel Like a Motherless Child," 351–352,  
401–402, 432 

Sonata, K. 545 (Mozart), 322 
Sonata in A Major, K. 331 (Mozart), 436 
"Song for Saint Cecilia's Day, A," 406 
"Song of Hiawatha, The," 35, 355 
"Spanish Ladies," 235, 236, 581 
Spelling method of harmonic analysis, 230, 270 

explained, 202–203 
SSA harmonization, 133, 239–240, 254, 405 

adapted for SATB voicing, 299 
explained, 200 
improvising, 296 

Staff, defined, 27 
Step, defined, 27 
"Still, Now and Hear," 43, 450, 451 
Subdominant, explained, 112, 153 
Submediant, 506, 507 

explained, 153 
"Sumer Is Icumen In," 141, 166, 341 
"Sun Don't Set in the Mornin'," 42, 63 
"Sunayama," 48, 60, 63 
Supertonic, explained, 112 
"Sur Le Pont," 239, 257, 270–272 
"Sweet William," 33–35, 60–63, 274 
"Swing a Lady," 195, 199, 223 
"Swing Low, Sweet Chariot," 408, 430 
 

T 
"Tallis’ Canon," 135, 166 
"Taps," 61, 300 
"Tarry Trousers, The," 195, 199, 223 
Tempo, defined, 27 
Tension and release, explained, 222 
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Tertian harmony, explained, 267 
Tetrads 

defined, 275, 401 
identified in Roman numeral analysis, 427 
inverting, 426 
names in lead sheet analysis, 425–426 

"There's a Certain Slant of Light," 446 
"Three Blind Mice," 238, 266 
Time signature 

defined, 65 
explained, 112 

Tonal solar system, 153 
Tonic, explained, 112 
Tonic and dominant inversions, 309 
Tonic and dominant triads, 295, 309 
Transposing 

defined, 104 
explained, 79 
practice, 135–136, 251 

Treble clef. See G clef 
Triads 

defined, 265 
names, 337, 425 
shorthand, 353, 379 
using Roman numerals, 347 
See also Qualities of triads 

Triple meter, explained, 512 
Trochaic poetic meter, defined, 355 
"Tsaiyak Society Song," 8, 12, 18, 21, 191, 199, 223 
Twentieth century harmony, 511 
Twentieth Century Harmony (Persichetti), 443 
"Tyger, The," 8, 20, 355 

 
U 
Upbeats, defined, 27 
"Ut Queant Laxis," 190, 513 

 
V 
"Valet will ich dir geben," 507 
Vertical aspect of music, explained, 263 
"Vive La Compagnie," 481 
"Vive L'amour." See "Vive La Compagnie" 
"Vo Polé Tuman Zatumanelsya," 82 

Vocal technique 
explained, 112 
five principles, 371, 422 
intonation, 484 
relaxed jaw and tongue, 371, 484 
solfège, four-part, 454 
"Solfège Canon," 422 
solfège on every note of the scale, 371 
solfège on primary triad inversions, 371 
solfège on tonic and dominant triads, 371 
the tip of the tongue, 484 

Vocal technique principles, 11 
Voice crossing, 294 
Voicing 

in four-part harmonic analysis, 201, 395 
harmonized with SATB, 239, 299 
harmonized with SSA, 133, 239, 296 

Vowel Color, explained, 307 

 
W 
"Walk Together Children," 36, 47, 62 
"We're the Knights!," 310 
"When I Was One-and-Twenty," 446 
"When Jesus Wept," 142, 166 
"When Johnny Comes Marching Home Again," 132, 166 
Whole step, defined, 112 
Whole Tone Scale, defined, 503 
"Who's That Yonder," 3, 18, 20, 21, 24 
"Wiegenlied," 374, 381, 389 
Williams, Ralph Vaughan, 454 
"Wonder Where Is Good Old Daniel?," 47, 60, 63 

 
Y 
"Yankee Doodle," 362, 381, 395 
"Young Man Who Wouldn't Hoe Corn, The," 49 
Young Persons Guide to the Orchestra, The (Britten),  
 341 

 
Z 
"Zohra," 366, 381 

 

 

 


